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Maritime history and maritime archaeology are two interesting and important 
subjects that are practised at a high level by a large number of well-qualified experts 
in Australia. Not being an expert in these fields myself, there hardly seemed to be a 
reason why I would get involved in organizing a colloquium on these topics.

During the preparations for the tricentenary of Willem de Vlamingh’s voyage 
of discovery, and in the preliminary phases of the Duyfken project, however, it became 
clear that the bilateral co-operation in this field had almost come to a standstill. The 
ANCODS (Agreement between Australia and the Netherlands Concerning Old 
Dutch Shipwrecks) Committee seemed to have exhausted its brief, once agreement 
was reached on the future of the wreck sites and on the care for the innumerable 
objects which had been found. Money for joint projects or for travelling was hard to 
find. Still, many important questions remained unanswered; many objects begged 
to be studied. The concurrence of the launch of the tricentennial celebrations and 
the laying of the keel of the Duyfken offered a unique setting to try to revitalize the 
co-operation by bringing together all the interested parties.

It took very little effort to convince the Netherlands Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
to give a subsidy for the travel costs for a number of prominent Dutch experts. The 
time was obviously ripe. Even more important, the Prince of Orange, Prince Willem-
Alexander agreed to address the Colloquium and officially open it during his visit 
to Western Australia, giving another indication of the renewed official interest for 
the joint maritime history of our two nations.

The rest—as they say—is history, but a very well-documented history because 
you will find in the following pages the complete proceedings of the Australia–
Netherlands Colloquium on Maritime Archaeology and Maritime History held at the 
Western Australian Maritime Museum 7–9 January 1997. That, in itself, is an important 
achievement and I am grateful to the editors for a job well done. However, with all 
those that participated in the Colloquium I express the hope and the expectation 
that the co-operation will not end here, but that ways and means will be found to 
continue what started so successfully in Fremantle in January 1997.

David van Iterson
Ex-Consul General for the Netherlands

Foreword
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Opening address

Prince Willem-Alexander, Prince of Orange
There is a special relationship between Australia and the Netherlands, and 

particularly between Western Australia and the Netherlands. Proof of this, if proof 
were needed, are the events taking place here in Fremantle: a symposium and an 
exhibition to commemorate a Dutch seafarer, and the laying down of the keel of a 
replica 17th-century Dutch ship. The fact that I am here today, and the previous visits 
to this country by Her Majesty the Queen, are further evidence of this link.

What is the basis, we may ask, for this special relationship between one of 
the smallest countries in Europe and a continent thousands of kilometres away on 
the other side of the world? The answer to this question goes back some 390 years to 
1606, when a small Dutch vessel called the Duyfken explored the north coast of the 
Australian continent in search of lucrative trading opportunities.

In the years that followed, Dutch seafarers put this continent on the world 
map, by trial and error and, in some cases, sheer luck. The hazardous voyage from the 
Cape of Good Hope to Bantam in the East Indies, posed great navigational difficulties 
in the vast expanses of the southern Indian Ocean. It was not possible to calculate 
longitude accurately with the instruments available at the time.

In this way, many of the ships of the Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC), 
the United Dutch East India Company, happened upon what was then called the 
unknown Southland or Terra Australis Incognita—some of them with disastrous 
results. Hundreds of Dutch seamen found their last resting-place far from their 
homes, off the west coast of Australia.

Gradually, the continent took shape on the charts of the 17th century—by 
chance and yet with a purpose. The Directors of the VOC wanted to find out what 
the unknown continent had to offer and they dispatched explorers to seek answers. 
The names of Abel Tasman and Willem de Vlamingh are forever linked with these 
ventures, and it is Willem de Vlamingh whom we are commemorating today. For 
a while, the VOC considered establishing a refreshment station on the west coast, 
similar to the one at the Cape of Good Hope. If they had gone ahead, history might 
have taken a different turn. However, the plans came to nothing when the VOC lost 
interest in the Southland because of its lack of commercial potential.

What remained were the stories passed down through the centuries and the 
evidence on the sea bed. In recent years, Australian archaeologists have succeeded 
in bringing to the surface hundreds of items—many of spectacular interest—from 
the wrecks of VOC ships. The Western Australian Maritime Museum in Fremantle 
bears witness to their work, and the Zuytdorp, the Zeewijk, the Vergulde Draeck and, 
of course, the Batavia have become household names. It is not only Australians who 
are interested, however. The construction of a replica of the Batavia has made many 
thousands of people in the Netherlands aware of the existence of this special link 
with Australia.

It is both fascinating and inspiring to realize how archaeological sources 
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such as the everyday items retrieved from shipwrecks can contribute to a special 
relationship between two countries. They are tangible evidence of historical links. 
They have brought us together in Fremantle, and I feel sure that our shared maritime 
heritage will continue to bridge the geographical distance between our two countries 
for many years to come.
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Preface

In a volume written by Australian and Dutch authors and partly based on old Dutch 
writings, problems of etymology and Anglicization are bound to arise. There was 
no such thing as a uniform system of spelling in the 17th and 18th centuries, and 
there was a great variation in the spelling of names of persons, ships or places in 
the documents of the VOC, sometimes even within the same document. Moreover, 
in Dutch and English historiography, different traditions in the spelling of names 
arose. To complicate matters further, the Dutch spelling was officially changed several 
times in the 19th and 20th centuries—in more recent times, in 1947, 1954 and 1997 
by law! Consequently, the United Dutch East India Company is named Vereenigde 
Oostindische Compagnie in books written before 1947, and Verenigde Oostindische 
Compagnie afterwards. Most institutions have modernized their names, changing, for 
instance, Nederlandsch to Nederlands. But some institutions retained their traditional 
names, for example, Linschoten-Vereeniging, while the official spelling prescribes 
vereniging!

In general, the editors chose to rationalize the proper nouns used in the old 
documents, and followed the traditions of Dutch historiography. With the exception 
of one paper, whenever names such as Antonio van Diemen or Willem de Vlamingh 
are written without the first name, the particle is given an initial capital as in the 
following: Van Diemen, De Vlamingh. The excepted paper is by Phillip Playford, who 
preferred to follow the Australian and English historiography in which Willem de 
Vlamingh’s name is often given as ‘Vlamingh’. His justification is that it is done so 
occasionally in the sources, as the author explains in a note to his article (see p. 19). 

Finally, we should warn the reader of a special particularity in Dutch spelling, 
the ij, which, for the Dutch, is a separate letter in the alphabet. This combination, to 
be found, for instance, in Rijksarchief (State Archive), is not simply an i with a j, but 
is a ‘secret’ extra letter comparable to the y. In Dutch it is called a ‘long y’ as against 
the ‘short y’ (ei), which has the same pronunciation. 
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Graeme Henderson

introduction

The Dutch explorer Willem de Vlamingh visited Rottnest Island and the Swan River 
in December 1696 and January 1697. In recent times a committee was formed to co-
ordinate the tricentenary of De Vlamingh’s visit, and it was immediately assumed 
that the Western Australian Maritime Museum would take a central role in the 
celebration.

There are several reasons for this. The Maritime Museum is essentially a 
shipwreck archaeology museum, focused on four Dutch shipwrecks of the 17th and 
18th centuries. The Maritime Museum deals with Dutch history of the De Vlamingh 
period and proudly exhibits an inscribed pewter plate, left behind by De Vlamingh 
to mark his visit to Dirk Hartog Island. The Museum has formed a partnership with 
the Duyfken 1606 Replica Foundation, with the aim of constructing a sea-going replica 
of the first European vessel to have made landfall on the Australian continent.

The Maritime Museum did, indeed, play a central role in the celebrations. 
The exhibition ‘Hartog to De Vlamingh’ gave essential information about the Dutch 
contact with this continent, providing a context for understanding the relevance of 
all the other celebratory events, such as the construction of a statue of De Vlamingh 
at Burswood Island; the development of Aboriginal place-names; the re-enactment 
voyages at Rottnest and the Swan River; and the minting of a special coin. But there 
was also a need seen to provide a forum for the generation of high-level discussion of 
the significance of De Vlamingh’s voyage. For this reason, the Australia–Netherlands 
Colloquium was brought into being. It was the vehicle for bringing together scholars 
from Australia and the Netherlands for discussion about the past, with the thought 
that this might also generate ideas for future co-operation. Many ideas were generated 
during the course of the Colloquium. It now remains for these ideas to be developed 
into strategies and implemented.
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schedule in the bilateral Agreement, acknowledging the need for research and 
dissemination of information relating to the collection and sites covered by 
the Agreement. This would encourage joint research projects on this material 
between scholars and research workers in the Netherlands and Australia.

2. That, as a priority, research and field-work are required to fully investigate the 
land sites associated with the VOC wrecks. It is suggested that the Batavia site 
should be investigated first. The programme would include a remote sensing 
project on the island, close to the site, to determine if there are occupation 
areas and grave sites. Archaeological excavation of these sites would then take 
place. Comparative studies of the skeletal material from these sites, and sites 
in Europe and elsewhere, would help to identify the individuals, aspects of 
their health and the manner of their deaths on the islands.

3. It is recommended that archaeological and research reports be published 
relating to this work, together with full excavation reports; and publications 
for the general public, of all the sites, be encouraged.

4. Acknowledging the interests of both the Western Australian Maritime Museum 
and a number of Netherlands research institutes in the Asian region, it is 
suggested that, in the long term, this committee could foster trilateral research 
programmes. For example, the Western Australian Maritime Museum has 
a maritime archaeological programme in Galle—an ex-Dutch colonial port 
where a number of important VOC ships have been discovered. In addition, 
the Netherlands is interested in Galle from the historical point of view. A 
combination of these two programmes with the Sri Lankan authorities would 
be extremely beneficial. Other projects can also be identified.

5. It is recommended that conservation of the collection be given a high priority 
and, in particular, techniques be investigated to help treat some of the more 
difficult and complex material.

6. That the original objectives of the Agreement be maintained—that the 
collections should not be fragmented and that the material should be available 
for scholarly research.

ANCODS Resolutions
Resolution 1. In the practice of modern archaeology, it is generally accepted that 

the collections should remain within their original context. It is 
suggested that the ANCODS should promote the concept that the 
whole ANCODS collection should remain under the administration of 
the Western Australian Maritime Museum, which should administer 
the location, movements and loan of the collection. 

Resolution 2. That the research role of ANCODS, as originally outlined in the 
Agreement, be expanded to encompass the concept of a joint Australian 
and Netherlands scientific research (JANSR), which would include 
education, dissemination of information, scientific research projects 
and community access. The ANCODS Committee should also examine 
the future role and aims of ANCODS. 

ANCODS 1997 Recommendations
1. It is recommended that the ANCODS should include a new 
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NETHERlANDS AND AuSTRAliA, 
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January 7th. The weather was very bad again, with a wind coming from the north-west 
with a snow-drift and a violent cold and we feared again that we would have to stay 
locked up in the house forever.
January 11th. Nice weather and the wind north-west and the cold a bit less so that we 
dared to go outside the house, and we went to a mountain to fetch us some stones, which 
we laid in the fire so we could use them to keep us warm in our house.
January 13th. The weather was clear and quiet, the wind west and we could see that the 
sky became less dark. We walked out to play with the ball, something we had been unable 
to do before since it had been too dark to see it, using the top of the flagpole as a ball.

Obviously, these citations are not taken from a diary of one of the discoverers 
of the Australian shores. They were written in 1597 by the Dutchman Gerrit de Veer, 
who was part of a ship’s company stranded on the frozen and barren shores of the 
Isle of Novaya Zemlya, north of Russia. These men were searching for a sea-way to 
China, and since scientists had figured out that there had to be a sea-route to China 
either by sailing almost straight over the North Pole or by following the northern 
shores of the Russian coast eastwards, they started testing these theories. Of course, 
we now know that the theory in principle was correct, but that one needs either a 
submarine or a strong motor-propelled ship to do it. In those days these tools were 
lacking, and the unfortunate men were stranded on Novaya Zemlya. Their ship was 
crushed by the ice, and under the inspiring leadership of Willem Barentsz and Jacob 
van Heemskerck the men built a wooden house and lived there the whole winter—the 
first reported wintering within the Polar Circle by Europeans—until they were able to 
launch their boats in open water. Then they rowed and sailed in their two tiny open 
boats over 1 300 miles (2 080 km) to Kola, a small Russian settlement on the White 
Sea. On 1 November 1597 the survivors reached the city of Amsterdam again.

In the same year, shortly before (August 1597), two other ships had returned 
to Amsterdam with more success. Cornelis de Houtman and Hendrick de Keyzer 
had set out for Asia and had reached it, using the route around the Cape of Good 
Hope. Although no Dutch ships had sailed that route before, it was a well-known 
route, and well tested too, already used by the Portuguese for almost a century. This 
was exactly why Barentsz and Van Heemskerck had set out for their discovery of a 
Northern route. The Portuguese were in control of the sea-route around the Cape, 
and the new-born Republic of the Seven United Provinces was in the midst of a war 
with Spain and Portugal (since Spain had conquered Portugal in 1585). The prospect 
of finding a new route for their own use seemed remote, and because it seemed 
possible to successfully challenge the Spaniards and Portuguese even so far away 
from home, and, of course, because the profits were so attractive, the future lay in 
the route around the Cape.

‘The profits were so attractive.’ In order to understand these daring and 
dangerous explorations, one should keep in mind that this is a key sentence; 
because those who were behind the operations, the driving-forces so to speak, were 

The Dutch Republic and the early 
discoveries
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merchants—entrepreneurs who were not afraid of taking high risks. They were used 
to it because they lived in a world of high risks.

Let us take a closer look at this late 16th century they were living in. Well, it 
was a war zone. Only twenty-five years earlier the Revolt—what we call now the 
Dutch Revolt—had started, and Spanish troops had been storming the city walls of 
Leiden, Rotterdam and Haarlem, right in the heart of the Province of Holland. Only 
twelve years earlier, the mighty and prosperous city of Antwerp had fallen into the 
hands of the Spanish again. War was still on the doorstep (the distance between 
Antwerp and Rotterdam is about 96 km [60 miles] and between Amsterdam and 
Antwerp 160 km [100 miles]!).

At the same time, these people were sending ships around the world. It 
seems to be a contradiction. But, in this case, the war worked like a tonic. Many of 
the merchants who gave this enormous impetus to the discoveries came from the 
southern Netherlands, from Brabant and Flanders, particularly from Antwerp. They 
were refugees, driven away by the war, forced to leave their homes behind. They took 
with them their capital, intellectual knowledge and the spirit to make it again—to 
build a new living in a different place. Probably they also carried with them hatred for 
those who had forced them to leave their birthplace. Feelings of revenge must have 
been in the hearts of many of them. They settled in cities in Zeeland like Flushing, 
Vere and Middelburgh; and in Holland, in Dordrecht, Rotterdam and Hoorn; and, of 
course, in Amsterdam, where they were welcomed with open arms, because many 
of them were skilled craftsmen or wealthy merchants, and they fought for the same 
Protestant cause. Cities competed for these refugees, and tried to persuade them to 
settle in their city by offering special arrangements such as freedom of taxes, free 
workshops, citizenship, and so on.

The influx of Flemish refugees was successful, not only in the sense of capital 
and trade but in many other areas such as science and, of course, arts. By the end 
of the 16th century, cities in Holland and Zeeland were booming, new fortifications 
were being built at high speed, and new harbours were being laid out. Between 1570 
and 1650, 16 port cities realized 38 new harbours; compared with 7 extensions in 3 
cities between 1500 and 1570; and 5 extensions in 5 cities between 1650 and 1800. 
Printing and map-making flourished too; painters and engravers stimulated the arts; 
geographers, scientists, engineers and mathematicians discussed new theories about 
the earth, and possibilities to reach unknown countries. Never before had so many 
new inventions been patented as in the first decades of the 17th century. For instance, 
the use of the natural energy of the windmills for all kind of different applications, 
such as sawmills in shipbuilding, started in the end of the 16th century. The famous 
Amsterdam ‘mud-mill’, which was used to deepen harbours, was invented in 1575 
(it worked not on wind-power but first on men and, later, on horsepower).

The almost unlimited possibilities of the new Republic attracted other refugees 
like Jews and French Protestants, and work-force from all over Europe.

In Holland and Zeeland, the wealth and skills of the refugees from the South 
were combined with a long tradition of sailing. Although this experience was ‘limited’ 
to fishing and trading in the North Sea and the Baltic, an important relationship, 
especially with the Hanseatic cities, had been established in the 16th century. Also the 
infrastructure was there—ships, shipbuilding, sailors, financial means, manpower.

Then there was the competition. Competition and rivalry were rife between 
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the cities, and between the provinces where these cities were situated. The Revolt 
had brought centralization to a halt—a strong central government had not been 
established. The States-General—the gathering of the ‘ambassadors’ of the seven 
provinces—was the highest authority after the revolt against the Spanish king. Its 
main objective was to combine the war effort and in that field it had been rather 
successful. Prince Maurice of Orange (son of the Willem of Orange murdered in 
1584), as captain-general of the armies of the different provinces, had been able to 
build up a complete new army with the support of his nephew Willem Lodewijk. 
The warfare was based upon revolutionary training and drill methods derived 
from the Romans of the antique world. It enabled Maurice and Willem Lodewijk to 
withstand the Spanish troops. Commanders from all over Europe came to this army 
to see for themselves. The ‘Exercise of Arms’ books of Jacob de Gheyn give, in an 
artistic manner, proof of their ideas.

It was not until 1600, however, that the first big raid of the army outside the 
Republic took place. In a pitched battle on the beaches of Nieuwpoort, Maurice of 
Orange was able to gain victory over the Spanish troops, but his target, Dunkerque, 
could not be reached. In 1607 the fleet made its first appearance off the Spanish coast. 
Off Gibraltar a Spanish fleet was defeated by Admiral Jacob van Heemskerck, the 
man of Novaya Zemlya, who lost his life during the fight.

Now, to turn to the subject of the new-born Republic. As already mentioned, 
modern central government was lacking or, at least, very weak, and a more 
traditional system of local government prevailed. This traditional system seems to 
have stimulated a modern, competition-based economy. It gave opportunities to the 
cities. Competition between cities always had been strong since the feudal system 
had never been well developed in these areas. The cities were the most important 
and basic elements of society. One was, first and foremost, a citizen of a certain place. 
Citizens of other cities were more or less foreigners. Each city tried to establish the 
best economic position for itself and, in the absence of a strong central authority 
with its own interests which could enforce regulations, competition was fierce. One 
should keep in mind that there was a huge concentration of cities in a small area. In 
the Province of Zeeland, Middelburg, Vere and Flushing are at a distance of less than 
16 km [10 miles] from each other; and for the ports of Medemblik, Hoorn, Enkhuizen 
and Amsterdam, in the Zuiderzee area; and Dordrecht, Rotterdam, Delft, Schiedam 
and Vlaardingen, in the Meuse area, it is the same situation.

The merchants living in these port cities often had a strong influence on or 
were personally involved in the city government. In 1580 the number of burgomasters 
in the city of Rotterdam had to be raised from twenty-four to thirty-two because too 
many were most of the time at sea, and thus not able to govern the city. So it is not 
surprising that the city governments strongly backed ideas of ‘their’ merchants to seek 
new and profitable trades. As there was no king or emperor who could lay hands on 
the profits, it would all fall to themselves. A stimulating thought by all means. 

Only when it was necessary and profitable to all did co-operation and co-
ordination take place. It was why the Verenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC), the 
United Dutch East India Company, under pressure from the States-General, could be 
established—a merger of several independent companies of merchants of different 
cities. And, even then, there were those like Isaac and Jacques le Maire who preferred 
to follow their own fortune. Father Isaac, who originated from Doornik, left after 
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the city was taken by Parma and went to Antwerp and then, in 1585, to Amsterdam. 
He competed with the Company, finding his own way around South America 
through what was called Strait le Maire. When his efforts were not recognized by 
the Company, he even went to the French king to see if he could be more successful 
with royal patronage.

The war against Spain that officially would last till 1648 was a further stimulus. 
The Dutch traders tried to fight the Spanish empire wherever they could. That was 
a matter of interest for the States-General as well. On the one hand, the Republic 
was a place of relative tolerance; on the other hand, it was an aggressive State. The 
inhabitants were accustomed to fighting, first for their own lives and goods, and, 
later, outside their own territory. They were not at all the civilized, good-mannered 
regenten of the late 17th century, but rough types, brought up in a world of war and 
destruction.

Overseas, they had much to win and nothing to lose. In the early explorations, 
the instructions of the commanders of the fleets almost always mentioned that if 
they were in a position to attack Spanish ships or possessions, they should do so. 
Exploration, commerce, and waging war went hand-in-hand. In North America and 
South America they proved to be less successful than in Asia. In 1654 the Dutch were 
forced to leave Brazil. In 1664 the settlement of New Amsterdam was taken by the 
English, and at the Treaty of Breda swapped with the English for Surinam. Curaçao, 
in the Dutch Antilles, became an important centre for the gold and slave trade for 
the Spanish and American markets. In Africa the Dutch were able to withstand the 
Portuguese, and, later, the English on the Gold Coast; and Elmina became a main 
port for the slave trade.

But it was in Asia that the Dutch were most successful, especially in the 
Indonesian archipelago where the Portuguese control proved to be too weak to 
withstand them. The return on investment was high almost from the start and this 
stimulated the merchants back in the Netherlands enormously. 

It has been said that kings and emperors are interested in the possession of land 
and that citizens are interested in trade. Indeed, I would say, there is some truth in 
this. The power of feudal lords traditionally is based on land, and the more land they 
possess, the richer they are. Citizens are traders and the more possibilities for trade 
they have, the richer they become. To have armies to take land into possession, and 
to possess land, was a financial burden only to be considered if profit required it.

In the early period of Dutch expansion this seems to have been appropriate. 
When Willem Barentsz and Jacob van Heemskerck left Novaya Zemlya, they left 
behind a written message in the house for those who perhaps would visit the area 
again, saying that they had been there. (This letter, together with the powderhorn in 
which it was put, is now in the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam) as part of the 
‘Barentsz collection’.) Earlier on, they had discovered the island of Spitsbergen and 
they simply put it on the map. There were no thoughts of taking it into possession 
at all.

When Dirk Hartog hit the coast of Western Australia thirty years later, he left 
his famous plate as a marker, mentioning that he had been on this new land and had 
sailed onto Bantam. He did not take the land in possession for the States-General or 
whatever powers—something one might expect from Spanish, Portuguese or English 
explorers. They probably would have taken the land on behalf of God and the King. 
At that time the Company was not interested in the possession of uncultivated land. 
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This can be seen in the Instructions compiled by the VOC for these early travellers. Of 
course, one should stay on the alert, read the Instructions, since barbaric inhabitants 
cannot be trusted, but one should try to communicate as well as possible and give 
no offence; keep hands off their houses, possessions and women, even let them steal 
small items just to find out as much as possible about the trade possibilities of the 
land these people inhabit. 

If they should encounter civilized people, again the first duty was to find out 
what kind of commerce would be profitable.

This attitude, however, changed once the Company had established itself 
and had enough power to enforce its will on others and on other countries; just as it 
had done earlier against challenges to her Charter coming from within the Republic 
itself. The Instruction for Abel Tasman reads:

To make sure that all profits of these discoveries will not be taken away from us and that 
other European countries will take advantage of our efforts, he should take possession 
of the new land by erecting a stone, or pole with an inscription of the logo of the East 
India Company, year and date of the landfall and a text declaring that the land was 
taken into possession by the Company and that they would return into possession as 
soon as possible to establish a colony.
If however he would encounter civilized people, he should try to conclude an agreement 
with the local authorities to monopolize trade and to exclude other nations.

It demonstrates the ambivalent attitude of the Company at that time. On the 
one hand, they thought that exploitation of profitable regions through plantations, 
and by bringing in Europeans, would be the best guarantee for profit; while, on the 
other hand, they thought that a trade monopoly could be enough.

Fifty years later, De Vlamingh erected a pole to which was fixed a plate with 
an inscription. The text does not make any reference to land possession. In fact, again, 
it has more the function of a landmark, like the one of Dirk Hartog—a memorial for 
those who would follow. 

By that time, the Company was well established. The profitable centres in 
India, China, Japan, Ceylon and, of course, Indonesia, were known. All efforts were 
directed to internal colonization where they thought this to be necessary. This was 
in order to safeguard their monopoly position, to monopolize contacts with rulers 
of other nations and to exploit these contacts as best possible.

The Australian continent was left for what it was, a barren and non-profitable 
land, without strategic importance and without any promises for profit. 
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The Dutch were the first Europeans to leave useful records of their contacts with the 
Aborigines of North Queensland. Between 1606 and 1756, there were four known 
Dutch voyages in which a total of eight ships sailed along the North Queensland 
coast and made contact with the Aborigines:
• Willem Janszoon or Jansz, in the Duyfken, in 1606;
• Jan Carstensz, commanding the Pera and Arnhem, in 1623;
• Abel Tasman, commanding the Limmen, Zeemeeuw and Bracq, in 1644; and,
• Gonzal, commanding the Rijder and the Buijs, in 1756, just fourteen years 

before Cook was at the Endeavour River.
All came from the north-west and sailed south along the west coast of Cape York 
Peninsula. The Duyfken (Jansz), Pera (Carstensz), Buijs (Van Asschens) and Rijder 
(Gonzal) sailed back north along the coast before returning to the East Indies. 
Tasman’s three ships followed the coast to Western Australia. The Arnhem returned 
across the Gulf of Carpentaria. Their encounters with the Aborigines were frequent 
and often resulted in violent conflict. They helped to give the Aborigines a reputation 
for aggressiveness and bloodthirsty treachery, which contrasts markedly with the 
first British contacts in North Queensland. There are many problems when two races 
with vastly differing cultures make first contacts, and the solution of these problems 
depends upon a desire in both races that such contacts will be peaceful and mutually 
rewarding. This entails goodwill, tolerance, restraint and caution. The intruder 
should accept the responsibility for, and take the initiative in, achieving peaceful 
first contacts. It will be seen that the attitude of the Dutch towards the Aborigines of 
North Queensland ensured that such encounters would be disastrous.

The VOC was interested primarily in achieving large profits as quickly as 
possible and in pre-empting other European powers. By the late 16th and early 17th 
centuries, they were challenging Portuguese domination of the East Indies and their 
discovery of the north coast of Australia was part of this aggressive competitiveness 
(Sharp, 1963: 16). In their attitude towards ‘primitive’ people, the Dutch were 
conditioned by previous European experience and expected resistance which could 
result in ‘treacherous murder’ (Sharp, 1963: 36). They ‘had all the confidence of men 
of achievement’ (Clark, 1963: 23), and in their dealings with their opponents had 
proved themselves fierce and ruthless (Clark, 1963: 22). The Reverend Philip Freier, 
a doctoral student at James Cook University, has suggested that the Aboriginal 
experience of the Dutch could have contributed to their conceptualization of 
Europeans. One Aboriginal group at the mouth of the Mitchell River, the Kokobera, 
still refers to whites as munpitch. Neighbouring tribes and, indeed, those in other 
parts of Australia have different names for the same concept, but in this paper I 
will use the term munpitch to incorporate these. The munpitch traditionally was the 
ghost of a dead person, the mischief spirit associated with bodily remains and not 
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the spiritual essence. It was a common conceptual response throughout Australia to 
think of the first whites as ghosts.

Freier suggests that this conceptualization of whites may have been developed 
and expanded by the 150 years of intermittent contact with the Dutch. It was not 
simply that the Aborigines fitted the newcomers into an existing conceptual slot. Freier 
suggests an active not a passive response created by some very dramatic contacts 
and subsequent communication to neighbours and to later generations. The white 
intruders inter alia were associated with gift-giving and mayhem. Munpitch thus 
became a metaphor with changing connotations for the waves of white intruders 
that came to the west coast of Cape York Peninsula. British colonization did not 
spread to this area until after the 1873 Palmer River goldrush. Indeed, most of the 
west side of Cape York Peninsula did not experience British colonization until pearl-
shell and bêche-de-mer fishermen and missionaries arrived on the scene in the 1890s. 
Consequently, the often dramatic and violent interaction between the Dutch and the 
Aborigines may have conditioned the minds of the Kokobera and their neighbours 
to the nature of white colonization. In this paper I shall use the term munpitch largely 
as a metaphor. Freier’s analysis is much more extensive and convincing.

Very little is known about the earliest Dutch expedition known to have reached 
Australia. In November 1605 Willem Jansz, captain of the Duyfken, was sent to explore 
New Guinea. After sailing along part of the south coast of this island, Jansz sailed 
south past Torres Strait, the existence of which he suspected but did not prove because 
of the clear danger its reefs and shallows posed to shipping. He continued sailing 
south along the west coast of Cape York Peninsula, reaching Cape Keerweer (‘turn 
back’), latitude 13° 45’ S, early in 1606. The Duyfken then sailed north again, leaving 
the coast just south of Cape York. When Jansz sent men ashore to initiate trade, it 
is reported, ‘there were nine of them killed by the Heathens, which are man-eaters; 
so they were constrained to return finding no good to be done there’. John Saris, a 
British East India Company agent at Bantam, recorded the departure and return of 
the Duyfken and a brief account, at second-hand, of the voyage (Saris, J., quoted in 
Sharp, 1963: 17). One unfortunate encounter with the Aborigines occurred at the 
Batavia River on the northward journey when one Dutchman was speared fatally. It 
is not clear where the other lives were lost, and it is possible that some or all of these 
fatalities occurred in New Guinea. At this time no distinction was made between the 
New Guineans and the Australian Aborigines (Sharp, 1963: 17–19).

The second known expedition to North Queensland is more useful as the 
journal has survived and the actual encounters can, to some extent, be analysed. It 
is also possible to suggest reasons for the disastrous encounters of 1606. In January 
1623 two ships, the Pera and the Arnhem, under the command of Jan Carstensz, 
proceeded along the south coast of New Guinea and south along the west coast 
of Cape York Peninsula to latitude 17° 08’ S. Soon after turning north back along 
the coast, the Arnhem separated from the Pera and sailed westwards out of North 
Queensland waters (see Heeres, 1899: 18–43; Jack, 1921: 28–56; Sharp, 1963: 46–52). 
The Pera continued its voyage north, leaving the North Queensland coast not far south 
of Cape York. The Instructions under which the Pera and the Arnhem sailed clearly 
indicate a major source of the conflict on this and probably the previous voyage. 
The expressed prime importance of discovering profitable trade made nonsense of 
the Instruction:

If any natives should come near your ships, you will likewise take due care that they 
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suffer no molestation from our men.

For not only were the Dutch instructed to find what valuable commodities the 
Aborigines possessed and what were their needs, they were also told to kidnap

…full-grown persons, or better still…boys and girls, to the end that the latter may be 
brought up here and be turned to useful purpose in the said quarters when occasion 
shall serve (Heeres, 1899: 19–21). 

Logan Jack concluded that the Dutch were trying to capture slaves to defray the cost 
of the expedition; but the prime aim was to capture Aborigines to act as informants 
about their land and culture, and possibly to help establish communications later 
between the Dutch and the Aborigines. Such instructions made restraint in contact 
situations difficult, and vigorous Aboriginal resistance certain.

The Dutch sighted the Australian mainland on 12 April 1623, at approximately 
latitude 11° 45’ S. Although Aborigines were seen on several occasions, attempts 
made to communicate with them were unsuccessful until 18 April at approximately 
latitude 15° S (see Heeres, 1899: 35–6 for extracts from journals of the Dutch explorers). 

Here, as soon as the Dutch landed, a large number of Aborigines, Thaayorre, Yir 
Yoront, or Kokobera, approached them with no sign of fear, handling the strange, but 
interesting muskets and showing interest in iron and beads. The Dutch grasped this 
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opportunity and ‘seized one of the blacks by a string which he wore round his neck, 
and carried him off to the pinnace’. When the Dutch tried to land at the same place 
the next day, there were over two hundred Aborigines waiting to try by every means 
to surprise and overcome them. The Dutch fired two shots, killing one Aboriginal 
and setting the rest to flight (Heeres, 1899: 36–7; Horton, 1994).1 It seems likely that 
the Dutch had been under observation as they made slow progress along the coast 
and that the Aborigines avoided them, a normal reaction to alien intrusion (see Elkin, 
1951: 164–87; also Hartwig, 1965: viii). Probably this initial fear diminished as the 
Aborigines became more familiar with these strangers and as their curiosity grew. 
It is very likely that knowledge of the visitors was communicated along the coast 
(Byerley, 1867: 78–9). They tried to take the muskets, whose power they obviously 
did not understand, and ‘wanted to have whatever they could make use of’ (Heeres, 
1899: 36). Here, as later, were demonstrated both the great initial interest even the 
most mundane of European material possessions held for the Aborigines, and the 
Aborigines’ failure to appreciate the great value the Europeans placed on them.

On 24 April at latitude 17° 08’ S, it was decided that the expedition should 
turn north again, landing ‘at divers places’ to collect water and Aborigines. Carstensz 
was disappointed at the zeal of his men:

…it was furthermore proposed by me and ultimately approved by the council, to give 
ten pieces of eight to the boatmen for every black they shall get hold of on shore, and 
carry off to the yachts, to the end that the men may use greater diligence in this matter, 
and Our Masters may reap benefit from the capture of the blacks, which may afterwards 
redound to certain advantages (Heeres, 1899: 37).

On the voyage north, the Dutchmen made more than a dozen landings, saw 
Aborigines four times without being able to establish contact, and had hostile relations 
with them on three other occasions, at approximately latitudes 14° S, 13° S, and at 11° 
48’ S. On the second occasion, conflict occurred only after Carstensz’ landing party 
induced the Aborigines, possibly Winda Winda people, to make contact by holding up 
pieces of iron and strings of beads. As soon as the Europeans were close, an unarmed 
Aboriginal was seized around the waist and dragged to the pinnace whereupon:

…the other blacks seeing this, tried to rescue their captured brother by furiously 
assailing us with their assagays; in defending ourselves we shot one of them, after 
which the others took to flight. 

Immediately after this conflict, Carstensz laments:

…that in all places where we landed, we have treated the blacks or savages with especial 
kindness, offering them pieces of iron, strings of beads and pieces of cloth, hoping by so 
doing to get their friendship and be allowed to penetrate to some considerable distance 
landinward [sic]…but in spite of all our kindness and fair semblance the blacks received 
us as enemies everywhere, so that in most places our landings were attended with great 
peril…(Heeres, 1899: 40–1).

We learn more about the Dutch from their comments on Aborigines than we 
do about Aboriginal people. There can be no doubt that the abrasive eagerness of 
the Dutch to discover whether valuable trade prospects existed, and their attempts 
to kidnap Aborigines at every opportunity were largely responsible for their hostile 
reception. One is tempted also to suggest that these factors contributed to the conflict 
Jansz experienced, especially as contemporaries of Jansz, in similar circumstances, 
were known to kidnap indigenes they encountered (Sharp, 1963: 25). In 1606–07, 
Torres accumulated about twenty Pacific Islanders for the King of Portugal.
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Carstensz gave the first known detailed description of the Aborigines. He 
concluded that they were:

…less cunning, bold and evil natured than the blacks at the western extremity of 
Nova Guinea; their weapons…are less deadly, than those we have seen used by other 
blacks…[They were] the most wretched and poorest creatures he had ever seen (Heeres, 
1899: 36–9).

Yet, in his report on his contact with the Aborigines of Cape York Peninsula, he 
stressed ‘the great peril’ of landing upon the coast and the need for well-drilled and 
experienced soldiers to accompany landing parties (Heeres, 1899: 41). The nervous 
tenor of this report seemed to stem mainly from his ignorance of the people and of 
their potential danger, and from expectations raised by encounters with ‘primitive’ 
peoples elsewhere. He claimed to detect a greater hostility and sophistication in their 
dealings with Europeans in the Aborigines of the far north of Cape York Peninsula, 
between latitudes 10° and 11° S, maintaining that this was caused by their clashes 
with the men of the Duyfken. They seemed acquainted with muskets ‘of which they 
would seem to have experienced the fatal effect, when in 1606 the men of the Duyfken 
landed’ (Heeres, 1899: 43). However, it is possible that information was passed along 
the coast about how dangerous the aliens were. This may have revived memories 
of the Duyfken’s visit. At the scene of one such clash with Jansz’ men, Carstensz 
found the Aborigines threatening and ‘full of suspicion’, determined to wound 
and capture one of the Dutchmen until the Dutch fired upon them, wounding one 
fatally. A piece of metal was found in the dying man’s net, seeming to corroborate 
Carstensz’ conclusion that the previous contact with the Duyfken had produced this 
aggression (Heeres, 1899: 42).

The lessons of the expeditions led by Jansz and Carstensz were there for all 
their contemporaries to see. First contacts could be disastrous; subsequent contacts 
were almost certain to be. Carstensz’ description of the commercial potential of the 
land fully endorsed Jansz’ belief that there was ‘no good to be done there’. Carstensz 
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also mistakenly concluded, from finding ‘great quantities of divers human bones’, 
that ‘the Aborigines were maneaters who do not spare each other when driven to 
hunger’ (Heeres, 1899: 37). A chilling prospect. More important from the Company’s 
point of view, they seemed utterly unacquainted with gold, silver, other metals, and 
spices, all of which were shown to them repeatedly. They showed interest only in 
iron and strings of beads (Heeres, 1899: 42). Moreover, Carstensz reported the land 
to be the most dry and barren on earth with no useful products (Heeres, 1899: 39). 
Other Dutch contacts in Western Australia reinforced this view.

The period 1636–45, when Anthony van Diemen was the senior Dutch official 
in the East Indies, was a period of widespread and more enlightened exploration 
(Heeres, 1899: Intro. XVI; also Sharp, 1963: 25). Though the profit motive was still 
uppermost, there was an indication that the Dutch had realized the necessity of 
restraint. In 1636 Gerrit Thomasz Pool and the council of the yachts Cleen Amsterdam 
and Wesel—which did not touch North Queensland—were instructed in their 
treatment of indigenous people to show ‘great kindness, wary caution and skilful 
judgement’ and to ignore their slight misdemeanours. ‘Whoever endeavours to 
discover unknown lands and tribes, had need to be patient and long suffering…
always bent on ingratiating himself.’ Although they were told to find out all possible 
about the people, they were cautioned ‘not to carry off with you any natives against 
their will, but if a small number of them should be willing to come hither of their own 
accord, you will grant them passage’ (Heeres, 1899: 65–6). There is no indication that 
this policy had any impact on Aboriginal–Dutch relations in North Queensland.

The next known voyager to North Queensland was Abel Tasman. In 1644, in 
command of the Limmen, Zeemeeuw and Bracq, he sailed past Torres Strait, failing to 
detect that passage, down the west coast of Cape York Peninsula, around the head 
of the Gulf of Carpentaria, and westwards along the coast to Western Australia. No 
journals or primary charts of this voyage have been found and no reliable details 
of the voyage. In a letter to the Company in the Netherlands, an official in Batavia 
reported:

Thus they secured nothing advantageous, but only poor naked beach-runners, without 
riches, or noteworthy fruits, very poor, and at many places bad natured men…who shall 
investigate what the lands give, must walk therein and through (Sharp, 1963: 86–7).

The Dutch were not destined to do this, for after Van Diemen’s death there was a 
slackening of deliberate exploration while they decided to concentrate on exploiting 
what they had (Heeres, 1899: Intro. XVI; Sharp, 1963: 64). Tasman’s Instructions 
concerning the treatment of people encountered also urge restraint and forbid 
kidnapping, but his relationship with the Aborigines does not seem to have been 
friendly. One clash is reported at second-hand, but it is not clear whether it occurred 
on the west coast of Cape York Peninsula or at Roebuck Bay, Western Australia, as the 
latitude, 17° 12’ S is given, but no longitude (Witsen, N., 1705, quoted in Sharp, 1963: 
332). The unsociable nature of the Aborigines was further consolidated by Tasman’s 
1644 voyage and had become ‘a maxim of Dutch policy’ (Mulvaney, 1967: 3–4).

In 1644 the Dutch admitted their comparative ignorance of the indigenes with 
which the ‘South-lands’ were peopled, but confidently presumed them to be ‘rude, 
wild fierce barbarians’ and drew on their own experience with the New Guineans 
and the experiences of Europeans with other ‘barbarians’ to augment their limited 
acquaintance with the Aborigines. The evidence against the Aborigines was slight and 
biased, their guilt suggested by geographical and historical association (Mulvaney, 
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n.d.: 4). Further penetration of the ‘South-lands’ seemed dangerous and unprofitable 
when compared with the easy exploitation of the Indies. Dutch interest in exploring 
the ‘South-lands’ waned but did not cease until the British confidently led a new 
wave of exploration to the area in 1770.

It was over a hundred years, however, before the munpitch returned, literally 
with gifts and mayhem. Strangely, they seemed to have reverted to the attitude of 
Carstensz, taking every opportunity to kidnap Aborigines. Yet a Dutch expedition 
setting out in 1705 was still instructed not to use violence against ‘unknown Indians’ 
and to bring two or three as informants only if they came ‘of their own will’ (Heeres, 
1899: 87). On 8 February 1756, the Rijder, commanded by Lieutenant Jean Etienne 
Gonzal, and the Buijs, commanded by First Mate L. Ludowijk van Asschens, set out 
together from Batavia (Djakarta) but were parted by a storm at Banda. The Buijs left 
Banda on 1 April and sighted Cape York Peninsula at latitude 12° 58’ S near Pera 
Head on 23 April. Van Asschens sailed north close to the land until he reached latitude 
10° 56’ S. Here, a boat with eight men was sent out to take soundings towards land 
and was never seen again. Possibly it was wrecked in the shoals or the crew fell into 
the hands of hostile Aborigines. It is just as possible that the boat made landfall and 
some or all of the Dutch sailors were accepted by the Aborigines they encountered 
as munpitch, the spirits of relatives returned from the dead, a common response of 
Aboriginal people throughout Australia. One of the best known examples is that 
of James Morrell, a shipwrecked sailor who lived with a number of Aboriginal 
communities between Townsville and Bowen for seventeen years (Bowen Historical 
Society, 1964). Van Asschens waited till 12 May before he sailed for Timor Laut. He 
had not set foot on land (Heeres, 1899: 98–9; also Jack, 1921: 75–6). 

After separating from the Buijs, the Rijder continued east, sighting probably 
Prince of Wales and Hammond islands on 10 April, and making several landings on 
Prince of Wales Island from 17 April to 26 April. Here, a Torres Strait Islander was 
seen but he fled. From 28 April to 13 May the Rijder remained at what was probably 
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Wednesday Island, waiting for the Buijs. On 28 April a party from the ship had 
encountered some Torres Strait Islanders who also fled. The Rijder put out to sea 
on 13 May, sailing south, and did not sight the Australian mainland until 24 May at 
latitude 12° 18’ S. The next day Gonzal anchored at latitude 12° 26’ S, nine miles south 
of Duyfken Point. Four Aborigines in two canoes rowed towards the ship, signifying 
they wanted the Dutchmen to land. The following day when the Dutch went ashore, 
they encountered several Aborigines who fled, soon returning, however, armed with 
spears and accompanied by a number of women. All of the Aborigines sat down on 
the beach near the Europeans, apparently waiting for communication to be initiated. 
When the Dutch signified they wanted water, the Aborigines immediately conducted 
them ‘to a pleasant valley with fine trees…the dwelling-place of the natives’ and 
gave them water from their wells (Heeres, 1899: 94; for the whole expedition refer 
Heeres, 1899: 93–9; also Jack, 1921: 75–81). After the Dutch returned to the beach, 
nineteen Aborigines approached them with their bodies daubed with red and were 
given alcohol, sugared arrack, by the Dutch, after which the Aborigines performed 
‘a frolic with a kind of song’, the first record of Europeans having been entertained 
with a corroboree (Jack, 1921: 80; also Heeres, 1899: 94). The Dutch went ashore 
again late the next day, 27 May, ‘to lure the natives to the beach…to get hold of one 
or two’ (Heeres, 1899: 94). But on 28 May the Aborigines greeted the Dutch landing 
party with ‘dancing and singing, sat down close to them, laid aside their…weapons, 
and again enjoyed the liquor with which our men plied them’ (Heeres, 1899: 94). 
The Dutch seized two of them, whereupon the others retrieved their weapons and 
attacked the Dutch, but with no success. A volley from the Dutchmen wounded an 
Aborigine and caused the others to flee into the bush. One of the two Aboriginal 
captives escaped. More than fifty Aborigines gathered to attack the Dutchmen but 
another volley of musketry dispersed them.

The Dutch ship had apparently aroused the curiosity of the Aborigines and 
on 30 May, while at anchor at latitude 12° 31’ S, Aboriginal canoes approached the 
Rijder, inspecting her from a distance (Jack, 1921: 80). It seems likely that the Rijder 
and the Buijs (a month before) had both been under observation, the initial alarm at 
the appearance of these strange craft and their crew changing to interest; an interest 
that was easily used by the Dutch to establish amicable relations that lasted for 
several days until the Dutch aggression produced a spirited defence. From 3 June to 
10 June, the Rijder anchored at latitude 12° 57’ S to make repairs and to take on water 
and firewood, but no Aborigines approached them, although the ship was probably 
observed. At approximately latitude 13° 10’ S, on 15 June, a boat’s crew landed after 
being met by a canoe containing two Aborigines, probably Winda Winda people, who 
invited them to come ashore. Here the Dutch landing party met eleven armed men 
and five women, who apparently did not know the Dutchmen’s reputation (Jack, 1921: 
80–1). [Refer to Jack’s correction of the latitude given in the original text; cf. Heeres, 
1899: 97.] They immediately approached the Dutchmen, apparently fascinated by 
their clothing. When the Dutchmen prevented the Aborigines from taking their hats, 
the Aborigines threatened them with their spears and a shot was fired, whereupon 
they fled, except for one youth who was seized and taken to the ship. On 16 June it 
was decided to sail west while the winds were still favourable.

The callous determination of the Dutchmen to take Aboriginal prisoners; 
the criticism of Van Asschens by his superiors for making no landings in the forty 
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miles of coast he sailed along (Heeres, 1899: 99; Jack, 1921: 77–8); and the reports 
made by Gonzal, that the Aborigines had some knowledge of gold, and that the 
‘country…would probably prove very fertile’ (Heeres, 1899: 97), indicate some revival 
of interest in possible exploitation of New Holland, as the Southland was now known. 
The Rijder and Buijs had been instructed to make frequent landings to discover the 
nature of the country (Jack, 1921: 78), and Gonzal’s report was quite encouraging 
when taken in conjunction with the apparent ease with which he mastered the 
Aborigines. However, the next known European to set foot in New Holland was 
not Dutch but British. Cook’s dealings with the Kuku-yalanji or Guugu-Yimidhirr 
people, at the Endeavour River on the east coast of Cape York Peninsula, would lead 
to a very different relationship and a very different opinion of Aborigines which he 
would record in his journal (Beaglehole, 1955: 356–67, 395–9). [See especially p. 399 
for his description of the Aborigine as the noble savage in an uncharacteristic piece 
of purple prose.]

To a large extent, the possibility of the Dutch having amicable relations with the 
Aborigines of North Queensland was aborted by their attitude towards the Aborigines 
and their lack of restraint and respect in their dealings with them. Yet the disastrous 
nature of early Dutch contacts with the North Queensland Aborigines, and their 
tendency to think of these in conjunction with their even more disastrous contacts 
with the New Guineans, led them to conclude that the Aborigines were treacherous 
murderers. One is led to wonder, as did Mulvaney, how far their Calvinist philosophy 
was a ‘determining influence in conditioning Dutch attitudes’. Mulvaney thought 
there was a remarkable uniformity of attitude of captain and council towards the 
Aborigines from 1606 to 1756—to expect the worst of any natives they might meet. 
He suggested this could stem from the Calvinist belief that heathen practices were 
‘the badges of unregenerate and unrepentant savagery; depravity and treachery the 
keynotes of the state of nature’ (Mulvaney, n.d.: 5–6).

One does not find the passionate desire to save souls that motivated the 
Catholic de Quiros, nor would one expect it. The extant records are the journals 
and despatches of the servants of a merchant company. An Almighty God who 
could bless a journey with success was freely acknowledged. A rather perfunctory 
concern for the heathen who had not ‘come to the salutary light of the Christian 
religion’ was appended to Tasman’s Instructions, which, however, reminded him in 
eloquent terms of the ‘inestimable riches, profitable tradings, useful exchanges, fine 
dominions, great might and powers’ that had ensued from discovery of the New 
World and the sea-route to the East Indies (Sharp, 1968: 30–1). Profit was clearly the 
most urgent motive.

It even seems an oversimplification to see Calvinism as the religion of the 
Dutch capitalist expansion, and the subsequent attitudes and behaviour of the Dutch 
as consistent because of their Calvinist philosophy. Orthodox Calvinists did not 
gain political authority in the United Provinces until 1619, and even then it was not 
complete (Boxer, 1965: 113–26; cf. Clark, 1963: ch. 2). It is estimated that only one third 
of the whole population adhered to the Official Dutch Reformed Church at the end 
of the 18th century (Boxer, 1965: 126). Calvinism may have been a factor in overseas 
expansion, but much more important for the Dutch were their historic dependence 
on the sea, their favourable position for trade, and the war with Spain. This finally 
confronted them with the alternative of still greater expansion, or unemployment 
and starvation for many dependent on the seafaring community (Masselman, 1963: 
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53). By this time the Dutch merchants had developed a confidence and a notorious 
‘love of gain’ which ensured they would challenge the Portuguese for the spice 
trade, a love of gain to which their Calvinist ministers were, in the main, hostile 
(Boxer, 1965: 115). 

In the East Indies it is much more difficult to find the influence of Calvinism. 
Coen and Van Diemen complained incessantly that the overwhelming majority of 
the Dutch in Asia were very poor Christians, and most sailors knew very little indeed 
about Calvinism (Boxer, 1965: 115). The employees of the VOC were termed the ‘dregs 
of Dutch society’ and ‘louts from the depths of Germany’. Many respectable middle 
and upper-class Dutchmen would not enlist in the Company’s service (Boxer, 1965: 
135, 216), the bulk of the employees being men who had no other resources. Little 
real attempt was made to render them orthodox Calvinists and little achieved. Fewer 
than 1 000 predicants left the United Provinces to serve in the East during the two 
centuries of the Company’s existence, many of these staying only a few years (Boxer, 
1965: 115). At Batavia, in 1670, there were only six predicants for the care of 20 000 
souls (Boxer, 1965: 140). In Asia, in the 17th century, Boxer claims Roman Catholicism 
had more appeal for the Dutch than Calvinism (Boxer, 1965: 140). To expect to see 
a manifestation of Calvinist philosophy on the coasts of Australia seems more than 
a little hopeful.

Yet, more basic than the differences created by the various Christian sects, 
and much more influential in race relationships, was the European-wide belief in 
the superiority of Europeans over other ‘races’. This belief was stronger among the 
Dutch and the English than among the Portuguese and the Spanish and, admittedly, 
strongest of all among the orthodox Calvinists. However, on the merchant-adventurer 
frontier of Asia, there seems to have been little to distinguish in rapacity one European 
nation from another. There was a general belief that Asian lives were of little worth 
(Boxer, 1965: 215, 231–3). Professor Boxer probably best sums it up:

Religious differences widened the gulf between Europeans and Asians…the 17th 
century Calvinist Dutch fully shared the contemporary Romanist Portuguese belief 
in the unquestionable right of European Christians to exploit all lesser breeds beyond 
the pale of Christendom (Boxer, 1965: 234).

The ‘lesser breeds’ it seems were respected in proportion to their political and military 
strength. Consequently, the Dutchmen regarded the Aborigines they met in North 
Queensland as dangerous savages with whom no meaningful, mutually acceptable 
relationship could be, or indeed need be, entered into.

Conclusion

There were none of the accidental Dutch contacts in North Queensland as occurred 
in Western Australia, where the majority of sightings of the coast and landings were 
of this kind. The four expeditions that sailed along the west coast of Cape York 
Peninsula were sent out to discover if there was the potential for profitable trade 
with the indigenous inhabitants, or if there were easily exploitable resources such 
as precious metals and spices. Making contact with the locals and utilizing them 
as informants and emissaries for future contacts were important aims of the VOC 
expeditions. Consequently this coastline provides some of the richest accounts of 
Dutch–Aboriginal relations from the time of the first VOC contact in 1606 (Jansz in the 
tiny Duyfken) to the last (Gonzal in the Rijder) in 1756. There were many opportunities 
for contacts and many more sightings. There were even opportunities for lost Dutch 
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sailors to have lived with Aboriginal people, although there is no evidence of this as 
yet. The journals of Carstensz and Gonzal provide fascinating accounts of contact. 
Like the Portuguese, Spanish, British and French, the Dutch believed they had the 
right to exploit other races, especially those they considered barbaric, treacherous, 
pagan, uncivilized, cannibalistic—all of which were expressions of their confident 
belief in their own racial superiority. Indeed, we learn much more about the Dutch 
from their comments on the Aborigines than we do about Aboriginal people and their 
lifestyles. An impartial reader at the end of the 20th century could easily conclude the 
Dutch were barbaric, treacherous and uncivilized, and be appalled at the expression 
of a religious faith that made any suggestion of Aboriginal cannibalism pale into 
insignificance. From the author’s study of other contact situations, it seems very likely 
that some Aborigines, in meeting Carstensz and Gonzal, recognized the munpitch in 
the ghosts of dead relatives (Loos, 1982: 9–12, 34–5, 40–3). This miracle, this wonder, 
had never occurred before to these groups. The corroboree, and friendly overtures 
extended to the Rijder’s crew in 1756, like those to the Pera’s crew in 1623, were 
probably part of an attempt to welcome them back to the tribe from the dead. Gifts 
were exchanged. Unfortunately, mayhem followed. Yet, like those earlier spectres, 
even the munpitch that disembarked from the Rijder would leave, ending the VOC link 
to the Southland. In another hundred years, a new wave of munpitch would arrive 
from the sea, taking Aboriginal people willingly or unwillingly onto their pearl-shell 
and bêche-de-mer fishing-boats. Others would come searching for gold or bringing 
herds of cattle. Still others would come bringing as gifts a new religious faith and a 
whole new way of life. All of these very different munpitch would ‘investigate what 
the lands give’ and ‘walk therein and through’. And unlike the Dutch they would 
come to stay.

* Much of this paper was first published in Queensland Heritage, 3.1, Nov. 1974: 3–8, 
a journal that is regrettably now defunct. I have made significant additions as a 
result of teaching the history of black–white race relations in Australia for over 
twenty years. I have also profited from the recent fascinating research opened up 
by the Duyfken replica project and the enthusiasm communicated to me by Michael 
Young and James Henderson. I am especially in the debt of The Reverend Philip 
Freier, a doctoral student at James Cook University, who is completing a history of 
Kowanyama, formerly the Mitchell River Mission. Philip worked there as teacher 
and missionary for eight years and has a grasp of the local language which enriches 
his extensive oral history research, and his close and highly respected relationship 
with the people of Kowanyama.

Endnote
1. I have used David Horton’s language/tribal map, Aboriginal Australia (1994). There 

could, of course, have been population movements in the centuries that have elapsed 
since Dutch contact.
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The primary objective of Willem de Vlamingh’s expedition in 1696–97 was to search 
for signs of the wreck and any possible survivors of the Ridderschap van Holland, a 
ship of the VOC that had disappeared after leaving the Cape of Good Hope on 5 
February 1694, bound for Batavia. Vlamingh1 was also instructed to seek survivors 
from the Vergulde Draeck (Gilt Dragon), wrecked on the coast of the Southland in 
1656, even though it seemed unlikely that any of these people could still be alive 
after forty years. On the way to the Southland, Vlamingh was directed to call at the 
islands of Tristan da Cunha in the south Atlantic, and Amsterdam and Saint Paul in 
the Indian Ocean. He was then directed to explore the Southland, carefully charting 
its coastline and exploring the adjoining land, while seeking signs of wreckage or 
shipwrecked sailors.

The three ships selected for the expedition were the frigate Geelvinck 
(‘Goldfinch’) with 134 men; the hooker Nijptangh (‘Nipper’ or ‘Pincers’) with 50; and 
the small galliot Weseltje (‘Little Weasel’) with 14. The commodore of the expedition 
and skipper of the Geelvinck was Willem de Vlamingh, then aged 55, an experienced 
VOC officer. Gerrit Colaert was the skipper of the Nijptangh. The commodore’s son, 
Cornelis de Vlamingh, aged 18, started the voyage as third mate of the Geelvinck, 
and was appointed skipper of the Weseltje at the Cape upon the death of its previous 
skipper.

The voyage
The Netherlands to the Southland

The three ships in Willem de Vlamingh’s flotilla left Texel in the Netherlands on 3 May 
1696, and sailed via the ‘back way’, around the coast of Scotland. This was because 
of the war with France and the danger of being intercepted in the English Channel. 
As instructed, the expedition called briefly at the uninhabited islands of Tristan da 
Cunha in the south Atlantic, before proceeding to the Cape, which was reached on 
3 September (Nijptangh), 7 September (Geelvinck), and 8 September (Weseltje). It is 
clear from the ships’ logs that many of the people on board the ships were ill with 
scurvy and several had died—the Geelvinck had seven dead and seventeen were 
hospitalized at the Cape.

The ships stayed at the Cape for more than seven weeks, considerably longer 
than the time usually allowed, and Vlamingh was later blamed for wasting time 
there ‘feasting and merrymaking’ (Schilder, 1985). They left the Cape on 27 October 
1696, about one month later than scheduled, and sailed east at between latitudes 38° 
and 40° S, as far as the islands of Amsterdam and Saint Paul in the southern Indian 
Ocean. These they explored from 29 November to 5 December, without finding 
wreckage from the Ridderschap van Holland or other shipwrecks, or any signs of 
human activity.

The three vessels then sailed on towards the Southland, to accomplish the 
most significant part of their mission: the exploration of the south-western part of 
that continent. Vlamingh was instructed not only to search for people or wreckage 
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from the Ridderschap van Holland, the Vergulde Draeck, and any other lost ship, but 
also to thoroughly explore the coast and as much as possible of the interior. He 
was to ensure that guard was maintained against the ‘very savage, barbaric, and 
cruel people’ who were said to inhabit the Southland (Schilder, 1985). Despite this, 
the principal promoter of the expedition, Nicolaes Witsen, expressed the hope that 
Vlamingh would ‘catch a South Lander and bring him hither’ (Schilder, 1985). No 
doubt it was intended that this person could learn the Dutch language and advise 
of anything in his country that might be of value to the VOC.

Rottnest island and the Swan River

The first sighting of land was made in the early afternoon of 29 December, when 
they ‘saw the Fog Island dead ahead’ (Geelvinck log). This island was subsequently 
named ‘Rottenest Island’ (now Rottnest Island) because of the many small ‘bush 
rats’ that they saw there. These animals are not rats, but small marsupials known as 
quokkas. The origin of the name ‘Fog Island’ given in the log has not been established. 
As the island was sighted in the middle of a summer’s day it seems unlikely that 
there was any normal fog present, and it is more probable that the island was partly 
obscured by humid smoke (smog), blown from the many bushfires then burning on 
the mainland.

The ships anchored off the north coast of Rottnest, opposite a bay now 
known as The Basin, for the night of 29 December. Next morning, the longboats of 
the Geelvinck and Nijptangh sailed around the island to search for signs of castaways 
or anything else of note, but returned without having found any wreckage or other 
evidence of lost ships. The book-keeper and the uppersteersman of the Geelvinck 
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went ashore with the pinnace, almost certainly landing at The Basin, and reported 
finding fresh water in holes that they dug beside the salt lakes, and observing many 
‘bush rats’ (quokkas) and various trees with pleasant fragrance. The ships remained 
at anchor beside Rottnest, and parties were sent ashore there over the next several 
days to gather firewood.

One party reported finding wood from a Dutch ship on the beach, with nails 
still sticking in it, and later a piece of wood panelling (possibly wreckage from the 
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Vergulde Draeck of forty years before). Willem de Vlamingh himself went ashore on 31 
December and 2 January 1697. He was greatly impressed by the wood on the island, 
which at that time would have consisted of forests of Rottnest Island pine (Callitris 
preisii), with patches of tea tree (Melaleuca lanceolata), cheesewood (Pittosporum 
phylliraeoides) and wattle (Acacia rostellifera). He described the Rottnest Island pine 
as ‘the finest wood in the world, from which the whole land was filled with a fine 
pleasant smell’ (Geelvinck log; Schilder, 1985). This delightful aroma was doubtless 
all the more enjoyable after the months spent living with the stench of their boats. 
Clearly, the Dutchmen enjoyed their visit to this delightful island.

Members of the expedition had observed a lot of smoke rising from the 
mainland coast, from fires lit by the Aboriginal people. For example, the Nijptangh’s 
log records that on 3 January ‘after sunset we saw many fires burning along the entire 
mainland coast’. On 4 January the upper-steersman and others from the Geelvinck 
went to the coast in the longboat, reporting that they had seen ‘trees of a curious 
kind, which were very gummy’ (Schilder, 1985). No doubt this refers to the copious 
gum (resin) exuded from the trunks of Acacia (wattle) trees when they are subjected 
to boring by insects.

The following day, 5 January, a party of eighty-six officers and men, 
commanded by the skipper of the Nijptangh, Gerrit Colaert, sailed to the mainland 
in the galliot Weseltje. Vlamingh remained behind, on board the Geelvinck. Colaert’s 
party probably landed on Swanbourne Beach and marched east, passing an ‘inland 
lake’ (Lake Claremont), before reaching the shore of a big river (the Swan River). 
The party observed many signs of the Aboriginal inhabitants, including a number of 
‘huts’, but they were unable to contact any of those people. The Aborigines no doubt 
vanished into the scrub at the approach of these alien beings, whom they would have 
taken to be spirits of the dead.

Next day, at a place beside the river (perhaps near Matilda Bay), several of the 
Dutchmen roasted and ate the fruit of the zamia palm (Macrozamia riedlei), which the 
upper-surgeon of the Nijptangh described as tasting ‘like our Dutch broad beans’, or, 
when less ripe, ‘like a hazelnut’. However, within three hours, those who had eaten 
the nuts ‘began to vomit so violently that there was hardly any distinction between 
death and us’ (Schilder, 1985). Of course, they had been unaware of the extremely 
poisonous nature of these nuts, which the Aborigines had learned to detoxify by 
prolonged soaking in water.

This frightening experience, plus the ‘terrible torment’ of myriads of flies, 
must have given most of them a somewhat jaundiced view of the Swan River area, 
quite apart from the all-important fact that they did not find anything to recommend 
the country from a commercial point of view. I am sure that even in their wildest 
dreams they could never have visualized that a thriving city would one day arise at 
this place, and, even less, that in 1996–97, the tricentenary of their visit would be a 
cause for celebration by English-speaking inhabitants of that city.

On 7 January 1697 the party returned to the ships, taking with them two 
black swans and a plank from a wrecked ship that they had found on the beach. 
The three ships came together at anchor near the mouth of the river on 8 January 
and 9 January. Next day, forty of the men, including Willem de Vlamingh himself, 
set out to explore the river in three boats, encountering some difficulty in crossing 
the shallow, rocky entrance. After sunset, they sailed and rowed upstream in bright 
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moonlight, anchoring at about two o’clock in the morning.
At daybreak they rowed on, capturing several black swans as they went, 

and eventually reaching a place where the river split up into a number of branches 
and became too shallow to proceed further. This was probably in the vicinity of the 
present Causeway. On the way the Dutchmen did their best to contact the native 
people, and although they saw huts, fires and footprints at many places, they did not 
encounter a single representative of the Swan River tribe. They even tried creeping up 
on camp-fires in the middle of the night, but to no avail. The arrival of these strange 
white people must have frightened the Aborigines, who hid when they approached. 
This was just as well, for it avoided any confrontation with the explorers and foiled 
any possible attempt by the Dutchmen to capture an Aborigine.

Many more swans were seen on the river, and three were taken alive to 
Batavia. The river was identified as the Swane Rivier (Swan River) in the descriptive 
text accompanying the map of the Southland drawn by Victor Victorszoon, the artist 
on the expedition and ‘consoler of the sick’. However, it seems likely that Vlamingh 
had intended naming the river ‘Witsen River’, after Nicolaes Witsen. A distinguished 
scholar and scientist, burgomaster of Amsterdam, and powerful VOC director, Witsen 
had promoted the voyage of exploration and was responsible for drawing up the 
Sailing Instructions. Certainly Witsen understood that the river was to be named after 
him, indicating that the name ‘Witsen River’ was shown on a map of the Southland 
that had been drafted by Vlamingh himself (Witsen, 1705). This map was then in 
Witsen’s possession, but it seems that it is no longer extant, and neither ‘Witsen River’ 
nor ‘Swan River’ are referred to in the Geelvinck and Nijptangh logs. Similarly, the 
name Eylandt Rottenest (Rottnest Island) is not mentioned in the logs, but is shown 
on Victorszoon’s map. Consequently, it is appropriate to credit Victorszoon with the 
naming of both the Swan River and Rottnest Island. His map and text are also the 
source of the names Roode Houk (Red Bluff), Steyle Houck (Steep Point), Dirck Hartoogs 
Eylandt (Dirk Hartog Island) and Dor Eylandt (Dorre Island).

Swan River to North West Cape

On the afternoon of 12 January the exploration party returned to the ships, which 
then sailed north, close to the coast. A number of men went ashore at several places 
where fires were observed, some of them very big; but no Aborigines were seen 
until the morning of 23 January, when at latitude 28° 10’ S (north of the mouth of 
the Hutt River) the crew of one of the small boats saw ten people, ‘quite naked and 
black’ (Schilder, 1985). Of these, three or four were on the beach and the others on 
the dunes. The surf was too high for the boat to land, but one Dutch mile (7.4 km) 
to the south they were able to beach the boat safely. On walking east they found 
Hutt Lagoon a short distance behind the beach, describing it as a ‘blood red’ body 
of water, and commenting that it was possible to collect ‘as much salt as one would 
like’ (Schilder, 1985).

The lagoon is similarly red in colour for part of the year today, due to the 
blooming of countless microscopic algae belonging to the species Dunaliella salina. 
These algae are now cultivated in specially constructed ponds on the margin of 
the lagoon and are processed commercially as a source of beta carotene (used as a 
colouring agent in foods). The lagoon normally dries out almost completely during 
summer, precipitating salt, which was gathered commercially during the early 1900s 
(Playford, 1996).
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The three ships sailed on in the afternoon of 23 January, and towards the 
evening ‘a very steep coast was seen, about two [Dutch] miles long, which began to 
rise in the NNE and further ENE’. Sailing along this rocky coast they came upon ‘a 
brave inlet’ (now known as Gantheaume Bay), defined on its south side by Roode Houk 
(Red Bluff). They anchored there, and next morning, 24 January, the ship’s council 
resolved that ‘the boats should sound the inlet’ and that parties of men would be set 
ashore to explore (Schilder, 1985).

One party of forty-six men was landed to explore the hinterland, with enough 
food for eight days, while a separate party of fourteen proceeded elsewhere. The 
smaller party returned next day to report that they had found a hole containing fresh 
water, with ten to twelve footpaths leading to it, and five huts, but no human beings 
were to be seen. One of the huts was made of clay, with a roof ‘sloping down on two 
sides’ (Witsen, 1705). The larger group walked to ‘a mountain range’, from which 
they could see their ships, and became distressed at not finding any water there. 
However, they eventually located a large, slightly brackish water-hole one hour’s 
march from the ‘mountain range’, which was not the same well as the one found by 
the other party. Further exploration in the vicinity disclosed only sand, scrub and a 
hut, and they were clearly glad to leave this place, with ‘the men complaining bitterly 
of sore eyes’ (Schilder, 1985).

The landing parties must have gone ashore on the beach near Wittecarra Gully, 
and the water-hole found by the smaller group, with footpaths leading to it, must 
be Wittecarra Spring (Playford, 1996). The journals indicate that the landing parties 
never saw the Murchison River, which flows into the northern part of Gantheaume 
Bay, as it must have been obscured from their view by dense scrub and the nature 
of the topography. The ‘mountain range’ was presumably the hilly country east of 
the southern part of the bay.

Vlamingh’s ships weighed anchor and departed from Gantheaume Bay on 
28 January, sailing north along the forbidding Zuytdorp Cliffs, and on 30 January 
they anchored beside the southern end of Dirk Hartog Island. Boats were despatched 
over the next four days to reconnoitre the island. On the morning of 2 February, the 
pinnace was beached at the north end of the island, and those on board climbed the 
cliff at what is now known as Cape Inscription. There they found a post fixed in a 
crevice of the rock, with a pewter plate, evidently fallen from the post, lying beside 
it. The plate was engraved with an inscription recording the arrival of Dirk Hartog 
at this place in 1616. My interpretation of this inscription reads: 

1616, the 25th October, is here arrived the ship the Eendracht of Amsterdam, the 
upper-merchant Gillis Miebais of Liege, skipper Dirck Hatichs of Amsterdam; the 27 
ditto set sail again for Bantam, the under-merchant Jan Stins, the uppersteersman 
Pieter Dookes van Bill, Anno 1616.

The plate was carried back to the Geelvinck, and Vlamingh took it with him to 
Batavia, from where it was taken initially to the Company’s archives in Amsterdam 
and then to the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam), where it is now on display. 
Unfortunately, the plate was neglected for many years and parts of the pewter 
surface and the inscription deteriorated badly before conservation measures were 
undertaken.

Members of Vlamingh’s expedition explored parts of Shark Bay for several 
days after the plate was found, without finding anything of particular note, apart 
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from an abundance of turtles in the area, which they slaughtered or captured for meat. 
Vlamingh had a new pewter plate hammered flat and inscribed with the text of Dirk 
Hartog’s original inscription, plus a record of his own visit. On 12 February 1697 this 
plate was placed in position on a new post, beside Dirk Hartog’s original post.

Vlamingh’s plate would remain untouched for 104 years. It was found in 
July 1801 by a sailor from the French vessel Naturaliste, partly covered by sand, at 
the foot of a decayed post. The commodore, Emanuel Hamelin, thought it would be 
sacrilege to remove the plate, so he had another post prepared, which was placed, 
with the plate affixed, in the original position. He also left another plate, with a 
record of his own visit, at a headland (perhaps Cape Levillian) on the north-east side 
of the island. That plate has not been found since, and it may still lie buried below 
sand at the headland.

One of Hamelin’s officers, Louis de Freycinet, returned to Shark Bay seventeen 
years later, as commander of the ship Uranie. In his journal he recorded that he ‘did 
not have the same scruples’ as Hamelin with regard to the Vlamingh plate, and rather 
than allowing it to be ‘removed and ruined by some careless seaman’, he ‘deemed its 
natural place to be in one of those great scholarly and scientific storehouses which 
provide historians with such rich and precious documents’. Accordingly he removed 
the plate on 13 September 1818, and had it added to the collection of the Académie 
Royale des Inscriptions in Paris (Freycinet, 1825). The curators there apparently did not 
treasure the plate the way Freycinet had done, and it disappeared in the Academy’s 
library for more than a century. It was eventually rediscovered in 1940 in a box of 
miscellaneous material, otherwise of little value, in the basement of the library. 
After World War II the Australian Government made representations to France to 
have the plate returned to Australia, and in 1947 it was graciously presented to the 
Australian people by the French Government. The plate now features prominently 
among exhibits of the Western Australian Maritime Museum in Fremantle. 

The Netherlands Government, on the other hand, has declined Australian 
requests that they follow the French example, by returning the even more historic 
Hartog plate to Australia. However, the Dutch point of view can be understood, as 
the plate is such an important symbol of their role in discovering the continent of 
Australia. A replica of the Dirk Hartog plate is on display at the Maritime Museum 
in Fremantle.

Vlamingh’s three ships set sail from Dirk Hartog’s roadstead on 12 February 
1697, proceeding along the coast as far as North West Cape, which they reached on 
20 February. A large bight (Exmouth Gulf) was observed east of the headland, but 
they decided not to explore it thoroughly, instead setting out next day on the voyage 
to Batavia. The Geelvinck fired five guns, and the Nijptangh three, ‘to farewell the 
miserable South Land’, according to the Nijptangh journal. They arrived at Batavia, 
‘God be thanked for a safe voyage’, on 17 March (Schilder, 1985). 

Conclusion

Nicolaes Witsen, who had done so much to promote Vlamingh’s voyage, was 
disappointed at the results obtained, even though he found a lot of interest in the 
journals, maps and verbal accounts of the voyage, as discussed in various letters 
that he wrote at the time (Schilder, 1985). Witsen placed blame for the perceived lack 
of success on Vlamingh. In one letter, written in 1698, he stated that ‘in short, little 
has been gained, because the commodore, overmuch inclined to drinking, although 
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having sounded the coast, has not gone much ashore, and has stayed nowhere longer 
than three days, contrary to his instructions, drawn up by myself and [which] have 
ordered him to remain long in one place; but he had wasted his time at the Cape with 
feasting and merrymaking, which grieves me’. In another letter he said that ‘nothing 
has been discovered which can be any way serviceable to the company. The soil of 
this country has been found very barren, and as a desert’.

Apparently, Witsen had based this negative assessment of the expedition 
and its commander on advice he had received from participants who returned to 
the Netherlands before Vlamingh. It no doubt reflects the disappointment that he 
felt because the expedition had found nothing of commercial value to the Company. 
In his later publication, Witsen (1705) was more charitable about the value of the 
expedition, emphasizing the new information that had been obtained about the 
Southland, and omitting his earlier criticism of Willem de Vlamingh.

Vlamingh finally left Batavia for the Netherlands on 3 February 1698, as 
commodore of the ship Gent. He was in poor health, being described as ‘aged and 
feeble’ (Schilder, 1985). Vlamingh was still aboard this ship when it left the Cape 
on 8 May 1698, but nothing is known of what happened to him afterwards. There 
appear to be no further references to him in company documents, and the place and 
date of his death are unknown.

Although Vlamingh’s expedition produced little of value to the VOC, it was 
certainly very important from the viewpoints of global exploration in the late 17th 
century and subsequent British settlement in Western Australia. The expedition 
provided the first accurate map of the west coast of the Australian continent, and 
resulted in the discovery and/or naming of a number of geographic features, the 
most notable being the Swan River, Rottnest Island, Red Bluff and Dirk Hartog 
Island. Vlamingh’s discovery of the Swan River, and the map he produced of it, 
became known to the British, who in due course selected this place as the site for 
the first settlement on the west coast of Australia, the Swan River Colony, which was 
established at Perth in 1829.

* The main reference consulted was the book by Schilder (1985); other reference 
works of importance being by Appleyard and Manford (1979); Heeres (1899); Robert 
(1972); Schilder (1976, 1984); Sigmond and Zuiderbaan (1976); and Stapel (1943). 
More details of the author’s study, including important new information from a 
newly translated personal journal of Willem de Vlamingh, will be presented in a 
forthcoming book on his voyage of exploration.

Endnote
1. The contraction ‘Vlamingh’ is used in this paper because that is the accepted usage 

among Australian authors who have written about Willem de Vlamingh and his 
voyage of exploration, and because it is used for all geographic names and most 
monuments honouring this man in Western Australia.
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 PART  2 TWO

PROTECTiON OF SiTES, AND ANCODS 



immediately after, the wrecking of the four VOC vessels on the Western Australian 
coast, the events following the discovery of those wrecks were, on occasions, almost 
as dramatic. Discoveries were followed by disputes and by litigation. And legislation, 
which was somewhat optimistically designed to resolve the difficulties which had 
emerged, gave rise to still more litigation. 

At the outset, it is important to observe that many of the events of which I 
shall be speaking took place at a time when the Australian Government, partly as a 
result of off-shore oil discoveries, but also as a consequence of increasing international 
interest in the resources on and above continental shelves, started to formulate and to 
assert its rights over the territorial sea of Australia, not only as against other nations, 
but also as against the States.

It had, of course, been known for a long time that a number of VOC vessels 
had been wrecked on the Western Australian coastline; but their precise locations 
were unknown. The Batavia struck the reef surrounding the Wallabi group of the 
Houtman Abrolhos in 1629, almost 200 years to the day before the foundation of 
the colony. It was eventually discovered on 4 June 1963 by Geraldton divers Max 
Cramer and Graham Cramer. They had been led to the site by David Johnson, who 
had seen an anchor there.

In September 1957, Alan Robinson, who was later to feature in so much of 
the litigation and the accompanying controversies, claimed that he had discovered 
the Vergulde Draeck, which had been wrecked in 1656. Robinson was unable to find 
again what he claimed to have been the wreck, but which almost certainly was not 
the wreck. On 14 April 1963, some two months before the discovery of the Batavia, 
Graeme Henderson, who is now the director of the Western Australian Maritime 
Museum, came upon objects from the wreck of the Vergulde Draeck not far from the 
mouth of the Moore River. At the time of his discovery, Graeme was a member of a 
spear-fishing party consisting of his father James, his brother Alan, John Cowan and 
Alan Robinson. Not long after this discovery, the Hendersons and Cowan offered 
all their rights in the wreck to the Western Australian Museum. It is no reflection on 
their very generous offer, which was willingly accepted, that, as the passage of time 
made apparent, it was far from clear what their legal rights were as discoverers of the 
Vergulde Draeck. Had they not been so public-spirited, the later history of painstaking 
excavation and expert preservation of relics for the benefit of the community might 
well have been very different. Importantly, this was the beginning of the Museum’s 
commitment to maritime archaeology.

The first of the wrecks to be discovered was that of the Zuytdorp, which in 
1712 had struck the cliffs approximately 60 km north of the mouth of the Murchison 
River. It appears that wreckage from the Zuytdorp had been discovered in or about 
1927, although there had been earlier rumours as to its whereabouts. The general 
location of the wreck received considerable publicity in the Press in the 1930s, but it 
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was only in 1958 that Phillip Playford was able, conclusively, to identify the wreck 
as that of the Zuytdorp. The site of this wreck presented very considerable hazards 
for divers and it was only accessible with relative safety for a very few days in the 
year. This was the only one of the four Dutch shipwrecks from which no survivors 
managed to find their way back to Batavia, although there were obviously some 
survivors who managed to climb to the top of the cliffs at the foot of which their 
ship had gone down.

The Zeewijk was wrecked on the Pelsaert Group in the Abrolhos in 1727. No 
substantial structure apparently survived to modern times. Relics from the survivors’ 
camp on nearby Gun Island, however, were found by John Stokes of HMS Beagle in 
1840. The main wreck site was identified in 1968. This wreck site, as with that of the 
Zuytdorp, presented considerable difficulties for divers.

Mention should finally be made of the English vessel, the Trial, which was 
wrecked in 1622, making it the oldest known wreck of a European ship off our coast. 
It is almost certainly the wreck of this ship which was discovered in May 1969 by a 
party of skindivers led by Eric Christiansen. Another member of the party was the 
redoubtable Alan Robinson. 

After their discovery, the wreck sites of the Batavia and the Vergulde Draeck 
became readily accessible to the rapidly growing number of skindiving enthusiasts 
who now had available to them sophisticated self-contained underwater breathing 
apparatus (scuba). Claims were made that pillaging of and serious damage to the 
wrecks were taking place. The Western Australian Museum, although primarily a 
natural history museum at this time, but having recently extended its interests into the 
field of Aboriginal studies, became the obvious body to take responsibility for historic 
wreck sites. It sought to have the government enact legislation for this purpose. The 
Museum was already aware of the consequences of leaving treasure-hunters to do as 
they thought fit in their scramble for valuable relics, with little or no regard for the 
cultural and historic value of the wreck sites and of the relics. The situation overseas 
and, in particular, in the West Indies and elsewhere in the Americas, provided a 
dreadful example of what could occur in the absence of appropriate legislative 
protection of sites. There were at this time very few legislative models to follow, and 
it became apparent that, if there were to be legislation in this State, it would have to 
be developed from the beginning. This is what ultimately occurred.

Amendments to the Museum Act 1959 (WA) were passed at the end of 1964 
for the purpose of preserving material from the wrecks for the benefit of the public. 
In introducing the legislation, the Minister indicated that the State claimed that the 
wrecks were already vested in it under the Wreck Act 1887 (Cwlth). It was apparent 
from what he said that there were difficulties with that legislation, perhaps the 
least of which was that the Wreck Act required that wrecks be handed to a person 
described as the State Customs Officer, a position which had ceased to exist when 
the Commonwealth took over responsibility for Customs some sixty years earlier. 
The Minister also referred to the Navigation Act 1912 (Cwlth) which had been passed 
under the Commonwealth’s trade and commerce power. With some justification, he 
pointed out that there did not appear to be a sufficient nexus between the trade and 
commerce power and ships wrecked several centuries before the establishment of 
the Commonwealth. In any event, the Navigation Act provided no control over the 
excavation of sites. It was essentially concerned with the disposition of materials 
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once they had been recovered and brought to shore. At no time did it seem that 
the Commonwealth Receiver of Wrecks contemplated intervening in this area, 
notwithstanding the fact that a number of wrecks were reported to him. The Minister 
concluded his speech somewhat optimistically: 

The power of the State to legislate on the custody and control of historic wrecks has 
been thoroughly examined and it is believed that none of the provisions of this Bill 
conflict with Commonwealth law.

By the time of the 1964 amendments to the Museum Act, the Trial, and the 
ships described in the Act as ‘known’ as the Batavia, Vergulde Draeck, Zuytdorp and 
Zeewijk, and the ship known as ‘the Cottesloe wreck’, together with their contents, 
were vested in the then Museum Board on behalf of the Crown for the purposes 
of the Act. Power was given to vest in the Board any other ship appearing to have 
been abandoned, wrecked or stranded before 1900, and which was lying below low-
water mark in the territorial waters of the State. This rather simplistic reference to 
the territorial waters of the State concealed a major flaw in the legislation, as events 
were later to prove. No compensation was payable under the 1964 legislation in 
consequence of the vesting of any ship in the Board. 

Notice of the finding of historic wrecks was required to be given to the Board 
by their finders. The Board was then given power to preserve, recover and display 
the wrecks vested in it, as well as relics recovered from them. Provision was made 
for the payment of rewards to the finders of wrecks and, in addition, finders were 
entitled to receive the current market value of the metal content of any gold or silver 
bullion or coins recovered by the Board. Alternatively, at its discretion, the bullion or 
coins could be transferred to the finders. Although the Act did not purport to affect 
the ownership of those relics recovered from the named wrecks prior to its coming 
into operation on 18 December 1964, those who had such relics were required to 
report them to the Board so that a record could be made of them. Once a record had 
been made, or if it was decided not to make a record of the property, the Board was 
required, by authority in writing, to permit the property to be sold, destroyed or 
otherwise disposed of. 

In 1969 a new Museum Act was enacted. The former Board of the Museum 
became a Trust. Broadly speaking, the provisions of the 1964 amendments relating 
to historic wrecks were incorporated in the new Act. One important change was 
the removal from the Act of the power to pass over to a finder property in the gold 
or silver bullion or coins recovered. With the passage of this legislation came the 
expression of concerns about its possible invalidity, while at the same time came 
expressions of concern about what was said to be the Museum’s failure to prosecute 
those committing offences under the Act. In 1970 a writer in the journal Westerly wrote 
with justification: ‘This field has more legal hazards than the coast has shoals’.

The view of the Museum was that it believed that its legislation was valid, 
but it appreciated that if it were found not to be valid, there would be no protection 
for wreck sites. Pressure was being placed on the Museum to excavate all the sites, 
but the reality was that resources, both financial and human, were not sufficient to 
enable it to recover and, adequately, to conserve all the recovered material. 

In 1973 the historic wrecks provisions were removed from the Museum Act 
1969 (WA), and the Maritime Archaeology Act 1973 (WA) was passed, incorporating 
a number of changes based upon the Museum’s experience since 1964. The new Act 
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focused upon maritime archaeology sites, encompassing not only wreck sites but 
also places where relics were likely to be located, and any camp site or fortification 
which was associated with them. In the month following the passage of the Maritime 
Archaeology Act 1973 (WA), the Commonwealth passed its Seas and Submerged 
Lands Act 1973 (Cwlth). This was later to prove a factor in the bringing down of the 
Western Australian legislation in the High Court’s decision in Robinson v. Western 
Australian Museum 1979. The Commonwealth Act provided that sovereignty in 
respect of the territorial sea, and in respect of the air space above it, and in respect 
of its bed and subsoil, was vested in and exercisable by the Crown in right of the 
Commonwealth.

Three years later, the Commonwealth passed the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 
(Cwlth), which was assented to on 15 December 1976. It contained as a schedule the 
agreement between the Netherlands (as successor to the property and assets of the 
VOC) and Australia, by which the Netherlands transferred to Australia all its right, 
title and interest in and to the wrecked VOC vessels and to any articles from them. The 
Act recorded the desirability that the Commonwealth and the States, in co-operation, 
should protect those wrecked vessels and articles, and the remains of, and any articles 
associated with, other ships of historic significance, being remains or articles that 
were situated in, or had been removed from, Australian waters or waters above the 
continental shelf. It made provision for the protection of historic shipwrecks and 
relics; and authorized the making of arrangements for the performance of functions 
by competent authorities of States or of the Northern Territory in relation to the 
protection, recovery, preservation and exhibition of historic shipwrecks and historic 
relics. There was included a specific provision for the performance by the Western 
Australian Museum of functions in relation to the protection, recovery, preservation 
and exhibition of Dutch shipwrecks and Dutch relics. In his Second Reading Speech 
in relation to the Historic Shipwrecks Act, the Minister for Administrative Services, 
Senator Reg Withers, expressed his thanks to the Western Australian authorities 
for the advice that had been given to the Commonwealth while the legislation had 
been under preparation. This guidance, he said, ensured that difficulties that might 
otherwise have arisen were avoided, and that legislation able to meet the needs of 
the States had been produced. He also stressed the government’s appreciation of the 
role of the Museum through its Fremantle Branch and its conservation laboratory. 
The specialists from these two areas, he said (we thought rather too modestly), led 
Australia in maritime archaeology and the preservation of historic shipwrecks. 
The agreements with the States, he observed, would enable States to continue and 
expand their efforts to preserve Australia’s maritime heritage under secure national 
legislation. 

The Australia–Netherlands agreement had been executed on 6 November 
1972, but the initial proposal for such an agreement, made by the Netherlands 
Government, had been put forward as far back as 1964. No action appears to have 
been taken with respect to it until the Western Australian Museum found itself faced 
with the challenge by Robinson to the validity of the State legislation. The earlier 
proposal emerged when the Museum itself decided to seek an assignment of the 
Dutch wrecks and material from the Netherlands Government. Nevertheless, from 
the early 1970s the State and Commonwealth co-operated to safeguard that, whatever 
the outcome of the challenge, adequate legislative provision would be made to ensure 
the protection of historic shipwrecks. 
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It is not appreciated, I think, by outsiders just how much was done at this 
difficult time by the Director and the Trustees of the Western Australian Museum, 
and by the State Solicitor-General, to ensure that control over shipwrecks could be 
exercised for the public benefit. Even the good offices of Governor-General Sir Paul 
Hasluck, an Honorary Fellow of the Museum, were enlisted.

I turn, finally, to the third of the topics in the title of my paper, that of litigation, 
of which there was a significant amount. Practically all of it involved Alan Robinson, 
sometimes as a defendant and sometimes as a plaintiff. There were a number of 
prosecutions brought against Robinson. He won more than he lost. He was, however, 
convicted of fabricating coins from the Vergulde Draeck and then passing them off 
as genuine. As the author recalls, the silver in the coins came from the wreck of the 
Vergulde Draeck. Robinson melted down the damaged or more common coins, and 
used that silver to mould copies of some of the scarcer and more valuable coins. He 
was fined $400.

More significantly, Robinson was charged with two offences in relation to the 
Trial. A Museum expedition to the wreck site in 1971, for the purpose of a survey, 
discovered a number of unexploded charges; and signs were observed of there having 
been explosive charges set off on the site. A quantity of electrical wiring and charges 
were recovered. Robinson was charged with one offence under the Criminal Code 
of Western Australia and with another offence under the Imperial Admiralty Offences 
(Colonial) Act 1849. The trial Judge struck out the charge under the Criminal Code, 
ruling that the Code had no application to the site, on the basis that the Trial Rocks 
were submerged at high tide and, therefore, that no offence had been committed 
within the jurisdiction of the Western Australian court. The second charge was 
allowed to proceed.

The Imperial Act authorized the trial, in a colony, of any offence committed on 
the high seas within the Admiralty jurisdiction. The charge was that, shortly before 
the Museum expedition, Robinson had maliciously and unlawfully caused a gelignite 
explosion likely to cause serious damage to property. The jury acquitted Robinson and 
there is a lurid and inaccurate description by him of his trial in In Australia treasure 
is not for the finder (Robinson, 1980). Precisely why he was acquitted is not known. It 
may be that the jury heeded the Judge’s warning that they might find it extremely 
difficult to conclude that there was any property, in the vicinity of the explosions 
described in evidence, which was likely to be seriously damaged. An important factor 
may have been, however, that the jury were not prepared to convict Robinson of an 
offence committed under an old, and somewhat obscure, Imperial statute.

Not only was Robinson a defendant in criminal prosecutions, but he also 
instituted three civil claims. One of these may be disposed of quite shortly. It was a 
claim for damages for defamation brought against the writer of an article in the Sunday 
Independent, and against the owners, editor and printer of the paper, which contained 
a report of an assault upon the journalist by Robinson. Robinson succeeded, and he 
was awarded $2 000 damages. The significance of the case from the author’s point 
of view is that the Judge held that the article had portrayed Robinson quite unfairly 
as a person without any claim to have either found the Vergulde Draeck himself, or 
shared in its discovery with others. It would seem that the decision is open to question, 
particularly insofar as the discovery of the Vergulde Draeck is concerned. However, it 
must be emphasized that the Judge’s findings in this case bound only the parties to 
the action, and could not amount to a public determination of who had discovered 
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the Vergulde Draeck in 1963. 
In November 1971, Robinson instituted proceedings against the police, 

claiming the return to him of two boxes of coins seized from his premises some 
nineteen months previously. The material contained nearly 1 500 coins from the 
Vergulde Draeck. The real dispute in this case was between the Museum and Robinson, 
and the court ordered that the issue be fought out accordingly. 

One of the major hurdles facing the Museum in these proceedings was that, 
under the Museum Act 1969 (WA), upon which its claim had to be based, it had to 
establish that the material had been taken from the wreck by Robinson after the 
coming into operation of the amendments to the Museum Act in December 1964. It 
was a task which was frankly beyond the Museum. Furthermore, this case arose in 
the course of Robinson’s challenge to the validity of the State legislation, as to the 
outcome of which there was, by this time, a significant doubt. The Commonwealth 
did not seek to exercise its rights under the Australia–Netherlands agreement and, 
itself, to claim the material; while the Museum elected not to rely upon the earlier 
assignment to it by the finders of their interests in the wreck. In the end, the State 
Government and the Museum decided to settle Robinson’s claim. That settlement 
resulted in all the material under claim being handed back to Robinson.

The final and, most important, civil action was Robinson’s challenge to the 
validity of the historic shipwrecks sections of the Museum Act, and to the Maritime 
Archaeology Act. He contended that they were void as being beyond the legislative 
competence of the Parliament of the State of Western Australia. Judgement was 
reserved by the High Court for nearly eighteen months before it handed down its 
decision on 31 August 1977. The decision was a narrow win for Robinson. Three 
Judges, including the Chief Justice, Sir Garfield Barwick, held that the legislation was 
invalid. Gibbs and Stephen JJ would have dismissed Robinson’s claim; Gibbs J on 
the basis that the legislation was valid; and Stephen J for the reason that, in his view, 
Robinson had no entitlement to sue the Museum. Mason J was of the view that the 
Museum Act was valid, but that the provisions of s6 of the Maritime Archaeology 
Act, to the extent that they related to maritime archaeological sites, were inconsistent 
with the Commonwealth Seas and Submerged Lands Act and were, therefore, invalid. 
Notwithstanding this, Mason J considered that so much of s6 as vested title to the 
Vergulde Draeck in the Museum was valid. 

What I found surprising in the judgements of the High Court was the assertion 
by Barwick CJ that:

…to my mind by no stretch of the imagination could it be said that the declaration 
of marine archaeological sites or of ancient wrecks on the bed of the sea ‘off the coast 
of Western Australia’ was really a matter of concern for the peace, order and good 
government of the State of Western Australia.

He added:

With a degree of artistry these ancient wrecks were described as ‘historic’. So they 
might properly be styled in the history of navigation but scarcely in the history of the 
Colony or State of Western Australia.

Murphy J agreed that the Western Australian Parliament was not competent to 
legislate as it had. Gibbs J took a very different view and it is the view which would 
now have general acceptance. He said:

The wreck of the Gilt Dragon is part of the history of Western Australia. The Dutch 
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sailors who, albeit in some cases by accident, discovered and explored the coasts of 
Western Australia played a part of the early history of what is now the State. The 
preservation and public display of the relics of their voyages is a legitimate concern of 
the people of Western Australia.

Mason J was of a similar view, holding that it was enough that the exercise of 
the powers of the Board and of the Trustees was designed to ensure the preservation 
of the wrecks and their contents for the benefit of the State and citizens.

It should be said that, although the Commonwealth was extremely supportive 
of the desire of the Museum to continue with its outstanding work in the field of 
maritime archaeology, it nevertheless supported the attack upon the State’s legislation. 
In so doing, the Commonwealth was pursuing its broader interests.

Within days of the decision, the Commonwealth proclaimed the Historic 
Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Cwlth) to apply to this State. The Act itself had been passed some 
months after the High Court had reserved its decision in the case. Other States were 
later brought in. Under the Act, the Commonwealth delegated sufficient powers to 
the Western Australian Museum to enable it to carry on with its work as before; that 
which the Museum had been seeking for more than twenty years was now attained, 
albeit not in the form which had originally been planned.

It was of little consolation to the Museum that, in its report of 1978, the 
Council of Europe cited the Western Australian maritime archaeology legislation as 
one of the most forward thinking in the world. By that time, it had been invalidated 
by the High Court.

Although, eventually, the State suffered a defeat in relation to its legislation, 
the end result has been that Australia has now in force legislation which is no longer 
liable to attack, and which ensured the recovery and preservation of material from 
shipwrecks for the benefit of the whole community. None of this could have been 
achieved without the full co-operation of the Netherlands Government, and of the 
State and Commonwealth governments. Nor could it have been achieved without 
the skill and devotion of a remarkable group of talented people from the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum—archaeologists, divers, scientists, conservationists, 
a photographer, and all of those who supported them. 
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Was he, or wasn’t he…? 

That is the question I want to bring to your attention. Some say he was, and even 
raised a statue for him in my hometown, Heerenveen, in Holland. This statue can 
be seen in the North Gallery of the Western Australian Maritime Museum at this 
moment.

The story is pure nonsense. Others say, of course, it was not and put it in the 
same category as speculative theories like ‘Elvis is alive’; or Imen Wilkens (Where 
Troy Once Stood), who claims that the ancient city of Troy lay between Cambridge 
and America and that Homer really was a Celtic Bard.

I am talking about a myth. It is a myth that is connected with the voyage of 
Willem de Vlamingh to the west coast of Australia in 1696.

The myth is that on board Willem de Vlamingh’s vessel, the Geelvinck, was a 
young Dutch sailor who became the role model for one of the most famous and well-
known characters in international literature—Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe.

The myth was born in 1921, when the American Lucius Lee Hubbard 
published a book called A Dutch Source for Robinson Crusoe. Hubbard was a collector 
of imaginary voyages, a literary genre that became enormously popular in the 18th 
century and can be characterized by its mixture of fact and fiction.

The imaginary voyages developed out of the authentic travel stories that 
were published in the 16th and 17th centuries following the great discoveries, in 
which sailors and merchants described the fabulous experiences of their travels to 
the New World.

At the end of the 17th century, these travel stories became an ideal carrier for 
literary works of imagination. Often the authors used this genre to describe a physical 
and moral replica of the world as it should have been. These imaginary voyages are 
also called ‘Robinsonades’ after the most famous and popular novel in this genre, 
Daniel Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe.

In his book, Lucius Hubbard claims that Daniel Defoe copied a Dutch 
imaginary voyage story in writing his Robinson Crusoe.

This novel, written by the Dutch surgeon Hendrik Smeeks, was published in 
1708, eleven years before Defoe’s novel came out, and was called The description of the 
mighty Kingdom of Krinke Kesmes, being a large and many smaller islands with it together 
forming a part of the unknown Southland. It is no coincidence that the novel was written 
seven years after the journal of Willem de Vlamingh’s voyage was published. His 
description of the Southland must have stirred up the imagination of Smeeks.

In this novel is the story of a young Dutch sailor who was abandoned on one 
of the desert islands off the coast of the Southland. His adventures on this island 
are very similar to Robinson Crusoe’s well-known experiences. For instance, there 
is the discovery of a footprint in the sand in both stories, and both heroes meet with 
cannibals and shoot birds.

Children’s programmes in the 
Netherlands

A. Geerdink
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If Hubbard is right, and he thought he was, then the Dutch sailor in Hendrik 
Smeeks’ novel was the real Robinson Crusoe.

Hubbard went searching for him in the archives of the VOC. Because the 
setting of the story was on the coast of the Southland, and because the abandoned 
sailor was aboard a ship that went searching for survivors of the shipwrecked Vergulde 
Draeck, Hubbard’s attention was drawn to De Vlamingh’s expedition.

And, after a hint from the Dutch maritime historian S. P. Honor Naber, he 
came up with the name of a sailor who was apparently abandoned on the west coast 
after one of the landing parties.

So, I am sorry that I will probably shake the Anglo–Saxon world by this 
statement, but Daniel Defoe’s famous novel was not based on the adventures of the 
Scottish sailor Alexander Selkirk, but was copied from a Dutch novel. And the real 
Robinson Crusoe came from Holland—from Friesland to be more precise—from the 
town of Heerenveen; and his name was Sjouke Gabbes, says Lucius L. Hubbard.

True or not true?

We, at the local museum in Heerenveen, embraced this spectacular theory and saw 
in it a great opportunity for a thrilling exhibition—an exhibition for children of 
primary school age.

In 1994, the Ambassador of Australia in the Netherlands, Mr Michael Tate, 
opened the exhibition about the travels and supposed adventures of Sjouke Gabbes. 
Like the genre of the imaginary voyages, the exhibition was a mixture of fact and 
fiction presented in a way that appealed to children, in the form of big comic 
books. 
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I think, and that is the point I wish to make, that well-known maritime 
stories—either fact or fiction—can be very useful to museums as a means of 
introducing maritime history to children. The stories appeal to the children. They can 
identify themselves with the main characters and the stories offer a lot of starting-
points for factual historical information and links to objects.

Another example of the use of a well-known maritime novel as a starting-
point was the exhibition about the Scheepsjongens (cabin-boys) van Bontekoe that was 
held in the Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum, Amsterdam, in 1997.

Of course, there are other ways in which Dutch museums try to introduce 
maritime history to young people. The Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum and 
the Zuiderzee Museum are very successful with their living history projects. In 
Amsterdam, the children can visit the replica of the VOC ship Amsterdam. On the 
vessel are a great number of historically dressed actors who play scenes of everyday 
life on board VOC ships. The children can actually see, feel, hear and even smell what 
the Dutch sailors experienced some 300 years ago.

The Prins Hendrik Maritime Museum in Rotterdam took a different approach. 
Referring to the young people’s interest in the new media they published a CD or 
CD ROM; a multimedia computer program with which you can make a fantastic 
submarine voyage through the collection of the Museum and that gives a wealth of 
attractively presented historical information.

Needless to say, all these projects are essential to maintain the interest of young 
people in maritime history. Often they are the future maritime archaeologists and 
historians, and museum visitors.

In conclusion, you will probably wonder what I think about the Sjouke 
Gabbes theory. Let me quote to you what Willem de Vlamingh wrote in his journal 
on 3 February 1697, off the coast of Dirk Hartog Island:

The wind South South Eastern, nice soft coolness, had a dead man, named Sjouke 
Gabbes of Heerenveen.

I think that says it all, but as the well-known Dutch writer and TV personality 
Boudewijn Büch put it:

To promote a young Dutch sailor whose only contribution to history was that he 
died off the coast of Australia, to one of the most famous characters in international 
literature and even raise a statue for him, that isn’t imagination anymore, that’s beyond 
imagination that’s so fantastic that it has to be true.
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The VOC ship Zuytdorp was lost without trace in the winter of 1712 whilst on a voyage 
from Holland to Batavia (now Djakarta). Of the seven East India ships known to be lost 
off the coast of Western Australia: the English Trial (?–1622); the Dutch ships Batavia 
(1628–29), Vergulde Draeck (1653–56), Zuytdorp (1702–12) and Zeewijk (1725–27); the 
American China trader Rapid (1807–11); and the Portuguese despatch vessel Correio 
da Azia (?–1813), the Zuytdorp is the only wreck from which survivors did not reach 
the nearest European settlement at Batavia to tell the tale. 

Of all the known wrecks on this coast, this makes the wreck of the Zuytdorp 
unique and renders the remains on the sea bed doubly significant, as they hold the 
only known clues to the fate of the ship’s complement and the circumstances of the 
wreck. Remains that are indicative of a Dutch camp on the shore adjacent to the 
wreck, have also raised the possibility of a European occupation of the hinterland 
and a link between the Dutch, and the Aboriginal people of the region.

Though there are a number of areas still requiring finalization, the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum’s work at the Zuytdorp site is now nearing completion. 
This paper will serve to provide the reader with an understanding of the Museum’s 
past, present and future role at the site. The paper will also provide some insight into 
the evolution of the Museum’s underlying philosophy in approaching the wreck, 
the interdisciplinary nature of investigations into the Zuytdorp, and the wealth of 
people involved in this combined maritime and terrestrial archaeological project. This 
paper is allied to that presented by Phillip Playford and to his recent monograph 
(Playford, 1996). 

investigations pre-1986

In 1927, evidence of an early European occupation was found by station people 
working near the border of Tamala Station and Murchison House Station, north of 
Geraldton. Visible on a high cliff-top and on a reef platform immediately below, the 
evidence appeared as the remains of large camp-fires; glass and ceramic sherds; coins; 
cooking-pots; mast-sections; rolls of lead; a carved wooden female figure from the 
stern of a ship; breech-blocks (the firing mechanism for small bronze swivel-guns); 
and other material. The remains were of such a variety that there appeared to be little 
doubt that one or two camps had been made by survivors of a then unknown wreck 
(Playford, 1959). The only real clues to its identity were some inscriptions on a number 
of artefacts and Dutch coins, some being dated 1711. All of this meant little to the 
finders, the late Tom Pepper and his immediate family. As a result, the find was kept 
a close secret for fear of attracting unwelcome attention (Playford, 1959, 1996). 

Over a decade later, Pepper made the discovery known to the authorities 
and the first ‘expedition’ took place in 1941. The members were ill-equipped, both 
academically and logistically, and, as a result, spent a very short time at the site before 
being forced out due to the harsh and remote conditions. The identity of the site still 
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remained a mystery. Though they removed artefactual material in the uncontrolled 
and unrecorded fashion common to that era, the expedition members did produce 
some useful records in the form of photographic images and, more importantly, a 
combined colour and black and white moving film, one of the first produced on 
these shores. Copies of this material were recently obtained after considerable effort 
on Playford’s part.

In 1954 Playford, then a geologist engaged in petroleum exploration, 
befriended Pepper and, using his directions, ventured to the site during a bold one-
day four-wheel-drive dash south from Tamala Station. This began an association 
with the site that has continued to the present day. 

After a short examination of the remains, Playford realized that they were from 
a Dutch wreck. He eventually returned to Perth to conduct a study of records held 
there, and later undertook an exhaustive correspondence with archives in Holland 
that helped him to identify the site conclusively as the Zuytdorp.

Further visits to the site were made by Playford, for the purposes of continuing 
an examination of the land sites and a search for clues as to the fate of the survivors. As 
a result, some artefactual material—further supporting evidence of a Dutch occupation 
of the area—was recorded, recovered and later presented to the Western Australian 
Museum. A short monograph on the studies was also prepared and published 
(Playford, 1959). It was a benchmark in the study of shipwreck remains at the time, 
especially of the VOC, with only guano-miner Florance Broadhurst’s collection and 
catalogue of relics from the Zeewijk survivors’ camp as a prior example.1

Once the land sites were linked to the Zuytdorp, there was great interest in the 
possibility that the wreck lay nearby. Playford’s group, which included a number of 
very capable divers, was unfortunately unable to inspect the sea bed opposite the 
terrestrial remains. On most occasions the area is subject to a heavy swell, even on days 
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of comparative calm elsewhere. Part of the reason for this phenomenon is the lack of 
off-shore islands or outlying reefs, and an underwater topography that is conducive 
to the development of swells. As a result of the difficulties experienced with diving, 
the underwater team retired unsuccessful, but with undiminished enthusiasm.

More attempts were made but it was not till 1964 that the first successful dives 
were undertaken. What Playford had suspected was confirmed; the wreck, or part 
of it, lay against the reef platform immediately opposite the remains on land. The 
first dive involved a team of divers led by Geraldton identity Tom Brady. They saw 
two anchors, iron guns (cannon), lead ingots, ballast stones and a number of smaller, 
badly eroded, brass cannon (Cramer, 1975). Though not able to see all of the site due 
to the breaking water, they began work on a rough plan of the site. They also made 
all their material and notes available to the Western Australian Museum and the site 
was declared a protected wreck on the basis of their report. The Brady team then 
made other attempts to dive on the site, but not until 1967 were they able to examine 
properly the stern section of the wreck. In this part, to their amazement, they found 
a virtual ‘carpet’ of silver coins several square metres in area. 

News of the find soon spread to other groups such as the Underwater 
Explorers Club, whose members included the controversial salvage diver Alan 
Robinson. Robinson produced a rough site plan, found more cannon, and put 
numerous schemes to the Museum (which at that time did not have divers on staff) as 
to the best means of working the site. The Royal Australian Navy also did a feasibility 
survey at the time, but, like all of the other groups involved in the diving, suffered 
life-threatening incidents in the unpredictable seas. In total, they all produced little 
of archaeological significance except rough site plans. This is understandable for, at 
the time, maritime archaeology was an unheard-of activity on these shores.

The silver, and the finding of the wrecks of the Trial, the Batavia and the 
Vergulde Draeck led the Museum to establish a diving team under the leadership of 
Harry Bingham, a former navy diver. Bingham, with former professional diver Geoff 
Kimpton, former navy diver Colin Powell and others dived on the site from the sea in 
1969, and were successful in recovering a number of artefacts, including a considerable 
amount of coin. Their brief was solely to recover coin and loose attractive artefacts. 
No archaeologically oriented investigations were planned or conducted. Likewise, 
no attention was paid to the land sites nearby in any of their salvage work.

As the East India shipwrecks, in general, were proving a source of rich 
artefactual material, Jeremy Green was recruited to the Western Australian Museum 
staff, from Europe in 1971. His brief at the Zuytdorp was also the recovery of coin and 
any material attractive to potential looters. 

With respect to the Zuytdorp, archaeological considerations were not foremost 
in this period for two main reasons: firstly, the rough site conditions which generally 
prevail at the underwater site; and, secondly, the perception that the Zuytdorp land 
sites had been effectively destroyed by earlier investigators. In the former instance, it 
was evident that when conditions were good, attention had to be paid purely to the 
recovery of silver; and, in the latter, it was known that previous investigators earlier 
had used shovels, picks, metal detectors and even a plough to uncover material. 
There had also been countless unauthorized ‘treasure-hunting’ visits to the site in 
the intervening years. 

In conducting his salvage work on the wreck, Green received the help of 
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the owner of nearby Murchison House Station, Prince Mukallam Jah, the Nizam of 
Hyderabad. He provided a great deal of logistical assistance and constructed, on 
behalf of the Western Australian Museum, a large ‘flying fox’ arrangement, raised 
upon a tall ‘quadruped’ that was fixed above the wreck on the cliff-top. It was 
designed to enable the divers and their equipment to use a metal cage, suspended 
from a thick wire, to enter deeper water beyond the breaking waves at the wreck, 
from the cliff-top itself, and then to leave the cage and swim under the breaking seas 
back to the site. In principle, it obviated the need to swim out through the breakers. 
More importantly, once work was completed, divers were able to exit the site by the 
same means, and be lifted from the deep water to seaward of the wreck back onto 
the cliff-top. The sea soon rendered the arrangement unusable, however. A smaller 
frame was later constructed and transported to the site; and though it proved of some 
use, it, too, was soon destroyed by the elements. 

Despite these set-backs, Green and his team were successful in the recovery 
of a large amount of artefacts, considerable quantities of coin and in the recording of 
further detail for a future final site plan. Green also installed a watch-keeper on the 
cliff-top, with orders to advise when a diving team should be sent up to commence 
work. After receiving a call, the team would travel from Fremantle by vehicle (a 
ten-hour trip), or land on a very small and dangerous airstrip in a light aircraft. 
Then they would make ready for a dive, using equipment left at the watch-keeper’s 
caravan. Unfortunately, conditions were so variable at the site that the team often 
arrived, after being called out, only to find the conditions undiveable. Most call-outs 
resulted in little or no diving at all, and when divers did enter the water there was 
invariably a near accident in the swells. Some of these incidents also proved life-
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threatening and costly in terms of equipment losses and/or damage. Landing on 
the airstrip which had been hewn from the bush was, in itself, an exercise fraught 
with considerable danger. On the last flight, for example, one plane was fortunate 
not to have crashed.

Thus, the wreck of the Zuytdorp proved very difficult and dangerous to work 
for all the groups involved, including the Museum; and great frustration was wrought 
by the rapid changes in the conditions, even on the few good days on site. The dangers 
were also human. The watch-keeper’s camp was deliberately ‘burnt out’ on one of 
his regular trips into town. This resulted in the destruction of the entire caravan, all 
the diving gear and the Museum’s Day Book and other records. The perpetrators 
were never found. This costly incident; the restricted salvage-oriented brief; the many 
dangers, the transport problems, and the expense; and the pressures of archaeological 
work on other wrecks such as the Vergulde Draeck and the newly found American 
China trader Rapid, led the Museum to call a halt to work on the site in 1981. After 
that time the wreck was left to the protection of a proclaimed restricted area under the 
terms of the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Cwlth); aerial surveillance; and the presence 
of a part-time warden and abalone-diver, who had a small shanty nearby.

These measures, however, did not satisfy either Playford, who had maintained 
an interest in the site, or the committee set up under the Agreement between 
the Netherlands and Australia Concerning Old Dutch Shipwrecks (ANCODS), 
which oversees work on the Western Australian Maritime Museum’s Dutch wreck 
programme. They constantly lobbied the Museum hierarchy for the complete recovery 
of the coin and other attractive material still on the site. On the other hand, safety 
had become the major concern for Green, given the ‘near misses’ that had regularly 
occurred at the wreck. Accepting that he would be ultimately responsible, should 
an accident occur, Green was understandably led to conclude that the wreck was 
too dangerous to work. A committee was subsequently formed to examine ways to 
best salvage the remaining coin without exposing the divers and their assistants to 
danger. It was led to produce some quite remarkable schemes designed to facilitate 
salvage in a safe environment—none of which proved feasible or effective.

investigations post-1986

In 1985, faced with pressure to continue the salvage work on site, the Trustees and 
the Director of the Western Australian Museum resolved to recommence work at 
the site. They also indicated that they were prepared to take it out of the hands 
of Green and the Maritime Archaeology Department and to employ independent 
salvage contractors at the wreck. As a counter to this development the author, with 
the support of Geoff Kimpton, offered to take on responsibility for the project and 
to recommence diving. 

The offer was reluctantly accepted by Green, under pressure from the Museum 
hierarchy, and a feasibility study was begun in the following year. This included a 
number of shore-based familiarization dives. 

From the outset it was apparent that the ‘carpet of silver’ was no longer 
evident, leading to considerable speculation as to the whereabouts of the deposit (cf. 
Playford, 1996). A combination of wave-action against the face of the newly disturbed 
layers of coin, exposed in earlier excavations by Green and, subsequently, by others 
in a looting mode, was apparently the cause. 

An unpublished report on these dives and the project in general was produced. 
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It flagged the need for the project strategy to include a much wider range of issues 
than those salvage considerations set as the initial project brief (McCarthy, 1986). 

Apart from the recovery of the remaining pockets of coin and loose artefactual 
material, these expanded aims included the examination of the survivors’ campsites 
and material remains; the assessment of the Aboriginal contacts if any; the search for 
clues as to the movement of survivors; the production of a site plan of the wreck, and 
of the associated land camps; the recording and cataloguing of all ‘private’ material 
that could surface in an amnesty situation; the compilation of all archival and oral 
material pertinent to the site; the facilitation of various publications, including a major 
one from Playford (1996), who was to be invited to join the team; and the clean-up 
of contaminatory material introduced to the site, in readiness for its handing over to 
the Department of Conservation and Land Management (CALM) at an appropriate 
time (McCarthy, 1986). 

These were agreed-to by the Museum and, in subsequently attending to 
these expanded project aims, a ‘clean slate’ approach was taken. All former systems 
of diving were reassessed. After a number of shore-based dives, it became evident 
that the site suffered not only from known factors such as the swell and the poor 
visibility in the breaking water, but also from severe seasonal sand accretion in the 
summer months, followed by winter scouring. All these factors had combined to 
make it almost impossible to view the entire site during any one dive or series of 
dives. In fact, it was not until April 1996 that we experienced conditions that allowed 
us to achieve this aim. One dive conducted in mid-1987, for example, showed the 
wreck to be completely covered in sand, but when repeated ten days later the sand 
layer had gone, revealing cannon, lead ingots, coins and other material which had 
been hidden on the previous dive by sand and surge. 
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While working from the cliff-tops in early 1986, it also became apparent that 
the logistical situation had changed dramatically since the project was abandoned in 
1981. In the intervening years, fast rock-lobster boats, fishing out of the small port of 
Kalbarri at the mouth of the Murchison River, only forty-five nautical miles away by 
sea, had begun to frequent the area and had almost entirely replaced the old lumbering 
fishing vessels of the 1960s and 1970s. Realizing that any approach from the land was 
fraught with difficulty and that the method should be abandoned for safety’s sake 
alone, the author accepted an offer to join an old acquaintance and to work from his 
vessel en route to his fishing-ground further north. Success was quickly achieved in 
the combining of the fisherman’s boat-handling skills and Kimpton’s strength and 
tenacity in the water. Other crews were keen to assist the Museum. Over the seasons 
that followed, and as an atmosphere of trust developed between us, many Kalbarri 
residents and others throughout the State revealed that they had previously made 
unauthorized visits to the site. It appears, somewhat understandably, that they were 
unable to resist the temptation when they passed by in time of good weather and often 
took the plunge and salvaged what material they could. The material recovered both 
on land and at sea in past years also needed recording for archaeological purposes. 
This realization and the manifest futility of not acknowledging the existence of 
Zuytdorp material in private hands was the contributing factor behind the recent 
Australia-wide amnesty on shipwreck material. 

Thus new methods were developed for working the site and recording its 
detail. These included the use of the Museum’s fast 5.5 m aluminium work-boat, 
which took under two hours to get to the site when operating out of Kalbarri. 
Assistance was continually obtained from the fishing community; they willingly 
provided a shore-based weather watch and acted as ‘mother boats’ for our small 
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vessel, which was at risk in those waters, especially after the onset of the afternoon 
sea-breeze. The conditions experienced over this period often allowed only a few 
minutes at best on location, followed by another short burst of recording or recovery 
work before again swimming out in the face of on-coming seas. 

When conditions allowed, further work was also conducted on the production 
of the site plan and the question as to what happened to the ship in its last moments. 
An adequate site plan would allow other questions to be addressed. For example: 
Did the remains on the site constitute all that had been carried in the Zuytdorp or did 
a portion of it lie elsewhere, further out to sea, or somewhere along the cliffs? Was it 
physically possible for people to have got ashore from the wreck itself by bridging 
the apparently small gap between it and the shore? Measurement of the gap was 
obviously required. In attempting to come to grips with these questions, attention 
turned to the production of an accurate site plan and an examination of the number 
of anchors on the wreck. 

Given that the use of traditional tapes, site grids and traditional recording 
measures was impossible in the swells encountered throughout, all the recording 
work undertaken since 1986 was based on the use of small hand-held still and video 
cameras, and short, retractable steel carpenters’ tapes. These were all that were used. 
Artefacts and material such as cannon and anchors spread over a small area were 
fixed in relation to prominent underwater features. The problem then lay in linking 
each of these small areas into a coherent whole. 

The solution to the terrestrial sites was found in the use of aerial photography; 
and work was conducted by the Department of Topographic Services at the Mapping 
and Survey Division of the Department of Land Administration (DOLA) on our 
behalf. They overflew the area, and with land support from retired surveyor Ross 
White, and others, produced a series of aerial photographs, ortho-photographs, 
contour maps and sections of the land sites and adjoining areas. By this means, all 
the land sites, past and present excavations and the artefacts found were accurately 
located and placed within a superimposed grid fixed into the Australian Mapping 
Grid. 

The problem still lay underwater. In order to solve it to the best of our ability, 
an attempt was made to use the results of the aerial photogrammetry. This was to 
be assessed at the laboratories of DOLA in order to extend the grids and ortho-
photographs into the sea, and thus fix and plot in the wreck site itself. In order 
to do this, a search of existing aerial photographs was conducted in the hope that 
some photography may have occurred on one of those rare calm days when the sea 
appeared transparent.

Aerial photographs were found from the early 1960s that enabled a clear view 
into the sea, allowing all the natural features around and among the wreck to be 
identified. This was joined to the modern model, and the various sections, contours, 
plans and ortho-photographs that had been produced. Thus, though limited to short, 
retractable steel tapes and underwater cameras, a compromise was reached and the 
wreck plotted in plan and section view, using identifiable underwater features such as 
reefs that were fixed using aerial photogrammetry. The results were of an acceptable 
standard, given the conditions under which work was conducted. Here, retired 
architect/draughtsman/artist and octogenarian Stanley Hewitt assisted, using the 
ortho-photographs, underwater sketches and measurements to produce site plans 
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and sections through a mock-up of the ship, based on its known dimensions. The 
object was to enable the archaeologists to test the possibility that people could have 
got ashore. It is now clear that the ship lay close enough to the reef-top to enable 
those left alive after the ship was first wrecked, to bridge the gap between it and 
the shore.

In the interim, other staff were added to the team: Jon Carpenter, diving/on-
site conservator; Pat Baker, diving/photographer; and, conservators Ian MacLeod 
and Ian Godfrey. A number of successful dives were subsequently conducted, one 
resulting in the production of a photographic and video record; another including an 
electrochemical analysis of material raised and moved into deeper water to seaward 
of the wreck. Considerable success was achieved up to March 1988, resulting in the 
recovery of a wide range of artefactual material including coinage; ceramics and 
glassware; pewter; armaments; personal items; an English-built eight-pounder 
cannon; and a 4.5 m-long anchor. These were raised, utilizing a specially devised 
rapid deployment system that allowed the freeing of the heavy objects from the sea 
bed using hydraulic jacks; the attachment of specially packed lift-bags in a ‘parachute 
pack’ arrangement; followed by their rapid inflation, lift and transport through the 
swell into deeper water (Kimpton & McCarthy, 1988). 

One area of continued interest was the process of site disintegration. An 
examination of the area indicated that parts of the sea bed for a short distance to 
seaward of the wreck were found to be shallower than the draught of the ship when 
it was afloat. Towed searches were conducted to seaward of the site to examine the 
possibility that the ship may have broken into two or more parts before coming to 
rest against the reef platform. With the exception of what appears once to have been 
a box of navigation dividers, and a brass adze used in the cooperage of powder 
barrels, the entire wreck was found to lie in a shallow depression within a few metres 
of the reef-top, at the foot of the cliffs. Material from the stern has been recovered 
from as close as 2 m from the reef, in as little as 1.5 m of water, indicating that the 
ship finished up close enough to the reef platform possibly to allow some people 
to bridge the tantalizingly small gap to apparent safety. The hypothesis was tested, 
using the measurements taken and the known dimensions of the ship. The results 
indicated that the Zuytdorp first struck a shelving reef around 100 m off shore, which 
was shallow enough to have caused the ship to roll onto its side. Material spilled 
from the ship in this configuration. From there, each heavy sea pushed the ship 
further towards the cliffs and the reef platform until it could go no further. There, 
the bottom of the ship would have been breached, allowing some material, such as 
the heavy lead ingots, to fall through the hull and enabling it to be pushed further 
ashore as the hull became lighter.

Once it was established that the vessel hit the reef virtually without warning, 
coming to rest only metres from a drying reef and the land opposite, and the 
ramifications of that were analysed, attention was swung not only to the production 
of a site plan and the recovery, plotting, conservation analysis and display of the 
material recovered, but also to the much disturbed remains of the land camps.

The possibility that the survivors were assisted by local Aboriginal tribes in 
finding water was also addressed. Water is very scarce in any season except winter, 
when the Zuytdorp was lost, and the Aborigines apparently stored it in the hotter 
months in gamma holes. Two of these, in an area identified by Playford as having 
been a possible watering-place of the survivors, were pointed out to us by amateur 
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enthusiasts (Cooley and Cukrov), who had been independently combing the area 
in the early 1980s in search of clues to the mystery. A prehistorian, Kate Wright (née 
Morse), of the Western Australian Museum, was also requested to examine shell 
middens found near the site. She identified them as Aboriginal and dated them to 
around 4 000 BP, posing as yet unanswered questions as to the interaction, if any, 
between the Aborigines and the Europeans (Morse, 1988). This matter was then briefly 
addressed in a number of surface examinations of wells and soaks in the region, and 
in a study which involved the Western Australian Maritime Museum; Sandra Bowdler 
of the Centre for Archaeology, University of Western Australia; Playford; the author; 
and numerous others. This particular line of inquiry centred on an examination of the 
movement of artefactual material from the wreck to wells and soaks in the hinterland. 
A tobacco-box lid was found at Wale Well, a former Aboriginal encampment identified 
by Playford as one of the most likely places to which Dutch survivors were taken. 
The tobacco box is similar to examples from the VOC ship Zeewijk. However, at this 
stage, nothing has been proved conclusively with regarding the Dutch–Aboriginal 
links. It needs to be noted, however, that these are distinct possibilities. 

Good charts were produced by De Vlamingh only a decade before the loss 
of the Zuytdorp, showing the area in some detail. The charts show that there was not 
only water at the mouth of the Murchison River to the south of the wreck, but also 
anchorages at Shark Bay to the north. All this would have been taken into account 
by the Dutch, potentially taking any survivors into areas occupied by the Aboriginal 
people. The interaction may have occurred at the site itself. In order to attend 
properly to the much disturbed land camps adjacent to the wreck, prehistorian/
historical archaeologist Fiona Weaver was requested to re-examine the Dutch sites 
earlier identified by Playford, and to test his hypotheses that they represented fires 
or shelters. She was also requested to assess what remained, and the extent of the 
site’s degradation by the decades of treasure-hunters. Her work (Weaver, 1994) 
confirmed Playford’s understanding that material had been taken from the wreck 
by the Dutch; beacons had been lit, possibly in the hope of attracting salvation from 
passing vessels or searching ships; and that there had been a period of occupation 
of the area adjacent to the wreck for a short time at least. As the Dutch vessels of the 
Zuytdorp era were commanded to sight the Western Australian coast at latitude 27° 
S, in almost the exact latitude of the wreck, it comes as no surprise to find that the 
survivors may have remained in the vicinity of the wreck for as long as they could. 
Their hopes were in vain. Having previously lost men and boats on expeditions to 
locate vessels which were lost years earlier, the authorities at Batavia left them to 
their fate. To make matters worse, no passing vessels were lured close enough to 
the cliffs to investigate what, after all, may have only appeared to them to be the 
fires of Aborigines. 

The possibility that the survivors were succoured by the local Aboriginal 
people, resulting in a genetic link between the Dutch and the local Aborigines, which 
is now visible in the form of the introduced disease Porphyria variegata, has also 
been examined by specialists co-ordinated by Playford. This malady was present 
at the Cape of Good Hope in 1688, and could have been transported here when the 
Zuytdorp recruited over a hundred crew at the Cape in 1711. A definite link has yet 
to be established. 

A display featuring newly located material, including the navigation dividers, 
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coinage, munitions and the Wale Well tobacco-box lid, was mounted at the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum to complement that existing at Geraldton. In the months 
just prior to this Colloquium, the Western Australian Maritime Museum’s exhibitions 
were again revamped to include the Zuytdorp anchor as one of the Museum’s 
acknowledged icons. The exhibition, which also included the cannon raised at the 
same time, has attracted considerable interest. A small interpretive display is planned 
for Kalbarri when it can be housed in their new civic building. The replica swivel-
gun, presented to the town in honour of their assistance in recent years, is on display 
there. Similar exhibits are planned for the town of Denham in Shark Bay—the other 
regional centre laying good claim to having the wreck in its area of interest. 

Most recently, a Parliamentary Select Committee enquiring into the finding 
of the various East India ships, recommended inter alia that a ‘top-level Inquiry Into 
Early European Presence in Australia (IIEEPIA)’ be conducted (Pendal Report, 1994: 
22). Thus, a new phase of investigation with respect to the Zuytdorp has been entered 
into. Playford has produced his major work focusing on the wreck, and is continuing 
his interests and his association with the team. Reports on work conducted in realizing 
these aims are in the process of being compiled, as are the artefact catalogues and 
other technical data. Conservation is also continuing.

Field-work has also continued, the last visits being conducted just before 
this Colloquium, in 1996. Over the course of those visits, the team was fortunate in 
experiencing the best underwater conditions yet. In being able to obtain the clearest 
picture of the site to date, it was realized that small previously unnoticed pockets of 
silver remained in the coin area. Indications of another potential land site were also 
confirmed, this time by graduate archaeologists who were among students of the 
Post-Graduate Diploma Course in Maritime Archaeology. Further work is planned 
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on these two areas as funds become available and as conditions allow. 
Despite the active pursuit of this research and the bringing together of such 

a diverse team, a solution to the question: ‘What happened to the Zuytdorp and its 
complement?’ has not been forthcoming. Despite this, we are proceeding steadily 
towards the finalization of the revised project aims as outlined below: 
• to investigate the wreck and associated land camps of the VOC ship Zuytdorp 

(1702–12) in order to help ascertain the causes of the loss of the vessel and the 
fate of its survivors;

• in so doing, to recover as much as possible of the material that serves to attract 
divers and collectors to the site, such that it will not be lost or destroyed, and to 
help ensure that the site will not be unnecessarily disturbed by others; in this 
manner, the site can be better managed for the sake of the wreck, campsites, 
the artefacts themselves, and, in due course, for bona fide visitors to the site;

• to compile and make accessible all available written, anecdotal, film and other 
material on the Zuytdorp and its survivors;

• to analyse, catalogue, conserve the artefacts found, and to display them with 
appropriate background information in suitable repositories in the region 
and in provincial centres;

• to conduct on-going research into the Zuytdorp and its contents and crew, 
for the purposes of better understanding the vessel, its purposes and its 
people;

• to publish the findings of the inquiry and activities outlined above at all 
available levels, through all available media and for all walks of life;

• to establish a site(s) management plan and to ensure that the area is stabilized, 
so that further buried or submerged information or artefacts are not lost; and 
to cater for the growing desire from members of the general public to visit 
the area;

• to examine Aboriginal sites in the vicinity of the wreck, seeking evidence as 
to whether the survivors interacted or lived with the local Aborigines; and,

• to facilitate genealogical–medical research aimed at determining whether 
survivors interbred with the Aboriginal people.

Endnote
1. Broadhurst presented his Zeewijk collection to the State.
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introduction

Since the 1960s there has been a growing interest in the study and excavation of 
VOC shipwrecks on a widespread international level. Western Australia has played 
a small role—with four VOC shipwrecks—in the development of this. It was felt by 
the author that, as part of the Colloquium papers, it would be useful to review the 
known VOC shipwrecks that have been discovered, to provide references to literature 
and information relevant to these vessels, and a brief review of what has happened 
(based purely on the author’s experience or the advice of his colleagues). 

Date	 Name	 Date		 Place	 Voyage1	 Reference
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1606	 Nassau	 1993	 Malaysia,	Malacca	 98.2	
1608	 Mauritius	 1985	 Guinea	 5077.2	 L’Hour	et	al.,	1989
1613	 Witte	Leeuw	 1976	 St	Helena	 5100.3	 Pijl-Ketel,	1982
1615	 Banda	 1979	 Mauritius	 5105.2	 Dumas,	1981
1615	 Geünieerde	
	 Provinciën	 ?	 Mauritius	 5108.3	 Unconfirmed
1627	 ‘t	Vliegende	
	 Draeck	 ?	 UK,	I	of	Wight	 350.1	 Unconfirmed
1627	 Campen	 1979	 UK,	I	of	Wight	 351.1	 Larne,	1985
1629	 Batavia	 1963	 W	Australia,	Houtman	Abrolhos	 372.1	 Green,	1989
1640	 Rob		 1985	 Netherlands,	Texel	 534.1	
1641	 Utrecht	 1981	 Brazil,	Itaparica	 ✝	 Christie’s,	1983
1653	 Lastdrager	 1971	 UK,	Shetlands	 760.3	 Sténuit,	1974
1656	 Vergulde	
	 Draeck	 1963	 W	Australia	 833.2	 Green,	1977
1659	 Avondster	 1993	 Sri	Lanka,	Galle	 5448.2	 Green	&	Devendra,	1993b
1661	 Hercules	 1992	 Sri	Lanka,	Galle	 843.1	 Green	&	Devendra,	1993a
1663	 Dolphijn	 1993	 Sri	Lanka,	Galle	 837.2	 Green	&	Devendra,	1993b
1664	 Kennemerland		1971	 UK,	Shetlands	 1027.1	 Price	&	Muckelroy,	1974
1686	 Prinses	Maria	 1964	 UK,	Is	Scilly,	Western	Rocks	 1513.2	 Fenwick,	1974
1697	 Waddinxveen	 1988	 S	Africa,	Table	Bay	 5973.2	 Werz,	1992,	1997
1697	 Oosterland	 1988	 S	Africa,	Table	Bay	 5975.4	 Werz,	1989,	1992,	1993,	1997
1698	 ‘t	Huis	te	
	 Kraijenstein	 c.	1900	 S	Africa,	Saldanha	Bay,	Oudekraal	 1771.1	 Turner,	1988
1702	 Meresteyn	 1971	 S	Africa,	Jutten	I	 1869.4	 Marsden,	1976
1711	 Liefde	 1964	 UK,	Shetlands,	Out	Skerries	 2151.5	 Bax	&	Martin,	1974
1712	 Zuytdorp	 1920s	 W	Australia	 2147.3	 Playford,	1996
1713	 Rijnenberg	 ?	 UK,	Shetlands	 2186.3	 Unconfirmed
1713	 Bennebroek		 1985	 S	Africa,	Keiskamma	R,	Ciskei	 6243.1	 Turner,	1988
1717	 Middenrak	 1984	 S.	Africa,	Table	Bay	 3136.3	 Unconfirmed
1724	 Slot	ter	Hooge	 1974	 Madeira,	Porto	Santo	 2600.1	 Sténuit,	1975
1725	 Akerendam		 1974	 Norway,	Alesund	 2609.1	 Kloster,	1974
1726	 Ravenstein	 	 Maldives,	Ari	Atoll	 2623.2	 Known
1727	 Risdam	 1984	 Malaysia,	Mersing	 2357.2	 Green,	1986
1727	 Zeewijk	 1968	 W	Australia,	Houtman	Abrolhos	 2680.1	 Ingleman-Sundberg,	1977
1728	 Adelaar	 1972	 UK,	Barra,	Greian	Hd	 2729.3	 Martin,	1972
1729	 Curaçao	 1976	 UK,	Shetland,	Unst	 ✝	 Sténuit,	1977
1735	 ’t	Vliegend	Hart	 1981	 Belgian	coast	 2978.2	Gawronski	&	

Kist,	1984;	Horst,	1991
1737	 Rodenrijs	 1989	 S.	Africa,	Cape	Town	 7002.1	 Unconfirmed
1738	 Boot		 	 UK,	Devon	 7040.2	
1740	 Vis		 c.	1900	 S	Africa,	Table	Bay	 3174.4	 Turner,	1988
1743	 Hollandia	 1971	 UK,	Is	Scilly		 3275.1	 Cowan	et	al.	1975;	Gawronski	et	al.,	1992;	

Gawronski,	1996
1747	 Reigersdaal		 1979	 S	Africa,	Silverstroomstrand	 3399.3	
1748	 Nieuwekerke	 1996	 Indonesia,	Sulawesi	 3337.4	 Unconfirmed	report
1749	 Amsterdam	 1969	 UK,	Hastings	 3437.1	 Marsden,	1974;	Gawronski,	1990;	Gawron-

ski,	1996
1752	 Geldermalsen	 1985	 Indonesia,	Ad.	Stellingwerf	Reef	 7371.1	 Jorg,	1986
1753	 Bredenhof		 	 Mozambique	 3582.3	 Christie’s,	1986
1759	 Buitenzorg		 	 Netherlands	 7553.2	
1770	 Leimuiden	 1995	 Cape	Verde	I,	Boavista	 4069.4	 Unconfirmed	report
1776	 Geinwens	 1993	 Sri	Lanka,	Galle	 4118.3	 Green	&	Devendra,	1993b
1776	 Nieuw	Rhoon		 1971	 S	Africa,	Cape	Town	 7955.5	 Lightley,	1976
1781	 Middelburg		 1969	 S	Africa,	Saldanah	Bay	 8073.1	 Turner,	1988
1795	 Zeelelie		 	 UK,	Is	Scilly		 8394.1	 Larne,	1981
✝	 Indicates	vessel	not	VOC	but	engaged	in	VOC	operations.
1.	 The	Voyage	column	refers	to	the	voyage	number	given	in	Bruijn	et	al.	(1987).

A brief description of some of the sites
Nassau

This site was found by a marine salvage company in 1993. The site is being excavated 
(1997) by a commercial diving team under the direction of Mensun Bound, Oxford 
University MARE. The project is supported by the Museum Negara. An astrolabe, 
thought to have been illegally removed from the site, was sold at auction.

mauritius

This site was discovered in 1985 during a geophysical survey, and excavated in 1986 
by Michael l’Hour and Luc Long of Direction des Recherces Archéologiques Sous-Marines. 
The site revealed a large number of zinc ingots together with a very interesting 
collection of twenty-eight iron and bronze cannon. A section of the lower part of the 
hull, including the keel, was also recovered. Excavation report published.
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Witte leeuw

This site was excavated in 1976 by Robert Sténuit. Although large quantities of 
Chinese blue and white ceramics and some bronze guns were discovered, little else 
was recorded. Reports indicated that hull structure was uncovered but this was 
not recorded. The collection was sold at auction; some of the broken material was 
transferred to the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam) where a scientific and 
archaeological study of the collection was made under the direction of J.B. Kist. No 
excavation report.

banda

This site was salvaged in 1980 by Patrick Lizé and Jacques Dumas. Most of the artefacts 
were dispersed. An astrolabe which was said to have come from the site was sold 
at auction. Artefacts consisted of Chinese blue and white ceramics, some anchors, 
iron cannon and miscellaneous finds. No archaeological report was produced, and, 
from the illustration of the book produced by Dumas, very little site recording or 
cataloguing was done.

Campen

Excavated by the Needles Underwater Archaeology Group from 1989. The site has 
revealed a large collection of lead ingots, which were catalogued, but unfortunately 
destroyed by fire after their recovery. Other finds included coin and miscellaneous 
items. An archaeological report has been published; finds dispersed.

batavia

This site was excavated in the 1970s by the Western Australian Museum. It has been 
the subject of on-going research. A section of the hull survived and was recovered, 
together with much of the cargo. All material has been conserved and is on display 
at the Western Australian Maritime Museum. Excavation report and catalogue.

lastdrager

Excavated by Robert Sténuit in 1971 and 1972. Finds included navigation instruments, 
coins, ceramics and miscellaneous finds. An excavation report was produced but 
material was sold at auction. 

vergulde Draeck

The first VOC site excavated by the Western Australian Museum, in 1972. Although 
no hull structure was found, navigational equipment together with a large quantity of 
ceramics and coin were recovered from the site. Excavation report and catalogue.

Avondster

This site was found in 1993 by the Joint Sri Lanka–Australia Archaeological Project 
working in the World Heritage–listed city port of Galle. The site is extremely well 
preserved and has been surveyed but not excavated as yet. Features that have been 
noted include a large proportion of the hull, up to the top of the first gun-deck, iron 
cannon, the hearth and the stern section of the vessel. Excavation report in press.

Hercules

This site was found in 1992 by the Joint Sri Lanka–Australia Archaeological Project 
working in the World Heritage–listed city port of Galle. The site is badly broken up 
and consists of a scatter of iron guns. Some artefacts including Dutch bricks, sounding 
lead and a bronze bell have been recovered. Excavation report.
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Dolphijn

This site has been located by the Joint Sri Lanka–Australia Archaeological Project 
using remote sensing equipment, but as yet it has not been examined.

Kennemerland 

This site was first examined in 1971 and has been the subject of on-going work over 
the years. It is one of the small number of sites protected under the Protection of Wreck 
Act (UK) 1973. Artefacts include lead ingots, Dutch bricks, ceramics (including a 
beardman jug full of mercury), and 17th-century golf clubs. Material is housed in a 
museum in the Shetlands, except for lead ingots which were sold. Excavation reports 
on all seasons’ work.

Prinses maria

This site was salvaged by Rex Cowan’s organization in the 1970s. No excavation report 
has been published and the material, including a complete beardman containing 
mercury, and navigation instruments and coin, was sold at a number of auctions 
in the 1970s.

Waddinxveen and Oosterland

Found by local divers in 1988; and since then, the subject of an archaeological 
investigation in conjunction with the University of Cape Town.

meresteyn

Artefacts sold at auction in London in 1975; the collection was recorded in the UK by 
Marsden. Artefacts were mainly silver coin and lead ingots. Material was salvaged. 
No excavation report.

liefde

Found in 1964 and excavated in 1966–68, the finds are held by the County Museum, 
Shetland. The site is badly broken up and small finds include metal objects and 
coin. Some material has been sold at auction, some material purchased by Lerwick 
Museum. Excavation report. Still being worked by Richard Price under licence from 
Netherlands Government.

Zuytdorp

This vessel was lost on the coast of Western Australia and items were found on the 
shore in the 1920s. The site was identified in the 1950s and archaeological excavations 
have been conducted by the Western Australian Museum since the 1970s (see 
McCarthy in this volume).

middenrak

Cape Town salvage diver Peter Valentine claims to have located her remains in 1984. 
A thick overburden of sand prevented much work being done on the site apart from 
some exploratory trenches.

Slot ter Hooge

Found and salvaged by Sténuit in 1974, the material included a box of silver bars, 
coin and other assorted artefacts. The material was sold at auction. No archaeological 
report has been published.
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Akerendam 

Discovered in the 1970s, cannon still located on the site. The Netherlands, as successor 
in title to all wrecks of vessels that belonged to the VOC, claimed gold and silver 
coins from the wreck. A negotiated settlement between Norway and the Netherlands 
awarded the latter ten per cent of the coins. Some material in the Oslo Maritime 
Museum. No report. 

Ravenstein

This site is known to have been found in the Maldives and thought to have been 
looted. No other information is available.

Risdam

Found in 1984 and looted; a small survey and exploratory excavation was carried 
out by the Museum Negara in 1985. Much of the hull structure survives. The hull 
contains an enormous quantity of sappen wood, together with tin ingots. Artefacts 
are held by the Museum Negara. Survey report only.

Zeewijk

Remains of the site were discovered in 1840 on Gun Island. The main wreck site was 
discovered in 1968 and the Western Australian Museum conducted excavations in 
the 1970s. Excavation report and catalogue.

Adelaar

The site was excavated by Martin in 1972–74. Artefacts include armaments, lead 
ingots. Material in private collection. Two brief reports have been published.

’t vliegend Hart

This wreck was found in 1981 by the North Sea Archaeological Group, essentially 
a salvage organization. The subsequent work on the site, in 1982 and 1983, was 
assisted by staff from the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam). There were also 
excavations between 1984 and 1989 conducted in association with the Nederlands 
Scheepvaartmuseum. The excavation report suggests difficulties between the 
archaeological and salvage orientation of the project and underlines the lack of 
adequate site protection. Some material kept by salvors, the rest in the Stedelijk 
Museum, Vlissingen and the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam). Excavation 
report published.

Rodenrijs

The vessel was wrecked near the mouth of the Salt River. In 1989, divers claimed to 
have located the wreck, and there was some plundering of the site by rival groups 
of salvors, which saw the loss of two bronze	swivel-guns.

Hollandia

Found by a team under the leadership of Rex Cowan in 1971 and subsequently 
salvaged for over ten years. Quantities of material have been sold at auction; some 
material is held by the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam); some in Isles of 
Scilly Museum. No excavation report as such has been produced, although a number 
of archaeologists have documented the extensive finds from the site. A complete 
catalogue of artefacts and analysis of material has been published. 

Nieuwekerke
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Located by staff of Operation Wallacea, a conservation project in the Tukang Besi 
Islands, S.E. Sulawesi, led by Helen Newman. No excavation has been carried out 
(1997), but report suggests that the cannons remain there, encrusted in coral. 

Amsterdam

The wreck was discovered on the sea-shore at Hastings, Kent, in 1969. Initial looting 
of the site revealed the immense diversity and preservation of artefacts. The site was 
quickly protected and surveyed. Three large-scale excavation campaigns between 
1984 and 1986 revealed more information about the site, and a number of reports have 
been published. Further work was undertaken in 1996. The vessel is protected under 
the Protection of Wreck Act (UK) 1973. All recent material is held by the Amsterdam 
Foundation; some material was lost when their store caught fire.

Geldermalsen

This wreck provides perhaps the most notorious example of destruction of 
archaeological information of a VOC shipwreck. The site was located in 1985 by 
Michael Hatcher, a British salvor. The site, located within Indonesia’s archipelagic 
territorial waters, is considered by many people to have been illegally salvaged. The 
enormous ceramic cargo was taken to Singapore and then shipped to Amsterdam 
where it was auctioned. There has never been an event quite like the sale of the 
Nanking cargo, comprising over 160 000 ceramic items and 126 gold ingots, which 
sold for about £10 million. No excavation report.

bredenhof 

A site looted and material sold at auction. No excavation report.

Geinwens

Remote sensing survey is thought to have located this site in Galle Harbour.

Reigersdaal

The vessel was wrecked on an off-shore reef at Springfontein Point near 
Silverstroomstrand, on the Cape’s west coast, with a cargo of specie and lead ingots, 
much of which was recovered following the discovery of the wreck site by salvage 
divers in 1979. It is estimated that more than 20 000 silver coins were recovered, as 
well as six muzzle-loading bronze cannon and some of the 30-ton cargo of lead.

Nieuw Rhoon 

This site was found during the construction of the Cape Town Civic Centre in 1971. 
It consisted of the bottom section of the hull, together with assorted artefacts. The 
site was excavated and recorded. Unfortunately most of the timbers were lost. Some 
material is displayed in the South African Maritime Museum; the rest of the vessel 
lies beneath the Civic Centre.

middelburg 

The first attempt at salvaging the wreck took place in 1788, when a local man, Gerrit 
Munnik, managed to retrieve a few pieces of porcelain. Expeditions in 1888, 1895 
and 1906–07 all recovered large quantities of porcelain and tin. During the 1906–07 
expedition, explosives were used, which severely damaged the wreck and its cargo 
of porcelain. More recently (1969) Billy and Reggie Dodds worked on the wreck 
and salvaged 198 intact pieces of Ch’ien Lung china. They reported that the wreck, 
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buried in soft sand in a sheltered bay, was in good condition, with most of its lower 
hull structure intact. 

Conclusions

As can be seen from the details above, there is an extraordinary variation in the level 
and quality of the archaeological work that has been carried out on VOC shipwrecks. 
In Western Australia, we have been fortunate that the wrecks were protected from the 
earliest time by legislation at State, Federal and international level. This legislative 
framework has allowed the careful and controlled excavation of the VOC shipwrecks, 
all of which vary in their nature and condition. Since much of this work was carried 
out in the 1970s, at a time when the theoretical framework of the study of shipwrecks 
was beginning, the work was experimental and pioneering. There is no doubt that 
the techniques used then could be greatly improved upon, but this is based on the 
experience of the excavation. The fundamental approach to these excavations would, 
however, still remain the same. 

Elsewhere, in many cases, institutions and individuals have become involved 
with the salvors or treasure-hunters in attempts to document the work that has been 
undertaken. Notably, Peter Marsden and staff from the Nederlands Rijksmuseum 
(Amsterdam) have been involved in the United Kingdom in trying to redirect the 
work of treasure-hunters toward a more archaeological direction. These initiatives 
have been motivated by a genuine desire to effect change within the system. It is the 
author’s opinion, supported by many colleagues, that the experiments of the 1970s 
and 1980s to effect change within the treasure-hunting world have largely been 
ineffective. There has been little change created by this approach, and far greater 
influences have been exerted by the totally archaeological approach of work such 
as that done on the Amsterdam, and by the introduction of education programmes 
targeting new divers through the diver training schemes (Oxley, 1996). Little progress 
has been made in converting commercial salvage operators, and it is indicative of 
the problem in the United Kingdom that, in 1996, there were still only forty-two 
wrecks protected under the Protection of Wreck Act (UK) 1973, and only two of them 
were VOC vessels.

It is also worrying that many countries do not have protective legislation for 
their underwater cultural heritage. In particular, some countries consider that the 
VOC wrecks are not part of their cultural heritage and, thus, are an exploitable asset. 
Fortunately, there is a growing interest in the possibility of utilizing these sites as 
part of the developing cultural tourism industry; this is particularly encouraging in 
Galle, Sri Lanka, where the recent discovery of several VOC shipwrecks has opened 
the opportunity to develop an integrated approach to heritage management (Green 
& Devendra, 1993b; Green et al., 1993; Green, 1996).

* The author would like to thank various people for assisting with the compilation of 
this report, in particular: Robert Parthesius and Jerzy Gawronski, for information 
from the Netherlands; Martin Dean, of the Archaeological Diving Unit, St Andrews; 
John Gribble, from the National Monuments Council, South Africa, for information 
on South African wrecks.
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Apart from the De Vlamingh expedition in the late 17th century, Dutch East Indiamen 
did not intend to visit the shores of the Southland or Terra Australis. However, 
thousands of these ships came rather close to the Southland on their way to Batavia; 
and one may call it a miracle that the pilots were able to miss the Western Australian 
coast on purpose, not knowing exactly the degree of longitude where they had to turn 
from their easterly route to a northerly direction. Only a few ships were wrecked on 
the Australian coast, the brand new Batavia still being the most well-known example 
of such an unplanned visit (1629).

These few Dutch ships which drifted off-course linked Australia superficially 
to the global economy of the 17th and 18th centuries. From the De Vlamingh 
expedition of 1696–97, however, the Gentlemen Seventeen, the central board of 
directors of the VOC, learned that Terra Australis had nothing to offer and so they 
decided to abandon any more attempts to explore these wastelands.

A turn in history gave Australia a new connection with the Western world, 
as a result of the first voyage of James Cook (1768–71). In 1788 New South Wales got 
its first white inhabitants. Perth, on the western coast, was founded in 1829—two 
hundred years after the Batavia was shipwrecked. Two centuries after the travels of 
James Cook, Great Britain joined the European Common Market, which ultimately 
forced Australia toward a new international orientation. More and more, Australia 
connected itself with the economies of the Asian countries bordering the Indian and 
Pacific oceans. Even more, the former British colony came in contact with the colonial 
past of these Asian countries by sharing history research programmes. A nice actual 
example is the Galle Harbour Project, in which a team from the Western Australian 
Maritime Museum (Fremantle) is co-operating with the Sri Lankan Department of 
Archaeology in a joint operation to identify, study and conserve VOC shipwrecks 
and their loads found in the Bay of Galle, once maritime centre of the Dutch in 
former Ceylon.

Most VOC ships passing Australia from a safe distance were bound for Batavia. 
After a voyage of 8–9 months, they sailed through the Straits of Sunda to anchor 
a few days later at the roadstead of Batavia. There, goods were unloaded; crews, 
soldiers and other passengers disembarked; and the East Indiamen were repaired, 
minor ones at the roadstead, major ones on the island of Onrust. James Cook visited 
the place between 5 December and 15 December 1770, and in his journal he wrote 
very enthusiastically about the efficient and sophisticated way the Dutch operated 
this ships’ repair wharf. Cook also visited Batavia itself, and it might be interesting 
to see what traces have been left of the city and other places he described as an eye-
witness, which he visited after the Endeavour had been repaired.

Batavia in the 18th century was not any more the beautiful and flourishing 
capital of the trade empire of the VOC. Since the 1730s the city was struck by an 
endemic plague of malaria. Batavia was called the ‘European graveyard’. Newcomers 
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arriving from Europe had little chance of survival; seventy per cent of them died within 
a year. Only those who were born there, or who had survived earlier infection, had a 
better chance. Nobody understood the real cause of this unhealthy situation; however, 
it was generally recognized that the city was neither safe nor sane, particularly after 
sunset. Officials who could afford the price had their luxurious dwellings south of 
Batavia, only to work during the daytime in their offices in the Castle or elsewhere 
in the city. Though old Batavia was not abandoned, the northern parts or city (Kota 
as it is called nowadays) steadily changed into a second-class area. The demolition of 
the Castle by Governor-General Daendels in the early 18th century marked a trend 
which was halted only twenty-five years after Indonesian Independence.

The situation had become like this: around sunset, the many banks and 
offices were left deserted, and the district was relegated to the small entrepreneurs 
and middle- and lower-class residents. In the 1970s, Sadikin, who was governor of 
the city-province Djakarta, successfully started restoration of the old Stadhuis (City 
Hall) and its surroundings; and also, with the help of the Netherlands Government, 
restoration of the Westzijdse Pakhuizen (Westside Warehouses) was tackled. In the 
same time, the Djakarta Dinas Museum dan Sejarah (Department of Museums and 
History) started excavations on the island of Onrust. It was a significant gesture, even 
a political signal to the Netherlands. It meant that the cultural heritage of the colonial 
past was accepted as part of a common history; hence the old colonial ordinance 
which protected officially listed historic monuments was kept in effect.1 

Some buildings from the VOC period struggled helplessly for survival. 
Their condition deteriorated as they were battered by heavy monsoon showers; at 
the same time, suffering from neglect or, more recently, the predations of real estate 
developers—all of which proved to be destructive factors. Even recently, historic 
buildings have fallen victim to the booming economy of Djakarta. An example from 
the recent past is the complex of the Oostzijdse Pakhuizen (Eastside Warehouses). 
Half of this impressive complex had to make room for the new toll motorway which 
connected the Tandjung Priok Harbour Area with the airport and the rest of the 
Djakarta Tollway Network. It is really sad. Nevertheless the new Tollway gives better 
access to the historical districts Kota, Sunda Kelapa (the old harbour area) and Passer 
Ikan (Fishmarket), freeing at the same time the local roads from heavy traffic.

It is an important step towards a better infrastructure for this area. Without 
this, a new life for the historical districts and their monuments is not to be realized. 
Happily enough, the present governor of Djakarta, Surjadi Soedirdja, is following the 
cultural policy of his predecessor, Sadikin. Opening up Old Djakarta for tourists from 
Indonesia and abroad might give a new impetus to this area. Hotels, restaurants and 
cafés, markets, shops and modest stalls will profit from plans which link Kota, Sunda 
Kelapa and the neighbouring Passer Ikan with Pulau Onrust and other nearby islands. 
In Kota, the Ceramics Museum, the Wayang Museum and the History Museum 
(housed in the old Stadhuis) can be interesting cultural centres in a revitalized area 
around the old square, attracting handicraft workshops, antique dealers, boutiques 
and stalls. The Museum Bahari (Maritime Museum) is housed in the former Westzijdse 
Pakhuizen (Westside Warehouses), within a stone’s throw from the old harbour and the 
fishmarket. The museum buildings formed part of the city walls, much of which still 
has been kept in this northwestern part of the old city. Adjacent to the Museum Bahari, 
many old buildings are worth conserving. Traditional shipbuilding and other related 
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activities could create employment. Sophisticated landscaping might create an area 
of quietness in the midst of noisy, busy and hectic Djakarta. From here, traditional 
vessels can bring visitors to the planned Archaeological Park on Onrust Island or to 
tourist accommodation on other islands in the Bay of Djakarta.

Monuments can be very dead heaps of brick and stone. Unrelated to the 
stretch of time, they will get little appreciation and understanding from the public. 
Therefore, it is a moral obligation to use buildings like the old Westzijdse Pakhuizen 
to show a glimpse of history and to tell about the forgotten daily life of which these 
buildings were one of the theatres. ‘If you don’t use them you will lose them’, is one 
of the favoured expressions of Ashley de Vos, Sri Lankan architect and champion of 
the care of monuments and sites of dual parentage. It is a challenge to recreate part of 
the atmosphere the trading company brought to the city.

Thanks to the abundance of documents, descriptions and pictorial sources, 
we know quite accurately how Batavia looked at the end of the 18th century when 
James Cook visited the place. Between 5 December and 15 December 1770, Cook 
was an eye-witness of the busy enterprise called VOC. Cook unloaded the cargo of 
the Endeavour at Kuiper, the neighbouring island, within call from Onrust. Monday 
5 December, the Endeavour was transported to the ships’ repair wharf at Onrust.

In the AM Transported the Ship over to Onrust along side one of the Carreening wharf’s. 
TUESDAY 6th. In the AM the Officers of the Yard took the Ship in hand and sent 
onboard a number of Carpenters, Caulkers, Riggers, Slaves & ca to make ready to heave 
down. WEDNESDAY 7th. Employ’d getting ready to heave down. (…) THURSDAY 
8th. In the night had much Thunder, Lightning and rain, during the day fair weather 
which gave us time to get every thing in readiness for heaving down. FRIDAY 9th. In 
the PM Hove the Larboard side of the Ship Keel out and found her bottom to be in a 
far worse condition than we expected, the False Keel was gone to within 20 feet of the 
stern post, the Main Keel wounded in many places very considerably, a great quantity 
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of Sheathing off, several planks much damaged especially under the Main channel near 
the Keel, where two planks and a half near 6 feet in length were within 1/8 of a Inch 
of being cut through, and here the worms hade made their way quite into the Timbers, 
so that it was a Matter of Surprise to every one who saw her bottom how we had kept 
her above water; and yet in this condition we had saild some hundreds of leagues in as 
dangerous a Navigation as is in any part of the world, happy in being ignorant of the 
continual danger we were in. In the Evening righted the Ship, Having only time to 
patch up some of the worst places to prevent the water getting in large quantitys for the 
present. In the Morning hove her down again and most of the Carpenters and Caulkers 
in the yard (which are not a few) were set to work upon her bottom, and at the same 
time a number of slaves were employ’d bailing the water out of the hold. Our people 
altho they attend were seldom called upon, indeed by this time we were so weakend by 
sickness that we could not muster above 20 Men and officers that were able to do duty, 
so little should we have been able to have hove her down and repair’d her our selves as 
I at one time thought us capable of. SATURDAY 10th. In the PM we were obliged to 
right the Ship before night by reason of her makeing water in her upper works faster 
than we could free, this made it necessary to have her weather works inside and out 
caulk’d which before was thought unnecessary. SUNDAY 11th. In the AM caulkd 
the upper works hove out the larboard side again which a number of workmen were 
employ’d repairing. MONDAY 12th. In the PM finished the Larboard side and in the 
AM began to get ready to heave out the other. TUESDAY 13th. This day they hove 
the starboard side keel out which we found very little damage’d and was therefore soon 
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done with. WEDNESDAY 14th. Employ’d clearing the Ship of the Carreening geer 
her bottom being now throughaly repaird and very much to my satisfaction. In justice 
to the Officers and workmen of this Yard I must say that I do not believe that there is a 
Marine yard in the world where Work is done with more alertness than here or where 
there are better conveniences for heaving down both in point of safety and dispatch. 
Here they heave down by two Masts which is not now practised by the English but 
I hold it to be much safer and expaditious than by heaving down by one mast; a man 
must not only be strongly bigoted to his own customs but in some measure divested of 
reason that will not allow this after seeing with how much ease and safety the Dutch 
at Onrust heave down there largest Ships (Beaglehole, 1955,1: 435–9).

Thursday 15 December, James Cook brought his Endeavour again to Kuiper in order 
to load his cargo. From there, they sailed to the roads of Batavia.

Ships were unloaded and stripped as much as possible before the caulking 
process at Onrust could start. Huge cranes took off guns, masts and other parts. Ships’ 
carpenters and caulkers, assisted by many slaves, crowded around the ships over 
several weeks. After the work had been completed, the responsible ship’s officers had 
to testify that all necessary repairs mentioned in the official reports had been done. 
With the ships back in the water again, the ballast—tin from Banka—was brought to 
its place at Onrust. Then the loading of the costly colonial products could start. Part 
of the cargo came from the warehouses on Onrust. Most of it, however, was stored 
in Batavia. Thereafter, the East Indiamen returned to the roadstead and anchored 
in front of the city. Small boats, many of them indigenous craft, sailed to and fro, 
bringing the spices and other commodities from the Westzijdse Pakhuizen.

This complex of buildings dates only from the 18th century and contains 
thousands of square metres of storage. The returning fleets took home chests full 
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of official papers from the VOC government in Batavia, among which were long 
lists of the goods stored in the warehouses and of the goods sent to Holland. The 
bookshelves in the Algemeen Rijksarchief, the General State Archives in The Hague, 
carry many hundreds of metres of these documents. The book-keeping seemed very 
reliable. The pages were orderly divided in columns with the help of locally made 
rulers. All books, reports and other commercial papers were signed by the responsible 
Company servants. Warehouse personnel were checked by the warehouse masters; 
their work, in turn, was controlled by the Director-General. On top of the hierarchy, 
the Governor-General tried to keep an eye on everyone and everything.

One wonders if the top officials did see and understand everything that 
went on in the Company stores. Maybe a visitor like James Cook knew that the chief 
administrator of Onrust was a mighty man, earning fortunes apart from his official 
salary. The warehouse masters in Batavia also maintained a standard of living which 
was not merely based on their regular income. Who knew about the secrets of these 
high-ranking officers? Gossiping could endanger one’s career, so many witnesses 
would have kept their mouths shut.

Orderly book-keeping in the warehouses did not prove anything if the 
storekeepers were not regularly checked; and the stored goods counted or weighed, 
while confronting these data with the books. The common practice, however, was 
as follows: warehouse masters sold illegally from the Company stocks, swindling 
and cheating their masters. The most practical way to conceal this was to involve 
their successors in their deceit. Knowing how profitable this private business 
could be, newly appointed storekeepers were eager enough to accept the forged 
administration. They had to sign when they took over the responsibility for the 
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stocks and the corresponding books, as was standard procedure in the Company’s 
service when such jobs were taken over. Even if goods were counted, the records 
could be misleading and falsified. Book-keeper Johannes Daniels testified, in 1793, 
that since 1750 on only two occasions had an inventory been made of the stocks of 
steel and iron. As a fourteen-year-old boy, he had entered the Company service as a 
copyist at the administration of the warehouse, so he knew from his own experience 
that there might not be a relation between the real stocks and the accounts in the 
books. The neatly kept books proved to be cover-ups of long-lasting and endemic 
fraudulent conduct.2

On 31 August 1791, three administrators of the Westzijdse Pakhuizen were 
ordered to refund the Company because of considerable shortages of the stocks of 
cloves: 269 558 1/8 pounds to be exact. The administrative price of cloves shipped 
to Holland, then, was eight pennies per pound so the total cost of the missing spices 
exceeded 100 000 guilders, c. 45 000 rix-dollars. The three officials were assessed 
for the period in office and had to pay accordingly: First Administrator Beeckman 
for forty-four months (33 000 rix-dollars); his successor, Goldbach, for six months 
(4 500 rix-dollars); and Second Administrator Reygerman for ten months, of which 
four were served under Beeckman and six under Goldbach (7 500 rix-dollars). Since 
administrators were only permitted to take over such responsible jobs after paying a 
guarantee of 50 000 rix-dollars, the Company already had been compensated for the 
losses. The background of this verdict, one can learn from an impressive collection 
of over a thousand documents, once filed in the archives of the Raad van Justitie 
(Council of Justice) in Batavia. Now it is part of the Company papers in the Arsip 
Nasional in Djakarta. 

In September 1788, the new administrator of the Westzijdse Pakhuizen, Petrus 
Adrianus Goldbach, hesitated to take the risk and refused to sign. He even reported 
missing stocks—an incredible amount of 424 150 pounds—and insisted on having all 
the cloves weighed, which indeed happened between 22 September and 16 October. 
That last day, 16 October, large quantities of wet cloves and of cloves mixed with 
sand were identified. The counting was stopped, the stores were sealed off and 
investigations set up, dragging along for years and years.

Cloves and other spices worth unimaginable fortunes were stored there, 
very close to the Castle—the administrative centre of the mighty Company. From 
the dossiers made by the clerks of the Raad van Justitie, we learn a lot about the daily 
practice in these warehouses. Uncounted stocks were stored at the ground floor. 
Before shipping, the costly spices were packed in sacks or chests and brought to 
the scales by Chinese coolies. The results of the weighing were loudly yelled to the 
clerk on duty. Hour after hour this employee recorded this data, the average sack 
weighing 125 pounds, the chests between 144 and 168 pounds. At the end of the day, 
he added the results and signed for it. It was all too easy for the clerk to write down 
the results without controlling the actual weighing. Netto underweight gave profitable 
opportunities to sell privately from the stocks. Employees acting in this way might be 
trapped. Therefore several tricks were used to conceal this malpractice. Fresh stocks 
could be mixed with old, dusty written-off cloves. The weight at the scales could be 
raised by adding water. The commissioners who investigated this affair questioned 
the warehouse employees and the Chinese coolies about such possibilities of cheating. 
Adding water could not be proven; some persons suggested that cloves which were 
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wet accidentally could have been brought from storerooms lying under leaking roofs. 
Nor could it be proven that somebody had brought in sand. In the vicinity of the 
warehouses, only mire and mud was available. None of the eighty Chinese coolies 
had witnessed any transports of clean sand from elsewhere. Goldbach suggested that 
the fine sand actually might have been dust from the seed-containing buds.

One may take for granted that the coolies at the scales, the supervising 
clerks and a lot of other servants were all in on the plot. However, only some of the 
Chinese coolies were taken in and transferred to the dungeons under the Stadhuis. 
Beeckman already had left for Holland; the other two administrators were left free 
to move about. Did the Batavian superiors feel uneasy and were they afraid to be 
linked up with scandals like this one? From the documents, it seems that, again and 
again, particular allegations came to a dead end. Did higher officers enjoy special 
protection? Beeckman, for instance, quit his job and left Batavia without transferring 
his responsibilities in a proper way. He had postponed counting of the stocks several 
times. Officially, the inventory of the stores had to be handed over before the end 
of August, the formal end of the book-keeping. However this time-consuming job 
was started only on 9 September, just a few days before the departure of Beeckman. 
Though not based on real data, the repatriating administrator already had drafted 
his report—and left the country.

Whatever might have been the cause of large quantities of cloves being wet and 
sandy, there was a problem of logistics. Drying of the spices could take six months, 
endangering the quality of the goods, Goldbach and Reygerman said. New stocks 
were coming in from the Moluccas, therefore it was decided by the Director-General 
to unlock the sealed storerooms. Space had to be made, so the packing continued and 
the cloves were shipped in the same condition as they had been found earlier.3 

This account links the daily work in the warehouses, in the Stadhuis (seat of 
the Raad van Justitie) and at the ships waiting at the roadstead for cargo. Many more 
records of everyday life, and of the usual course of events in Batavia, are to be found 
in the rich archives in Djakarta and The Hague. Correlated with pictorial evidence, 
these documents can help to recall the vivid past of the still-surviving monuments 
in Djakarta. Above the entrance of these archives one may imagine a sign with the 
welcoming text: Destination Batavia.

Endnotes
1. Only a few years ago the ordinance was replaced by Indonesian legislation. Though 

the modern list shows a limited number of monuments, the protection is legally 
ensured.

2. ANRI inv. Batavia 3 nr. 238
3. ANRI inv. Batavia 3 nr. 237
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introduction

‘Farewell to the miserable Southland’, with these words in the log and eight 
cannonshots, the De Vlamingh expedition made its final salute to the west coast of 
Australia on 21 February 1697. From the beginning of the 17th century the Dutch 
were trying to solve the mystery of the Terra Australis Incognita. This ‘legend of the 
Southland’ was based on the theory that the land masses of the northern hemisphere 
needed a counterbalance in the south. The first written evidence goes back to the 
2nd century BC, when Claudius Ptolemaeus had drawn a world map based on this 
theory. He depicted an unknown Southland encompassing the landlocked Indian 
Ocean. The ideas of Ptolemaeus still survived in the 17th and 18th centuries. The 
famous 16th-century cartographer Mercator was one of his followers. On his world 
map, Mercator depicted an extensive Southland; names like Beach, a province yielding 
gold, and Maletur, a kingdom offering large quantities of spices, must have stimulated 
explorers in their search for this Terra Australis Incognita.

For the Dutch expansion in Asia during the 17th century, knowledge of the 
area, both in the nautical and commercial sense, was of vital importance. For that 
reason, the VOC equipped expeditions on several occasions to regions that were not 
well known or were unknown. The VOC succeeded in establishing a solid basis for 
her trade in the first decades of the 17th century. The explorations of the Dutch along 
the coasts of Australia started in 1606 with the expedition of Willem Jansz on board 
the Duyfken. This first expedition was followed by many others, among which the 
journeys of Tasman and De Vlamingh are the most famous. The guiding principles 
were the search for new trade and for important resources like gold and silver.

In some cases, discoveries were made by accident, like the ones made on the 
west and south coasts of Australia. During the 17th and 18th centuries, many VOC 
ships made a landfall on the coast and contributed, through their accounts, to the 
knowledge of the fifth continent. Only four unfortunate ships were wrecked on the 
coasts of Australia and left traces of the VOC in this part of the world.

However, none of these expeditions or landfalls brought back home the wealth 
promised by this legend: no gold or silver; no rich markets of spices; and not even 
a suitable harbour to establish a staging-post for the East Indiamen on their way to 
Java was to be found on the west coast. But, what they did bring home were the 
first descriptions of Australia, its nature and inhabitants through the ship’s journals 
and maps. All these accounts found their way to the extensive archives of the VOC. 
These archives contain the administration of a company active in many parts of the 
world. Besides the logs and maps made on board the ships, the archives also contain 
some records related to the transport of goods between Europe and Asia; the trade 
and the political history of Asia; shipbuilding practice, etc. (Meilink-Roelofsz, 1992). 
The archives proved to be a rich source of information not only about the VOC itself, 
but also about the history of many parts of the 17th-century world including the 
‘unknown’ Southland.

Archives and wrecks: Australian–
Dutch co-operation

Robert Parthesius
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Co-operation based on wrecks and archives

The activities of the VOC in the 17th and 18th centuries were responsible for yet 
another treasure of information, a treasure hidden under the waters of West Australia: 
the wrecks of four VOC ships containing the material information of 100 years of 
Dutch shipping history. In the course of the 20th century, the wrecks of the Batavia 
(1629), Vergulde Draeck (1656), Zuytdorp (1712) and Zeewijk (1727) were located and 
partly excavated.

For the discovery of these wrecks, the first treasure—the documents in the 
VOC archives—were of essential value. The wreck of the Batavia, for instance, 
was only located correctly after a close study by Henrietta Drake-Brockman of the 
documents related to the disaster of 1629. The value of the combination of archaeology 
and history became particularly clear during the excavation of the wrecks in the 1970s 
and 1980s. In particular, in the publication of the Vergulde Draeck, Green (1977) showed 
for the first time how directly the material context of a VOC ship could be linked 
with the information in the Dutch archives. The richness of both the archaeological 
and historical material enabled the researchers of the Western Australian Maritime 
Museum to adopt new research methods.

Against this background, a co-operation started at the end of the 1980s 
between Jeremy Green of the Western Australian Maritime Museum and the author, 
then working for the Batavia-werf in the Netherlands. This paper intends to give a 
short overview of the nature, the methods and the results of this common research 
programme. 

Jeremy Green was invited to work with the author on the Batavia reconstruction 
in the Netherlands. This 1:1 reconstruction, was based mainly on written evidence, 
such as the information in the VOC archives and, most of all, on the shipbuilding 
manuals of Nicolaes Witsen (1671) and Cornelis van Yk (1697). The project started in 
1985 with the laying of the keel. In 1987 the frames were placed, and a start was made 
with the hull planking and the construction of the decks. At the same time, between 
1975 and 1989, the reconstruction of the wreck remains of the Batavia was taking place 
in Australia. After many years of conservation in the polyetheleneglycol, the timbers 
were ready to be refitted in their original shape and construction, as found during 
the excavations; this reconstruction was based on the archaeological evidence. 

When Jeremy Green came to work in the Netherlands in 1988 he, along with 
the author, was confronted with a whole new range of experiences. In a way, we were 
looking at the same object from opposite directions: in the Netherlands, we had a 
complete but global image of a 17th-century East Indiaman and had to deduce the 
details; while people from the Western Australian Maritime Museum, looking at 
a small section of the ship, had to derive the general image of the ship. It was this 
special combination of different backgrounds and common goals that helped in the 
development of a very fruitful and inspiring research programme. 

The central issues in this programme were the ship construction and 
shipbuilding practice. The 17th century was an important and interesting period for 
the development of technique. Starting in the 16th century, shipping and shipbuilding 
were rapidly developing. The Netherlands played an important role in the expansion 
of trade in Europe, the Atlantic and the Asiatic region. Apart from the success of the 
Dutch trading network, the shipbuilding tradition played an important role in these 
developments. Over the years, Dutch shipbuilders had developed a very pragmatic 
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shipbuilding tradition in which they were able to build ships exactly fit for their 
purpose. The ‘invention’ of the flute at the end of the 16th century is an example of 
a very successful ship type; from the original flute, meant to transport grain from 
the Baltic, other flutes were developed specially for the transport of other products, 
like timber. 

The start of the Dutch–Asiatic shipping in 1595 confronted the shipbuilders 
with new problems. The trade needed big ships that could carry large quantities of 
cargo, equipment, people and their provisions. Furthermore, the ships had to be 
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strong enough to sail in the extreme conditions of the oceans and stay at sea for a 
long period. Shipbuilders had to come forward with creative and new ideas to make 
these ships big and strong enough. The VOC archives show that a diversity of ship 
dimensions was tried during the first half of the 17th century, but there is no exact 
information about the construction, since ship design was not based, like nowadays, 
on technical drawings, but on the rule of thumb of the shipbuilder (Parthesius, 1995: 
57–97). The combination of archaeology and history has enabled us to complete the 
reconstruction of a 17th-century ship: the real live data of the original construction 
in Australia helped us to fill in details we could not find in the written evidence, 
while the historical research placed the fragmented information of the wreck remains 
in a context. 

From this context, we could ask questions about building sequence, and 
the 17th-century conceptions of ship construction. The experience of building the 
Batavia reconstruction, in Lelystad, along the lines of the better understood frame-
first methods, helped us to understand the traces of the shell-first building method 
found on the wreck remains. Understanding always raises new questions. In our 
case, we wanted to know more about the way the shipbuilder gave shape to the hull 
without (for us) visible framework. Related to this question was also the use of three 
layers of planking present at the Batavia wreck. This method of hull construction had 
never been found on another 17th-century ship or in a contemporary description. 
Since then, further historical research in the VOC archives showed it was a common 
practice in the early years of the VOC, probably as a way to deal with the extreme 
circumstances these ships had to sail in from Europe to Asia and back (Parthesius, 
1991). The same construction was found also on the VOC ships Mauritius (1609) and 
the Avondster (1659); and on a late 16th-century merchant vessel in the Waddenzee, 
excavated by Thijs Maarleveld, head of Afdeling Archeologie Onder water (Rijksdienst 
voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek) in the Netherlands. In order to understand 
more about the building practice, we decided to build another reconstruction of the 
Batavia, this time in Australia and on a scale 1:10. This model building project was a 
logical follow-up experiment after the building of the 1:1 reconstruction. And now 
it probably will serve as a logical start of the building of another VOC ship of the 
early period, the Duyfken. I am sure this exercise will answer many of our questions, 
but it will also generate new ones. That is why I consider the research programme 
between the Netherlands and Australia as a machine in which energy is put to solve 
questions but, at the same time, produces new questions.

Beside the shipbuilding, the use of the ships is also a subject for research. 
Within the scope of the reconstruction of the equipment on board the Batavia, the 
17th-century cannons were examined. As with the ship itself, the cannons were used 
as subject for experimental archaeology. In co-operation with Jan Piet Puype of the 
Legermuseum (Army Museum) in Delft, and Rudi Roth of the Ordnance Society, 
drawings were made of the Batavia iron cannons and some cannons of the Mauritius. 
In the Netherlands, wooden moulds were made from a selection of the cannons. In 
1992, eight models were used for the casting of a complete battery of twenty-four 
cannons. 

The cannons are, through their size and weight, a substantial aspect in the 
stability and use of the ships. The distribution of the cannons over the wreck site 
helped us to identify the original position of the cannons on board the Batavia. The 
reconstruction of the gun carriages, based on both historical and archaeological 
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information, helped us to understand the specific problems of placing and handling 
a large gun battery on board a VOC ship. We hope that in the near future there will 
be a chance to have trials with the handling and shooting of this battery under live 
circumstances on board the Batavia as it sails—maybe when the Batavia visits Australia 
in the year 2000. 

Galle Harbour Project

This inspiring and practical means of common research found its application in other 
projects. Since 1992, the Western Australian Maritime Museum, the Department of 
Archaeology in Sri Lanka and the University of Amsterdam have been working 
together in the Galle Harbour Project. The objective of this project is to establish a 
maritime archaeological programme in Sri Lanka. Up to now, the project has made 
an inventory of all the archaeological sites present in the Bay of Galle, in the south 
of Sri Lanka (Green & Devendra, 1992, 1993). 

For centuries, the Bay of Galle was an important harbour in the network of 
inter-Asiatic shipping and the local shipping in the Gulf of Bengal. The harbour 
of Galle offers a good protection against the SW and NE monsoon, but the many 
underwater reefs in the entrance of the harbour made arrival and departure 
dangerous. To the benefit of modern researchers (and local antique sellers), the 
dangerous entrance delivered many victims.

As a result, the shipping history is literally piled up at the bottom of the bay. In 
three expeditions, twenty-eight wrecks and sites were located. It was not surprising 
that Dutch ships were among the wrecks located. During most of the 17th and 18th 
centuries, Galle was an important junction for the activities of the VOC. Galle became, 
in the Dutch period (1640–1796), the most important harbour of Ceylon. Ships were 
sent directly from Europe once a year. Twice a year, big cargo vessels sailed to Europe 
from Batavia (the headquarters of the VOC in Asia) via Ceylon to load cinnamon, 
pepper and textiles from South India. Apart from this trade between Europe and 
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Asia, the VOC was also involved in the local and regional trade. 
From the archives, we know that at least six ships of the VOC were wrecked 

in the Bay of Galle. The Avondster (1659), the Hercules (1661), the Dolphijn (1663) and 
the Landman (1679) all represented ship types that were used for the inter-Asiatic 
trade. The Barbestein (1735) and the Geinwens (1776) were both of the type known as 
retourschip, used for shipping between Europe and Asia. During four expeditions the 
Avondster, Hercules, Dolphijn and Barbestein have been found; the Landman exploded 
and burned down so it seems unlikely we will find any remains. The Geinwens was 
stripped after it struck a reef and was considered unrepairable. After that, the VOC 
sunk the hull filled with ballast in a place which was considered dangerous, with 
the intention of creating an emergency jetty for ships in distress.

The harbour of Galle is a well-defined subject of research about the organization 
of trade and cultural exchange in the Asian region in both the pre-European, and the 
Portuguese, Dutch and English periods. From approximately 1600, written sources 
exist from which can be studied the role of Galle in the commercial relations between 
the Asiatic region, the Arabic peninsular and Europe. These sources are mainly in 
Portuguese, Dutch and English archives—both in Europe and Asia.
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Most of the information available in the archives is related to the practical 
organization of the trade companies active in this region from the 17th century till the 
19th century. This kind of administrative archive has turned out to be very suitable 
for an actual integration of historical and archaeological research. It is foreseen that 
an integration of both disciplines can be established on several levels. Through this 
project, we hope to further develop the methods and techniques in this field.

In 1998, we hope to start with the excavation of a pre-European site and of 
the VOC ship Avondster. The early site will help us to identify the nature of the trade 
within the region. Preliminary investigation indicated that there is a considerable 
quantity of ceramic material on this site. This will be analysed by ceramic experts in 
Sri Lanka and elsewhere. With the information on the origin of the artefact groups, 
some conclusions can be drawn on the issue of the nature of the trade links in the 
pre-European period.

The excavation of the VOC ship will provide information on the local trade 
networks of the VOC in the region. It is known, for example, that the Portuguese 
and the VOC took over the local trade of the region from the Arabs, Indians, south-
east Asians and Chinese. To what extent this occurred is unclear. It is known that 
the Avondster was carrying local products including areca nuts; the excavation and 
artefacts will provide more information which can be complemented with archival 
information.

Future

Based on the experience of the last few years, we plan to elevate the co-operation to 
a new level. Important guidelines will be the two unique components that are held 
by the partners: objects and archives. 

As in so many other fields of research, the questions never stop. The research 
of the ‘Dutch collection’ is no exception. For the Batavia reconstruction in the 
Netherlands, intensive archival research has been carried out on the equipment on 
board a 17th-century East Indiaman. In particular, the shopkeeper’s journals between 
1602 and 1630, and some early equipage lists that were discovered recently, can place 
the VOC collection in the historical context of a large and complex organization in 
development.

For the near future, we hope to set up a programme of research related to the 
construction of retourschepen (an overall publication of the Batavia reconstruction) and 
some archaeological-historical research on some aspects of the large VOC collection. 
The plans are established for a direct link between researchers and students in the 
Netherlands and Australia; a common work-place on the Internet (discussion groups, 
databases and electronic publications) will help us to give this unique history a 
future.
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My purpose, in this approach to the Australia–Netherlands Colloquium on Maritime 
Archaeology and Maritime History, is threefold:
1. To convince the people in attendance that the history of the wreck of the Batavia 

has gone haywire—to such an extent that two of the three principal islands in 
the saga, namely ‘Batavia’s Graveyard’, where eighty people were murdered, 
and ‘Long Island’, on which Wiebbe Hayes and his forty-seven men defended 
themselves against the murderers, have never been explored;

2. To promote the need for a ‘round-table’ conference, or workshop, so that 
opposing views can be authenticated by their proponents and subject to 
question and answer;

3. To request the Western Australian Maritime Museum to undertake detailed 
exploration on the real Batavia’s Graveyard, Traitors Island and Long 
Island.
About 1959, two people commenced research into the records of the disaster: 

one was Henrietta Drake-Brockman, whose aim was to write her excellent book Voyage 
to Disaster (1963); the other was myself, who, as the research officer of the Underwater 
Explorers Club of Western Australia, set out to lead the club to the discovery of the 
wreck. The fact that we were beaten, narrowly, to this discovery, was the result of 
an unfortunate circumstance, but at least I had accurately pinpointed the site and 
no fisherman told me where to dive. This fact was attested by witnesses at the 1994 
Select Committee on Ancient Shipwrecks (Pendal Report, 1994).

On 22 February 1996, at a ceremony in Geraldton, my research earned me a 
very substantial reward from the Western Australian Government.

Subsequent to the discovery of the wreck, a book Islands of Angry Ghosts was 
written by Hugh Edwards (1966), a journalist. It is extremely readable and has been 
accepted, by many people, as an accurate history of events. Unfortunately, it clashes 
continually with the journals of Francisco Pelsaert and, in my opinion, it has directed 
attention towards the wrong islands.

The book is centred around the existence of the wallabies on West Wallabi 
Island and, also, on the two wells of fresh water to be found thereon.

Edwards indicates, also, that the skeletons of victims found on Beacon Island 
prove that this island was ‘Batavia’s Graveyard’. Wrong! The predicant of the ship 
wrote:

I with some others, exclusive of my wife and children, have been set by means of a boat 
or sloop, on an island which, after that time is named ‘Batavia’s Graveyard’ and also 
to another island called ‘Traitors Island’.

The two names were bestowed by the castaways, from the very first day. The former 
was applicable to the grave of the ship Batavia. It had nothing, whatsoever, to do with 
human bodies. The murdering started, on that island, on 3 July, when two carpenters 
were killed. This was four weeks after the wreck.
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The two little islets, on which eighty people were subsequently murdered, 
lie to the north-east of the wreck, on the southern edge of Morning Reef. These have 
never been explored.

On Beacon Island, the killing started on 15 July and ended on 18 July, by 
which time forty-three people had been murdered, in the Seals Island massacres. 
Beacon Island was briefly called the ‘High Island’ by Pelsaert and ‘Seals Island’ by 
the castaways, whom he had left there on 5 June, the day after the wreck.

The murdering on Beacon Island took place six weeks after the wreck. The 
murderers were imprisoned thereon during their trials and seven of them—including 
the ringleader Cornelisz—were subsequently put to death there. To this time, seven 
skeletons only have been discovered on Beacon Island. These are all males and show 
sword or knife wounds. One has been shot.

The two graves recorded by Pelsaert on ‘Batavia’s Graveyard’, and applicable 
to 10–21 July 1629, contained mostly women and children with their heads battered in 
with adzes. These graves, as yet undiscovered, will not be found on Beacon Island.

In his assertion that West Wallabi Island was the ‘Long Island’ of Wiebbe 
Hayes, Edwards maintains that the stone structures thereon were ‘forts’. Wrong! 
Wiebbe Hayes and his men defended their island three times—on 23 July, 2 September 
and 17 September—by standing to their knees in the water. The attackers were never 
able to storm ashore.

These stone structures were certainly built by Broadhurst, MacNeil and 
Company, a large-operation guano firm, which operated throughout the Abrolhos 
over very many years. Their main base was West Wallabi Island.

They have also been put forward as shelters for tents. Why then, have they no 
entrances? People would, very quickly, get tired of climbing over the walls to get in or 
out. They certainly would have left gaps for easy access. The structures were obviously 
foundations for pre-fabricated buildings—offices etc.—of the guano company.

The real ‘Long Island’ of Wiebbe Hayes still bears that name today. It lies on 
the western side of Goss Passage. The reason for the attacks on Wiebbe Hayes was 
recorded by Pelsaert: ‘If the yacht comes by the inside passage, he will warn them’. 
Wiebbe Hayes obviously held a more favourable strategic position to intercept a rescue 
vessel than the murderers on the little island north-east of the wreck. Present-day 
Long Island, lying beside Goss Passage, fulfils such a requirement.

Regarding the wells of fresh water discovered on 15 July 1629, Pelsaert 
recorded that these soon turned brackish and salty, and became undrinkable. When 
a well turns salt, it never reverts back to fresh, which is why the two wells on West 
Wallabi Island are not those of Wiebbe Hayes.

To this time, two wells, both of them salt, have been discovered on Long 
Island. There will be others. This island also has never been explored.

The anchorage of the rescue vessel, Sardam, is very important in the 
geographical puzzle.

Edwards maintains that this anchorage was off the north-east side of East 
Wallabi Island. Pelsaert recorded that he anchored ‘2 miles North, North West of the 
Wreck’. North, north-west is 338° (True) plus 3° West Variation = 341° (Magnetic). This 
position is off Beacon Island, not East Wallabi. Pelsaert also stated that his anchorage 
was unsheltered in a north-west gale.

It has been widely presumed that Pelsaert was using the Dutch mylen for his 
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distances. It is pertinent to point out that he quotes ‘Minutes of Latitude’ seventy-six 
times in his journals. A minute of latitude is one nautical mile—about 1 900 m.

The key to the whole geographical puzzle lies in Pelsaert’s long journal entry 
dated 17 September 1629. The following points in that entry give us the clues:
1. Pelsaert and the Sardam arrived off the High Island i.e. Beacon Island, in the 

morning—‘before noon’.
2. He was rowed ashore and, arriving there, was astonished to find no one—all 

in a few seconds. He expected to find the forty-five people whom he had 
placed there on the day after the wreck—5 June. They had been murdered in 
the Seals Island massacres, during his absence.

3. At the same time as Pelsaert’s arrival, a little yawl, rowed by four men, 
including Wiebbe Hayes, came around the northern point of Beacon Island.

4. Wiebbe Hayes ran up to Pelsaert and told him of the dreadful events which 
had occurred during his absence.

5. Pelsaert started back immediately to go aboard Sardam, having ordered Wiebbe 
Hayes to go back to the Long Island and bring the arch-villain Cornelisz, who 
had been captured on 2 September, to the ship.

6. Pelsaert’s and Wiebbe Hayes’ boats had obviously rowed about the same 
distance.
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7. Before Pelsaert reached Sardam, another boat, rowed by eleven men, came 
around the southern point of Beacon Island.

8. When this boat came alongside, the murderers therein were told to throw 
their arms overboard and were, shortly afterwards, secured in chains.
This ‘boat race’ could not possibly have taken place around the northern 

and southern points of East Wallabi Island. The distances, and the fact that it only 
occupied a short period of time, absolutely rule this out.

The only place that fulfils all criteria is Beacon Island:
1. Pelsaert landed on the north-east area of that island.
2. Wiebbe Hayes’ boat came around the northern point.
3. The murderers’ boat came around the southern point.

In the opening section of my submission to this Colloquium, I set out the three 
main aims of my approach. I trust that these will receive the utmost consideration, 
particularly by the Western Australian Maritime Museum.

The detailed exploration, which I requested, should cover:
1. Long Island

(a) All man-made excavations for water should be marked on a suitable 
map. There should be a number of them—all salt;

(b) A search for a camp site, particularly on a little sandy beach opposite 
Beacon Island;

(c) Sites of fire-places; and
(d) Wallaby bones nearby.

2. Batavia’s Graveyard (modern Seal Island, north-east from the wreck)
(a) A search using radar and magnetometer, to try and find the two 

graves;
(b) This island was the centre of Pelsaert’s salvage operations. Pieces 

of discarded or broken goods may be found. For instance, on the 
night Mayken Cardoes, was killed, two knives were broken in the 
struggle.

3. Beacon Island (Pelsaert’s Seals Island)
(a) An attempt to find the bodies of the executed murderers, particularly 

Cornelisz. These people received the last rites and I feel they may have 
been buried, rather than just flung into the water.

4. The other islands, north-east of the wreck
Although I believe that Traitors Island is the little appendage to Batavia’s 

Graveyard, I have some thoughts that this may be further along the reef to the 
north-east.
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No. 1. Top: the Batavia, at night, sailing towards the reef. Bottom right: still at 
night, on the reef, boats sounding around the ship; note anchor cable from stern of 
ship. Bottom left: daybreak, the mast cut down, ferrying people ashore.

No. 2. Top: two islands with camps, two boats ferrying from wreck to shore. 
Bottom: possibly the search for water around islands, although the significance of 
three vessels is unclear.
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No. 3. The famous illustration of the massacres; note wreck in foreground and 
supplies drifting ashore.

No. 5. Events on Wiebbe Hayes’ island. Top left: arrival of massacre survivors. 
Top right: first fight with mutineers. Bottom left: the predicant speaks to soldiers. 
Bottom right: the capture of Cornelisz. Note that this illustration (5) and the next 
(4) are not in chronological sequence.
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No. 4. Top left: the return of Pelsaert in the Sardam. Top right: Sardam at the 
islands, fires on the islands, and boats—possibly the so-called ‘boat-race’. Bottom: 
uncertain, possibly Batavia’s Graveyard and the final capture of the last of the 
mutineers.

No. 6. Top: the execution of the ringleaders; note gallows, the hand-chopping, 
and Sardam in the background. Bottom: torture. It is unclear if this is supposed 
to be related to the Batavia incident. The exercise appears to be taking place in a 
building, possibly it is something to do with the Ambonia incident and unrelated 
to the Batavia.
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The saga of the Batavia shipwreck on the Abrolhos Islands off the coast of Western 
Australia, in 1629, is one of the world’s classic sea-stories.

The long-running saga of the mutiny plot to seize the ship; then the wreck, 
the mutiny, and the massacres which followed, make the mutiny on HMS Bounty 
seem almost insipid by comparison.

The great VOC never forgave the loss of their flagship. There is still controversy 
over the part played by her hapless commander, Francisco Pelsaert. 

Naturally, through the years, there has been considerable curiosity about the 
location of the wreck and the islands involved; particularly the graphically named 
‘Batavia’s Graveyard’, nest of the mutineers, which played a central part in the 
blood-stained history.

When people began to go to the Abrolhos soon after the colonial settlement of 
Western Australia in 1829, some of them had the Batavia in mind. The old tale of terror 
had travelled far beyond the boundaries of the Netherlands, since the publication 
of the first contemporary account Ongeluckige Voyagie van’t Schip Batavia, published 
by Jan Jansz of Amsterdam, in 1647.

Some interesting finds were made in those early colonial days, including 
human skeletons and uniform remnants (epaulettes), in the ‘Southern Group’ 
(Pelsaert Group) of the Abrolhos archipelago. Even to this day these have not been 
satisfactorily explained.

The situation was complicated by the fact that a second VOC vessel, the 
Zeewijk from Zeeland, was wrecked in the Abrolhos in 1727, almost 100 years after 
the Batavia.

There was little mystery about the Zeewijk because most of the facts about 
her are known. Her men reached a nearby island and built a sloop from wreck 
timbers. Nine months after the loss of the Zeewijk the little sloop, Sloepie they called 
her, arrived off Castle Batavia in Indonesia with eighty castaways and three tonnes 
of treasure. Men back from the dead. Theirs was an epic story of Robinson Crusoe 
survival, and the recovery of the Zeewijk’s ten chests of silver greatly pleased the 
Company auditors.

The Zeewijk men told of another wreck on the islands of their reluctant 
sojourn. In 1840, HMS Beagle (the ten-gun brig on which Charles Darwin evolved 
his revolutionary theories on evolution) was employed on the Admiralty survey of 
the Abrolhos. Her men found the beams of a very old wreck, on the southernmost 
island at Wreck Point.

Assuming that the timbers must be from the Batavia, they named the island 
Pelsart [sic] Island, their anchorage Batavia Road, and the cluster of islands the 
Pelsart Group.

This hasty judgement caused confusion for the next century as various people 
tried to make the Pelsaert Group islands fit the old story. The difficulty arose because 
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the wreck of the Batavia was not in the ‘Southern Group’ at all.
Finally, the wreck was discovered in 1963 in the Wallabi Group of islands, far 

to the north—the three groups of Abrolhos Islands and reefs stretching over most 
of a degree of latitude.

Space does not permit the listing of the complicated processes which led to the 
1963 discovery. Sufficient to say that there were many books written on the Batavia, 
and there were numbers of unsuccessful expeditions, searches and excavations before 
success was finally achieved.

Voyage to Disaster by Henrietta Drake-Brockman contains a full translation 
of Pelsaert’s journals by E. D. Drok. For anyone visiting the islands, Pelsaert’s 
descriptions of the islands and his miserable situation bring the old and terrible tale to 
life in an almost uncomfortable manner. Standing on the places where massacres and 
executions occurred, with the journals in hand, can literally make the spine tingle.

My own book, Islands of Angry Ghosts (Edwards, 1966), tells the modern story 
of the steps leading to the discovery and the diving on the wreck; including the day 
in 1963 when Max Cramer first swam down on the dappled gold of a bronze Batavia 
cannon. It details our subsequent expedition which recovered cannon, silver coin, 
and the sword-chopped bones of mutineers’ victims; our own recollections of a heady 
time, on one of the great adventures of a lifetime.

In subsequent years, we found other pieces of the jig-saw puzzle of Batavia 
history. It seemed that the ghosts were finally being laid to rest, and that the localities 
of the wreck and the islands had been identified to everyone’s satisfaction (including 
the Netherlands Government, who were legal heirs to the VOC).

Not so.
In 1967, four years after the discovery of the wreck, the theories were 

challenged by Bruce Melrose of the Underwater Explorers Club. We had got it all 
wrong, he said. Batavia’s Graveyard was not Beacon Island as we supposed it to be 
after finding the skeletons there. He believed, from flying over the islands in his 
earlier work with the Lands and Survey Department, that the real Batavia’s Graveyard 
was one of the tiny cays on the eastern rim of Morning Reef. He proposed that other 
islands needed to be juggled to accommodate his view.

It was a brave statement, because at that time he had not yet set foot on the 
islands. He took his own expedition to the Abrolhos in 1967, hoping to find some 
corroboratory evidence for his theory.

Though disappointed in this regard, he clung to his views, and twenty-nine 
years later, in 1996, he wrote to his former department with a request that they change 
the names of individual islands to fit in with his theories. The request was refused 
by the Nomenclature Committee, pending further discussions with the Maritime 
Archaeology Department of the Western Australian Maritime Museum and other 
interested parties.

Nonetheless, his persistence raised some vital questions. Was there a possibility 
that our comfortable notions about the Batavia locations were incorrect?

So long as there is absence of definite proof, nothing is set in concrete. There are 
still many aspects of the Batavia story which require resolution, and land archaeology 
(I believe) will one day add a great deal to our current knowledge.

Take, for example, the ill-fated British naval Arctic expedition of Sir John 
Franklin, in 1845–48. The flower of the Royal Navy manned the expedition, seeking 
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the elusive North-West passage. There, the two vessels HMS Terror and HMS Erebus 
became entrapped in ice, north of Canada. Their crews inexplicably abandoned the 
vessels and tried to cross the frozen tundra to Hudsons Bay. None survived.

Apart from abandoning the vessels, the men behaved in seemingly irrational 
ways, dragging boxes of books, scented soap, slippers and toiletries, and other items 
quite irrelevant to survival, as they hauled their boats across the ice. At the end, the 
last remaining survivors became cannibals, carrying the flesh of dead comrades in 
sea-boats as they staggered on. A terrible tale, like the Batavia.

Forensic examination in the 1980s on Erebus and Terror crew members, buried 
on islands earlier in the expedition and preserved by the perma-frost, showed that 
they had suffered severe lead poisoning. The crews lived on supplies contained in 
tins sealed with lead. Two years later, the expedition members may have been literally 
off their heads—victims of lead poisoning, explaining their erratic and unbalanced 
behaviour.

Events on the Batavia were so bizarre that they could also have been described 
as a form of madness or dementia. Was there something in the diet, the stores taken 
on at the Cape of Good Hope perhaps, which may have contributed? Could scurvy 
have been a factor, with its well-known symptoms of depression and paranoia? Is 
there some rational explanation for irrational behaviour awaiting a discoverer?

Examination of Batavia skeletal remains may, one day, provide some 
unexpected explanations.

Meantime, we need to consider the location of the sites named in Pelsaert’s 
journal. These consist of Batavia’s Graveyard, Traitors Island, Seals Island, the High 
Island, and the island of Wiebbe Hayes. In 1996, keeping an open mind on Bruce 
Melrose’s theories, I took the opportunity, as leader of a Western Australia University 
extension course group, to take a fresh look at the Batavia sites; to compare the 
established view and Melrose’s radical proposition.

Readers will be familiar with his suggestion that the cays on the eastern rim 
of Morning Reef were Batavia’s Graveyard and Traitors Island; that modern Beacon 
Island is Seals Island and High Island; and, that current Long Island is the island of 
Wiebbe Hayes.

A possible weakness in his argument is that he based his assumptions on an 
aerial view from an aircraft. Islands do look very different from a tossing boat at 
sea-level, and that is the view which Pelsaert had as the basis for his descriptions. 
Nonetheless, I was prepared to make adjustments if his perception seemed valid.

We were fortunate on 6 November 1996 to have a perfect day on the wreck 
site. It allowed the carrier boat, Southern Lady, to anchor almost on the wreck and 
gave us a view of the surroundings from her bridge. It was an elevation similar to 
that afforded Pelsaert on the canting poop deck of the Batavia in 1629.

Pelsaert wrote on that fatal morning: 

I saw no Land that I thought would remain above at high water except an island that 
by guessing lay at least 3 miles from the ship; therefore I sent the skipper to 2 small 
islands or rocks not so far from the ship in order to see if the people and some of the 
goods could be saved there.
About the 9th hour the skipper returned because it was nigh impossible to get there 
through the stones and rocks, for at one spot one could not get over with the yawl, whilst 
at another it would be several fathoms deep…(Drake-Brockman, 1963: 124).

From the bridge of Southern Lady, I was able to observe the wreck scene, reef 
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and islands exactly as Pelsaert would have seen them.
In the distance lay the high land of East Wallabi. Close by were Beacon and 

Long islands. Interestingly, Long Island presented an angle which foreshortened it, 
and made it appear to be a similar size to Beacon Island.

The sheltered water and channel of Goss Passage were clearly visible. The 
eastern isles appeared as one because they merged together in the line of sight from the 
wreck site. Surf broke all along the eastern rim, even in the light conditions. Because 
they were even lower than Beacon—mere pancakes of dead coral fragments—they 
actually appeared more distant.

As someone who has spent a lifetime in small boats (and a good deal of 
that time at the Abrolhos), I am convinced that Ariaen Jacobsz, the skipper, would 
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have taken his yawl by the obvious passage through the sheltered water of Goss 
Passage.

Landing on Beacon Island is still difficult, as he describes. The fringing reef is 
difficult to cross because of coral shallows. There are deep holes and lagoons. Access 
is by a wide detour to the north-east.

No seaman, in my opinion, would have steered for the eastern islets. Surf 
and coral shallows preclude a landing from the deepwater side. Landing on the 
inside involves making a long detour around Beacon Island to come from the west. 
I know, because I lived in a tent on one of the eastern islets in 1972, and commuting 
was always difficult across the shallow banks.

Further in the journal, Pelsaert describes how the bulk of the people were put 
on one island, while he, the skipper and sailors were on another small cay closer to 
the wreck, with the ship’s boat (sloop) and the yawl.

When the decision was made to sail away, Pelsaert requested that he be rowed 
across in the yawl to inform the main body of people on the other island. The skipper 
and seamen demurred at first, afraid that the people would seize the craft. Already 
they saw it as their only means of escaping from a desperate situation. Eventually, 
they agreed to ferry the commander, but would not go close to shore, and Pelsaert 
had to shout his message across the water.

After their departure, their islet was named ‘Traitors Island’ by the people, 
out of anger because they felt abandoned.

The two islets on the eastern rim, which Melrose has as his own Batavia’s 
Graveyard and Traitors Island, are divided by a channel so narrow that it is possible 
to throw a stone across it. At low tide people can wade across. There would have been 
no reason for Pelsaert to ask the sailors to row him in the yawl. There was nothing 
to stop the people moving between those two islands at low water.

There is also a good deal of physical evidence that Beacon Island is the old 
Batavia’s Graveyard of bloody history. Numbers of human skeletons have been found 
buried on the island, some bearing the marks of injury from sword blows or hacks 
with adzes, which were described as weapons also used in some of the murders.

Dutch coins and pistol-balls were found with the skeletons. The most 
significant item was a brass trumpet garland with the maker’s name Conraet Droschel, 
and the date 1628. It was the year the Batavia sailed on her doomed voyage.

In addition, excavations revealed fire ashes, burned bones of seals and snapper, 
rough fish-hooks made from copper, and other evidence of a castaways’ camp.

Nothing to date has been found on the eastern isles to indicate an alternative 
site. I searched and dug there in 1963 and 1972. Bruce Melrose’s own search in 1967 
proved equally fruitless. There was a large section of mast on one island in 1963. 
Whether it came from the Batavia or some other vessel was never established. But it 
was flotsam and unconnected with a camp situation.

If Beacon Island is Batavia’s Graveyard, then the Melrose theory fails at this 
point and (out of economy of paper) we could rest our case. However, there is a good 
deal of other evidence in support of the prior identification of islands, and perhaps 
it should be recorded to settle the issue once and for all.

In trying to establish his theory, Melrose makes a fundamental error in 
calculating distance, which is surprising given his background with the Department 
of Lands and Survey.
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He takes the term ‘mile’ in the Pelsaert translations to equate with an English 
statute mile. In fact (as would be expected) Pelsaert used the Holland mile or mylen 
which was 7.4 km or between 4 and 5 statute miles—roughly equivalent to the old 
English ‘League’. In retrospect, it might have been better if the translation of the 
journals had kept the word mylen instead of using the word ‘mile’, to avoid confusion. 
But Henrietta Drake-Brockman clearly makes the point in Voyage to Disaster when 
she discusses the Holland or Snellius mile.

So that when Pelsaert writes that Wiebbe Hayes’ island was about 2 miles 
west of the wreck, he means a distance of 8–10 miles. This is correct for West Wallabi 
but not for Long Island.

The use of the Holland mile can be borne out by Pelsaert’s other estimates of 
distance. East Wallabi was thought to be 3 ‘miles’ from the wreck, the mainland 9 
‘miles’ distant. The mainland is 30 nautical miles (degrees of latitude) or 34 statute 
miles at the closest point. East Wallabi looks further distant than it is when seen from 
the wreck, but is actually about 6 statute miles.

Finally Pelsaert gives a latitude: 

The place where the ship or the Wreck lies, is on the latitude of 28 degrees, 37–40 
minutes, and where we were with the Yacht under the High Island is on 30 to 32 
minutes NNW of the Wreck (Drake-Brockman, 1963: 234).

A distance of 7–8 degrees.
This is the anchorage under East Wallabi in Recruit Bay, used by HMS Beagle 

and all deep-keel vessels in later years. It was the sensible and obvious place for the 
Sardam to anchor. This position makes Melrose’s estimate of the Sardam anchorage 
as just north of Beacon an impossibility, quite apart from the fact that Beacon is a lee 
shore in storm winds and no skipper of a sailing-ship would consider it.

Distances aside, there is other evidence to consider. Wiebbe Hayes’ men 
searched for twenty days before they found fresh water in ‘hidden pits’ where the 
level rose and fell with the tide. They lit smoke fires to signal their success.

Long Island, a skinny coral cay, could be searched in one day. It has no 
natural sink-holes containing water like those on West Wallabi, and none of the 
wallabies essential to Pelsaert’s record. (Having no prior knowledge of marsupials, 
the Dutch called the tammars ‘cats’.) The ‘high’ islands are mainland remnants with 
suitable vegetation for tammars. Long Island has never had that kind of vegetation 
or tammars, and could not sustain them. The wallabies’ sink-holes exist on West 
Wallabi Island along with significant Dutch relics indicating occupation. There are 
no relics on Long Island.

Melrose calls Beacon Island the ‘High Island’, and this is extraordinary because 
it is one of the flattest and lowest islands of the group. East Wallabi, in contrast, has 
a hill more than 15 m high and is visible at sea, long before the other islands come 
into sight. It is interesting that the illustrations in Ongeluckige Voyagie… show a flat 
island remarkably like Beacon as the scene of a massacre. It is not unlikely that the 
artist had the descriptions of an eye-witness to assist him.

On the return with the Sardam, the first Abrolhos land Pelsaert saw, sailing 
south on Sunday, 16 September 1629, was ‘the High Island’. The Sardam was coming 
from the north on a south-west course. The sighting from this position could only 
be East Wallabi.

The ‘Inside Passage’ of which the Dutch spoke was the Geelvink Channel, 
between the mainland and the Abrolhos—the approach made by the Sardam. Melrose 
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wants Beacon to be both the High Island and Seals Island of the Dutch. Why would 
they give one island two names?

However, if Beacon Island is Batavia’s Graveyard, and Long Island is the Dutch 
Seals Island, then Pelsaert’s journal entry of 27 October 1629, makes sense:

Therefore ordered the smallest yawl to go to Seals Island, because they could see them 
[the Sardam] better from there and give better signals from there. At last towards 
evening the yawl came, half an hour before Sunset, and found later that it was the 
fault of the quartermaster, who had been lying by the high island so long beyond his 
orders…(Drake-Brockman, 1963: 218).

At present-day Beacon Island, the closest point to signal to a vessel in Recruit 
Bay would be the north point of Long Island. This puts the High Island (East Wallabi), 
the anchorage (Recruit Bay), Seals Island (Long Island) and Batavia’s Graveyard, in 
their correct perspective.

Pelsaert (10 October 1629) ordered his men on a water search ‘to burn away 
the Thickets on the High Island…to see if one could find hidden pits [putten] as had 
been found on Wiebbe Hayes’ island’ (Drake-Brockman, 1963: 214), differentiating 
between Hayes’ island and the High Island.

They were successful, enlarging the mouth of one cistern-well with crowbars. 
The wells they found still exist today on East Wallabi Island. HMS Beagle watered 
there in 1840.

Which was Wiebbe Hayes’ island?
In 1964, on advice from Glen Storr, of the Western Australian Museum, I 

searched on West Wallabi Island for two stone structures mentioned by John Forrest 
(1879a) in his guano survey of 1879. We were successful in locating the two structures. 
At the time we were in the company of a group of Aquinas College students in the 
charge of Brother O’Loughlin. Under his supervision, they excavated the shoreward 
stone structure and we found unmistakably Dutch material.

The finds included sherds of ‘Bellarmine’ jugs; iron nails; crude ladles made 
from lead; barrel-hoops; and a large quantity of burned bones of birds, seals and 
wallabies in sub-surface fireplaces. Later, a sword was found there.

The evidence, in short, was of a survivors’ camp of Batavia people. In addition, 
the small island off shore fitted the description of the letter of the predicant, Gijsbert 
Bastiaensz, describing the mutineers ‘coming on an Island opposite those people’ 
(Drake-Brockman, 1963: 266).

The stone structures are close to the fresh-water sink-holes, the ‘hidden pits’ 
described by Pelsaert. They were also in an excellent defensive position, protected 
by extensive tidal flats which preclude surprise attack by water. Hayes, the soldier, 
had a good eye for a strategic location.

Melrose suggests that the stone structures were a relic of guano-digging 
days. However, Broadhurst, MacNeil and Company, the firm he refers to, were not 
established until 1884. Forrest sighted the stone structures in 1879, before guano 
operations commenced.

In any case, there were no bottles or rubbish from the 19th century at the site 
to indicate any later visitation. Everything at the site was Dutch and at a similar 
level, 15–25 cm below the modern ground surface. By good fortune, the site was at 
the most remote part of the island and away from the guano area, and so remained 
undisturbed. Water for the guano operation was obtained from a well in the centre 
of the island. The wells near the stone structures, ‘the hidden pits’, are actually quite 
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hard to find, even today.
It seems certain that the shoreward structure is associated with the loyalist 

hero Wiebbe Hayes. The significance of this, outside the Batavia story, is that, if it is 
the case, then it is the oldest European building in Australia.

On a final note, Melrose makes a good deal of what he calls ‘the boat race’ 
on 17 September 1629.

The facts are that Hayes, in a little flat-bottomed boat in which Pieter 
Lambertsz, a sailor, had escaped from the massacres on Batavia’s Graveyard, was 
the first to reach Pelsaert when he came ashore that fatal morning.

Pelsaert recorded that Hayes

…sprang ashore and ran towards me, calling from afar, ‘Welcome, but go back aboard 
immediately, for there is a party of scoundrels on islands near the wreck…who have 
the intention to seize the Yacht’ [Sardam] (Drake-Brockman, 1963: 142).

Before Pelsaert got back aboard, a sloop of mutineers came rowing. He was 
outraged to see that they were dressed in tunics of red laken, fine Company cloth, 
with gold and silver trimmings. Their courage did not match their finery. Under the 
guns of the Sardam, they sullenly surrendered their weapons and were taken aboard 
and put in chains. Pelsaert said that Hayes came around ‘the Northerly point’ (Drake-
Brockman, 1963: 142). He wrote that the mutineers came around ‘the Southerly point 
of the High island’ (Drake-Brockman, 1963: 143).

This is not a difficulty for people familiar with the Abrolhos. Hayes, aware 
of the importance of the ‘stolen’ yawl in warning a rescue ship, would have kept it 
out of reach of the mutineers, i.e. on the north side of West Wallabi Island. When he 
rowed to warn Pelsaert he would have come around ‘the Northerly point’ (Blowfish 
Point), and only had a short distance to reach East Wallabi.

The mutineers, necessarily skirting the shallows and islets which make a 
southern approach to West Wallabi so difficult, would have had a much longer 
journey to come ‘around the Southerly point’.

Don’t take my word for it. Serious students of the Batavia should visit the 
island (equipped with stout wading-boots) and see the locales. There, they may 
judge for themselves.

Meantime, I stand by the original identification of Batavia’s Graveyard. There 
is an old saying: ‘An ounce of proof is worth a tonne of theory’. We have practical 
proof in skeletons, some hundreds of distinctive artefacts and other evidence of 
Dutch occupation of Beacon and West Wallabi islands. The Pelsaert journal confirms 
the finds.

After thirty years, Bruce Melrose still does not have a single artefact to back 
his theories. But I wish him well in future discoveries. As I have said, we still have 
a great deal to learn about the Batavia, and we need to keep our minds open and 
receptive to finds which may occur in the future. New theories make us look harder 
at our comfortable past views and keep us honest. New discoveries will be doubly 
welcome in the extension of our knowledge of this most fascinating of all great 
stories of the sea.

In conclusion, I think that Bruce Melrose’s idea of re-applying the old Batavia 
names to the islands is excellent. Except that Seals Island should logically become 
‘Execution Island’.

And, of course, the names should fit the right islands.
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introduction

The generally accepted locations of sites mentioned in Pelsaert’s journal involving 
the Batavia incident have recently been questioned by Bruce Melrose (see Melrose 
in this volume). This paper re-examines the archaeological and historical evidence 
currently available and attempts to clarify this issue. 

The archaeological evidence

Artefacts that can be directly related with the Batavia have only been found in large 
numbers on two islands: Beacon Island and West Wallabi. Beacon Island has the 
evidence of at least seven graves; and artefacts have also been found in significant 
numbers (Bevacqua, 1974a, 1974b & 1974d; Gibbs, 1992, 1994; Van Huystee, 1998). 
On West Wallabi Island, the coastal ‘fort’ (they were called ‘forts’ by Edwards (1966) 
but in reality they are more likely to be shelters) has clear archaeological evidence 
for occupation by survivors of the Batavia. Numerous artefacts have been discovered 
during archaeological excavation work (Bevacqua, 1974d; Green & Stanbury, 1982). 

The batavia incident: the sites
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The inland shelter on West Wallabi cannot be archaeologically connected with the 
Batavia since it is built on platform limestone and no datable evidence has been found 
there. However, both the inland and coastal shelters are similar; both were seen by 
Forrest in 1879; and both are close to wells, suggesting that the inland structure may 
possibly be related to the Batavia. Other evidence on the islands is more difficult to 
interpret, since the structures or features cannot be easily dated. Wells were noted 
by Stokes on both East Wallabi and West Wallabi islands and marked on his charts, 
but these sites have not provided any artefacts to associate them with the Batavia 
event. The numbers of wells, however, coincide with the numbers given by Pelsaert. 
Additionally, there are the so-called ‘fire-places’ on West Wallabi Island for which 
there is no archaeological evidence for their dating, or for their function as fire-places, 
and they cannot be associated with the Batavia incident with any certainty. On Beacon 
Island there is a hole or depression (similar to one on Long Island, only smaller), said 
to be Cornelisz’s Prison. Excavations of this structure provided no Batavia material; 
there were only some 19th-century ceramic fragments, suggesting it may have been a 
shelter built by the survivors of the Hadda (1877). On Long Island there is one structure, 
known to have been in existence in 1963, which could be modern (20th century) or 
could be associated with the Batavia; there is a ‘well’ or depression, which may or 
may not be natural. One ceramic sherd which belongs to the Batavia period has been 
found on Long Island. Additionally, a small number of bone fragments have been 
found on present-day Seal Island, one or two of which were thought to be human. 
On examination by a physical anthropologist, they were found to be seal bones. This 
is the total of the evidence on land relating to the Batavia.

The written evidence

Pelsaert’s journal mentions on numerous occasions several different islands: Long 
Island (2 references), High (51), Seals (42), Traitors (11), Batavia’s Graveyard (40).

Pelsaert saw the High Island the night before his return to the wreck site 
and stated:

…[244 r] towards evening saw the rocks of our wrecked ship Batavia and I knew where 
we were when I saw the High Island, although the steersmen sustained that it was the 
other land. 2 Hours in the night anchored in 27 fathoms clean sand ground until on 17 
do. in the morning, with daybreak, lifted our anchor again, the wind north, were then 
about 2 miles from the High Island, ran towards…that. Before noon, approaching the 
island, we saw smoke on a long island 2 miles west of the wreck, also on another small 
island close by the wreck…(Van Huystee, 1998, trans.). 

There can be little doubt that High Island must be East Wallabi. It is well known to 
anyone sailing to the Wallabi Group that the first sighting of the islands is always Flag 
Hill, at 15 m above sea-level on East Wallabi Island. A long island lying 2 Dutch miles 
west of the wreck cannot be modern Long Island since 2 Dutch miles is 8 nautical 
miles; this is more likely to be West Wallabi. Pelsaert states:

Therefore, as soon as the anchor was dropped, I sailed with the boat to the highest 
island, which was nearest…

It is assumed that the Sardam was anchored next to the highest island, i.e. High 
Island; this could have been either in Recruit Bay or Eagle Bay. At this point Hayes 
came round the northerly point and the mutineers around the southerly point. It 
was midday, and the Sardam had been sailing since daybreak on an unspecified 
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course with a northerly wind. The day before they were on a south-west course, so 
one could assume they were on a course heading between south-west and south-
east. Thus, for about six hours, they would have been in sight of the islands. There 
is also the curious statement made about events earlier, when the mutineers were 
attacking Hayes:

…they decided to go to the High Island with 2 flat-bottomed sloops to overpower Wiebbe 
Hayes with his men, for they said, if the yacht comes through the inside passage, he 
will warn them, and our plan will not succeed…

It is assumed that this is a reference to the inside Geelvink Channel and that Wiebbe 
Hayes was on the so-called Long and High islands (West Wallabi and East Wallabi) 
as it is possible to walk between the islands, even at high tide.

Further on, Pelsaert states:

They are all bare coral islands and rocks, except 2 to 3 big islands, on one of which they 
had found, long before we came here, 2 pits with water. But these pits have become very 
brackish or salt during the time that we have been here, so that it is undrinkable, and 
on the other, where the yacht was lying at anchor, we also have found by burning off 
the shrubs or small bushes, 2 pits with water, which were found very accidentally, or 
by luck, because there was, as I have mentioned before, only a small hole on the surface, 
big enough for a man’s arm, and underneath quite a cistern or water basin, under the 
earth, which on the surface we made so big with crowbars and sledge hammers, that 
one could easily scoop out the water.

The interpretation of this is that the two pits are the two wells on West Wallabi, near 
to the shelters; they went brackish after Pelsaert arrived. So this is the island where 
Wiebbe Hayes found water and not the one ‘where the yacht was lying’ which was 
East Wallabi (the High Island,) where they burned off the bushes to find wells and 
to catch wallabies. In the Wallabi Group there are four wells, two on East Wallabi 
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and two on West Wallabi; there are no other wells on any of the other islands. 
Pelsaert refers to people sailing in rafts from Traitors Island to the High Island. In 
fact, Cornelisz states: 

…you who left willingly at the request of the merchant to survey the High Island…

It is also interesting to note the predicant’s letter where he says:

…he [Cornelisz] ordered some to go to a land two or three miles from the land where we 
were, to seek Water; for (so he said) the People could not live in such great numbers on 
the little Water they had…whereupon some others were ordered to go, and others whet 
of their own accord to know truthfully if there was Water, and that [if so] they would 
start fires; but they did not find Water on that high land, but they came to another 
high land, and there they found Water, and then they made fires. Now, seeing that [the 
fires] continued, everyone said, there must be Water, the People would not otherwise 
be able to live…some saved themselves on rafts and other things and reached the land 
where the Water was; coming there and there finding the others, they related all that 
had happened to them…(Drake-Brockman, 1963: 264–5).

This again indicates that Hayes went first to East Wallabi, then to West Wallabi 
where he found water. The only productive wells were on West Wallabi from which, 
when the Sardam arrived, they started to use the water for everyone (previously it 
had only supplied the people on West Wallabi). Due to over-use it went brackish 
(they drew off the fresh-water lens and encountered the salt water below), and so 
Pelsaert then went to the High Island and found the two new wells. 

Another issue concerns the time it would take to search both islands; Hayes 
searched the High Island and found no water, then went to another island (West 
Wallabi) and found water, and then lit the fires. 

The suggestion that modern Long Island is Wiebbe Hayes’ island is untenable. 
Firstly, it took twenty days for Wiebbe Hayes to find water. It would not take more 
than a day to explore Long Island for water. Secondly, if they had been on Long 
Island, they could have swum across Goss Passage and reached any of the islands 
within the Morning Reef area, or on a good day shouted or waved. There is a clear 
indication in the journals that the distance involved was far too great for this sort of 
visual communication. The people on Wiebbe Hayes’ island were not fully aware 
of what was happening at Batavia’s Graveyard. This is consistent with them being 
far away, 2 Dutch miles (8 nautical), not 800 m from Beacon Island which, it has 
been suggested, is Pelsaert’s Seals Island. If Wiebbe Hayes and the soldiers were on 
modern Long Island, everything on Beacon, Traitors and modern Seal islands would 
have been visible; people walking about on the island can be easily observed. The 
predicant’s statement that they saw the fires and discussed the matter also indicates 
that they were a long way away. The predicant goes on to say:

Coming to an Island opposite those people [Wiebbe Hayes] they gathered immediately 
and derided us…

This is not possible on Long Island as there is no island near the land, whereas it is 
possible to do this at West Wallabi on any of three islands nearby: Tattler, Oystercatcher 
or Seagull. The journals state that Wiebbe Hayes did not find water on the high island 
and he then went to the next island where he did find water. This island, Melrose 
suggests, is modern Long Island. Where then was the first (high) island and how did 
they get there, given that they did not have any boats until after they lit the fires?

Another issue here is the question of fresh water. Hydrologists have suggested 
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that islands of the size of Beacon Island and Long Island, which are made up of loose 
coral debris, are too small to maintain a fresh-water lens, and thus any holes dug in 
the loose coral will provide tidal salt water. The pools at the south end of Long Island 
are salt. Additionally, it seems doubtful that such a small island would maintain a 
population of wallabies, particularly as they are not limestone. Ken Aplin, from the 
Terrestrial Vertebrate Department at the Western Australian Museum, confirms that 
it is quite unlikely that Long Island or any of the smaller islands would support 
wallabies. The predicant also speaks of ‘Eggs in basketsfull’ (Drake-Brockman, 
1963: 267), again an issue relating to the enormous tern and shearwater rookeries 
on West Wallabi. 

Melrose suggests that Traitors Island is the small island next to modern-day 
Seal Island; the latter he maintains is Batavia’s Graveyard. There are some problems 
with this: 

Jeronimus Cornelisz present at the examination of Lenert Michielsz, cadet, who 
confesses freely without torture, that he has sent him [261 v] together with Sevanck 
and Mattijs Beer, with a raft to the Traitors Island, in order to drown there Andries 
Liebent, Hendrick Jansz of Oldenburgh…(Van Huystee, 1998, trans.)

Why would they need a raft to sail from Batavia’s Graveyard to Traitors Island when 
the two islands are separated by about 10 m? 

The naming of Traitors Island is interesting. Is it named thus because it was 
the place from where the group under Pelsaert’s command left to search for water? 
Was that one of the two islands on which people were first put ashore? It is not certain 
where Pelsaert’s Traitors Island is. Present-day Traitors Island is a possibility, but it is 
rather small for forty people. So the question arises: Is Pelsaert’s Traitors Island the 
same one he left from in search of water? It seems reasonable, because forty-eight 
people arrived at Batavia. If all the people on the small island, together with the crew 
of the sloop (10), went to Batavia, leaving the island deserted, then its subsequent 
name makes sense. It does not make sense, however, in terms of having to sail from 
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Batavia’s Graveyard (modern Seal Island by Melrose’s theory) to Traitors Island, or 
in the issues relating to Pelsaert’s departure.

Another clue to the identification of Batavia’s Graveyard is that Pelsaert’s 
journal talks about barrels being washed ashore: 

…at different times floated ashore five leaguers water, one leaguers French wine, 4 1/
2 

ditto Spanish, one ditto vinegar.

When the Western Australian Museum conducted the excavation of the Batavia 
in the 1970s, material was commonly found washed from the wreck site to the south 
beach on Beacon Island. It is consistent that the wind and currents from the surf wash 
material almost directly north from the site. 

The so-called ‘boat race’ is another very interesting issue, and has long been a 
point of contention in the identification of the islands. The natural anchorage for the 
Wallabi Group is Recruit Bay. It is marked on the map and any seaman would see the 
shelter from the prevailing winds, yet with a wide aspect to the North and East to run 
from the anchorage. I assume that the ‘action’ took place somewhere in the region 
of the eastern part of West Wallabi; where exactly is uncertain, but the general area 
of Slaughter Point is possible, or anywhere on that side up to Rocky Bay. Tactically 
both groups would wish to keep their means of transport separate or secure from 
capture. So, in my theory, Hayes would have kept his boat or boats around Shag Bay 
where there is a good beach and landing, much better than anything on the east or 
north side. He would be able to use the boats for fishing etc., but also they would 
be out of reach of the mutineers. The mutineers would have to come from the East. 
You cannot land directly on the island on the east side, so anchorage would be in the 
shallows, some distance from the shore, where the party could wade ashore. This is 
true everywhere on the east and north side of the island. So, if the mutineers were 
seen rowing from the South, they possibly kept their boat at the south end of East 
Wallabi. Pelsaert states:

But before we got aboard, I saw a sloop with people rowing come round the southerly 
point of the High Island.

So Pelsaert, not on the Sardam, and the mutineers were rowing around the 
south end of the island which could have been Eagle Hill. From the sea, one notices 
that the whole complex of East Wallabi and West Wallabi, and the associated islands 
seem to be part of one large island.

Conclusion

It is obvious that this is not the end of the story. People will always read the documents 
and interpret them in their own way—it is the nature of documentary evidence. The 
options open to us now are as follows: to conduct detailed physical surveys of the 
islands to test the various hypotheses; to re-examine the archaeological evidence to 
see if there is any additional evidence; and to carry out archaeological excavations in 
the islands to seek further material evidence. It is expected that even then, there will 
still be doubts. This is the nature of archaeological and historical research.
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The Western Australian coast is littered with off-shore reefs and islands which have 
proved a navigational hazard to shipping for nearly four centuries. As European 
maritime nations began to venture east in search of new lands and commercial 
prospects, it was inevitable that ships would eventually encounter the Australian 
continent, the hitherto unknown Southland (Schilder, 1978). The expansionist trading 
policies of the VOC in the early part of the 17th century required that Company ships 
should use a shorter, southern Indian Ocean route (pioneered by Hendrik Brouwer 
in 1610), which took advantage of the prevailing westerly winds between latitudes 
35° and 40° S (the ‘roaring forties’) (Bruijn et al., 1987: 70). The cooler climate helped 
to prevent the provisions and water from turning rancid so quickly, and reduced the 
incidence of sickness among the crew. But, ships that ‘ran their latitude’ too far east 
before turning north into the Eastern Archipelago came perilously and, in several 
instances, fatally close to the poorly mapped west coast of Australia.

About 500 km north of Fremantle, some 65 km off the mainland, lies a 
particularly dangerous group of low-lying islands and extensive coral reefs stretching 
between latitudes 28° 14’ and 29° 00’ S and longitudes 113° 35’ and 114° 04’ E. In 1619, 
Frederik de Houtman named this archipelago ‘Houtman Abrolhos’ as a warning to 
VOC vessels to ‘keep their eyes open’ and ‘watch out’ for this danger, lest valuable 
ships be lost. The warning, however, did not prevent the loss of two, possibly more,1 
Dutch vessels on the treacherous reefs—the Batavia in 1629 and the Zeewijk in 1727. 

Written journals, letters, engravings and sketch maps survive to tell of the 
disasters, the events surrounding the wrecking of the ships and the fate of the 
survivors. Accounts appeared in many 17th-, 18th- and early 19th-century publications 
on shipping disasters, undoubtedly some of the great adventure stories of the day (see 
Thévenot, 1663; de Brosses, 1756; Prévost, 1746–61; Dalyell, 1812). These documents 
now provide us with a vivid insight into the drama, conflicts and difficulties faced 
by 17th- and 18th-century seamen endeavouring to survive in a remote, waterless, 
relatively barren and uninhabited environment.2 Even today, the Abrolhos Islands 
can be a frightening place for inexperienced and unprepared sailors.

The journal of Francisco Pelsaert, commander of the Batavia (see translation of 
Pelsaert’s journal by E. D. Drok in Drake-Brockman, 1963; Van Huystee, 1998), and a 
letter written by the ship’s predicant, Gijsbert Bastiaensz3 (‘Brief van Gijsbert Bastiaensz 
aan zijn familie’ in Roeper, 1993: 237; Drake-Brockman, 1963: 263ff.), detail the terrible 
massacre which took place after the wrecking of the Batavia at the Houtman Abrolhos 
in June 1629. News of the horrifying events reached the Netherlands in the summer 
of 1630 and pamphlets, such as the Leyds–Veerschuyts Praetjen (Leyden Ferry-boat 
Gossip) which contains two letters from people who survived the shipwreck and 
massacre, were published (see Stow, 1972).

land archaeology in the Houtman 
Abrolhos

myra Stanbury
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Illustrative impressions contained in the book Ongeluckige Voyagie van’t Schip 
Batavia (Jansz, 1647) (and subsequent versions), give visual images of what took place 
when the Batavia foundered. They show the ship aground on a reef with survivors 
in small boats heading for distant, treeless islands; setting up tents; and, salvaging 
barrels of provisions floating ashore. Gruesome scenes of vicious fighting, people 
being beheaded and drowned, depict the dreadful conflict; while smoke issues from 
another island—the signal that fresh water had been located by Wiebbe Hayes and 
his men. The mutineers were not spared their crimes: scenes of execution show their 
punishments being meted out at the site of their misdemeanours. 

But how close are these accounts and illustrations to reality? Where exactly 
did the events take place and what tangible evidence remains?

Almost a century later, in 1727, the VOC ship Zeewijk was similarly wrecked 
in the Houtman Abrolhos. About ninety-six of the 208 seamen and soldiers on board 
reached a nearby island where, the journals tell us, they stayed for nine months 
(Anon., (1727), 1977; Van der Graeff, 1727). Together with provisions recovered from 
the wreck, they survived on seals, mutton-bird eggs and other limited resources that 
the island and its environs had to offer. Good sources of fresh water were found in 
‘wells’ on neighbouring islands, also timber for firewood. With material salvaged 
from the wreck, some of which had washed ashore on nearby islands, the Zeewijk 
survivors built a small ship, the Sloepie, and sailed to Batavia (Djakarta). Annotated 
maps of the island group,4 produced by the survivors, show where they made their 
camp, which islands they had visited or observed, which contained useful resources, 
and so on. Given our present knowledge of the geography of the Houtman Abrolhos, 
it is relatively easy to compare and identify the location as the southernmost islands 
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or Pelsaert Group of the Houtman Abrolhos, whereas the Batavia depictions are less 
clear in this regard.

How was it, we may ask, that the locations of these two wreck sites and the 
‘survivor’ sites on land remained hidden or unidentified for so long? How did the 
evidence come to light and what did it all mean? Is there more left to discover and, 
if so, what may we learn from it?

Historical background

The question as to how the sites remained unlocated and unidentified for so long 
after the wrecking events may be partially explained by the chronological summary 
presented in Appendix 1 (p. 149). For almost two centuries after the Batavia was 
wrecked, the Houtman Abrolhos remained virtually isolated. Several Dutch, French 
and English vessels sailed past the islands on various missions, some venturing closer 
than others, but none daring to land.

English navigator William Dampier, in 1699, believed he had given the islands 
wide berth until he struck a reef in the northern group (Dampier (1699), 1939: 81); 
while John Daniel, captain of the English vessel New London, passed sufficiently 
close in 1681 to give a description of some islands and produce what is probably the 
earliest chart with any detail (Thornton, 1703; Cook, A.S., 1981, India Office Library 
and Records, pers. comm. 29 Dec.). Willem de Vlamingh, in 1697, was bolder than 
most, being the first to steer between the reefs and the mainland, in search of the 
Ridderschap van Holland (Schilder, 1985: 57, 65; Stokes, 1846: 139). [A channel between 
the mainland and the Abrolhos through which he sailed still bears the name of his 
vessel, the Geelvinck.] French explorer Nicolas Baudin sailed close in 1801 and 1803, 
but did not see the islands (Baudin (1803), 1974: 198–9, 503–4); and, Phillip Parker 
King’s surveys of the Western Australian coast in the Mermaid in 1818–22 did little to 
clarify the position of the Houtman Abrolhos (see Chart of the West Coast of Australia, 
King, 1818. Published 1 August 1825. Sheet VIII. Shows Houtman Abrolhos from 
Van Keulen with a note that ‘No part of the Abrolhos was seen by me excepting the 
island at the South end, and the rest is from Van Keulen, P.P.K.’) (King, 1826: 373–4; 
Stokes, 1846: 136).

Once the Swan River Colony was formally established in 1829, things 
began to change. The islands were on the colonial shipping route from Fremantle 
to Singapore, which made them even more of a navigational hazard, given the 
increased traffic along this section of coast. Ships needed to be able to land their 
cargoes safely on the mainland, so coastal surveys were commissioned to chart 
the coast more accurately. With better sailing directions, visitation to the Abrolhos 
Islands increased. Many vessels were stranded or totally wrecked in the area in the 
19th century; crews coming ashore on the nearest islands to await rescue, and even 
burying their less fortunate crew in makeshift graves.5 More enterprising colonists 
began to establish local industries in the area—fishing, sealing, whaling, trepang 
and guano collection—establishing temporary camp sites on islands close to their 
operations. It was during the early 1840s that the first tangible evidence of Dutch 
survivors emerged. 

Discovery of relics—misleading evidence! 

In 1840, Lieutenant John Lort Stokes of the British survey vessel HMS Beagle 
discovered ship’s wreckage on the south-west point of Pelsaert Island, in the southern 
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group of the Houtman Abrolhos. Believing this to be evidence of the Batavia, he 
named the group of islands the ‘Pelsart [sic] Group’, thus misleading people into 
thinking that this was where the Batavia mutiny had occurred. Stokes had everyone 
confused for many years! 

On a large island nearby, he also discovered a bronze, four-pounder, breech-
loading swivel-gun marked ‘ZVOC’ and ‘182A’, glass bottles, clay pipes and two 
Dutch coins dated 1707 and 1720: 

[which] left no doubt that we had found the island on which the crew of the Zeewyk 
were wrecked, in 1727, and where they remained so long, whilst building, from the 
fragments of their vessel, a sloop, in which they got to sea by the passage between Easter 
and Pelsart Groups (Stokes, 1846.2: 149). 

Stokes named this island Gun Island.
Significantly, Stokes’ observations provide possibly the earliest account of 

archaeological discoveries, his interest clearly focused on how the survivors obtained 
food and water, and the site where they may have built and launched their boat. 
Stokes notes that

…short stout Dutch build [glass bottles]…were placed in rows, as if for the purpose 
of collecting water; some of them were very large, being capable of holding five or six 
gallons [25 L]; they were in part buried in the sand…A number of seal bones were 
noticed on this island; and I have no doubt they are the remains of those that were 
killed by the crew of the Zeewyk for their subsistence. On the north end of the island 
was a hole containing brackish water…(Stokes, 1846.2: 150). 

Although Stokes discovered wells of good water on East Wallabi and West 
Wallabi, and his men slaughtered numerous tammar wallabies at Slaughter Point 
(West Wallabi), they apparently failed to notice the limestone structures subsequently 
discovered in this area—the so-called ‘forts’—at least one of which seems certain to 
be associated with the Batavia survivors (see Stokes, 1846.2: 153ff.; Bevacqua, 1974d; 
Green & Stanbury, 1982). 

incomplete evidence

Archaeology is an investigative science which aims to interpret the past through the 
study of material or ‘cultural’ remains. These may include structures once used as 
dwellings or temporary shelters, discarded food or other refuse, and burials. When the 
archaeologist commences work, he or she rarely operates in a pristine environment. 
In the time which has elapsed between the original deposition of the material and 
the archaeological investigation, a site may have been subject to alteration caused 
by a variety of natural and human factors. Misleading evidence, lost, removed or 
disturbed evidence can present a distorted or incomplete picture of past events, 
reducing the probability of accurate interpretations.

Natural factors

Among the natural factors which may affect the integrity of a site are the effects of sun, 
wind, storm regimes, inundation, geological disturbances and so on. These may cause 
material to be degraded or destroyed, repeatedly buried and exposed, or removed 
from its original location to be totally lost or redeposited elsewhere. All these factors 
may have affected the archaeological record in the Houtman Abrolhos. 

Fauna and flora may also have disruptive effects, burrowing animals and birds 
frequently causing disturbances beyond belief. When it is nesting time for mutton 
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birds (shearwaters or petrels, Puffinus sp.), they have no regard as to whether they are 
about to burrow in a prime archaeological deposit and will simply turf out whatever 
is in their way; and sea eagles will gather anything they can find to build their 
spectacular eyries. Where soil and fresh water are at a premium, plants will spread 
their roots wherever to gain a foothold to ensure their stability and survival. 

Humans

Humans may have the most disruptive effect on archaeological sites. A small souvenir 
taken home may seem inconsequential, but may be a vital clue in interpreting and 
reconstructing a picture of the past; accidental damage through inadvertent digging 
may destroy fragile and valuable evidence; the construction of buildings over sensitive 
archaeological areas; and, uncontrolled or unrecorded excavation will prevent the 
full body of information about a site from being obtained. Objects are generally 
the prime attraction for fossickers while archaeologists look for associated sources 
of information as well—soil types, biological evidence, associated groups of items 
and so on.

Gathering all the pieces of evidence together and making sense of them after 
the event is not an easy task. Each time the pieces of the jig-saw appear to be in place, 
something else emerges to alter the picture.

Guano-mining

Returning from the Abrolhos, Stokes gave the Swan River colonists a piece of 
advice which he hoped would help to improve their balance of payments deficit: he 
recommended that they collect the bird-droppings (guano) which formed a thick 
layer of soil on many of the islands (Stokes, 1846.2: 13; Swan River News, 1 Sept. 1846). 
This activity, along with small-scale fishing enterprises, eventually led to further 
discoveries of Dutch relics in the Abrolhos.

From the 1840s onwards, visits to the Abrolhos became quite frequent. In 
1847, a member of a fishing group—The Pelsart Fishing Company—reported that he 
had found bottles and other relics; another member discovered that a hard lump on 
which he had slept was a skeleton; skeletal material was also located on a ‘Mangrove 
Island’ (Perth Gazette, 15 April 1848). Members of the same group also believed 
they had found a chest of ‘treasure’ from the barque Ocean Queen, wrecked in 1842 
(Henderson, 1980: 43–4), but it proved to be an eagle’s nest! What happened to their 
evidence or exactly where their discoveries were made is not known and can only be 
speculated. John Gilbert, an ornithologist who accompanied a group sent to rescue 
the Ocean Queen survivors was more positive in his reporting; he found a well on 
Middle Island with parts of casks, barrel-hoops and ‘numerous portions of Dutch 
jars, and bottles, which [had] perhaps been lying there for the last 200 years—since 
the wrecks of the Zeewijk and Batavia, Dutch ships’ (Gilbert, 1843). 

Surveying the islands for guano deposits in 1879, Deputy Surveyor-General 
John Forrest was more explicit in reporting his observations, but did not include exact 
site locations in his field-book (Forrest, 1879a, 1879b). He ‘found the old encampment 
of the Zeewijk party in 1727’ on Gun Island and itemized, on 3 April, a number of 
objects including two coins: one of copper marked ‘Hollandia 1720’, and the other 
‘Zeelandia 1722’ (Forrest, 1879a). Parts of a wine glass recovered by Forrest are on 
display in the Western Australian Maritime Museum, fitted together with a small 
silver collar made by London silversmith Arthur John Iverson in 1888–89.
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A few years later, Florance Broadhurst, of Broadhurst, MacNeil and Company, 
began to mine the islands more extensively for guano. On Gun Island, Broadhurst’s 
employees unearthed a large collection of material. Fortunately, he was interested 
in the discoveries and the items were carefully collected and listed, ultimately 
being given to the newly established Western Australian Museum at the turn of the 
century (see Letter from Broadhurst to Royal Geographical Society of Australasia in 
Ingleman-Sundberg, 1978b: 18–20). Some of the objects may be seen in the Zeewijk 
exhibition at the Western Australian Maritime Museum, among the most interesting 
being an improvised ‘fork’ cut from a piece of copper sheeting. Parts of a flintlock 
pistol are also on display in the armament section of the ‘Hartog to De Vlamingh’ 
exhibition. Broadhurst’s miners excavated two human skeletons on Gun Island; and 
‘several Dutch graves’ were uncovered by a British Petroleum oil-exploration rig in 
1968, and two were recovered. Whether the remaining ‘graves’ were inadvertently 
damaged during the drilling operations is uncertain, so too is the exact number of 
graves. The Zeewijk journals indicate that several people died on Gun Island from 
natural causes, although only one is specifically referred to as being interred—Jan 
van Zelm, ship’s corporal (see Van der Graeff, 25 June 1727). The skeletons have 
not been examined in recent times for confirmation of age or sex determination, or 
pathological evidence of disease or trauma. 

Broadhurst endeavoured to find out all he could, and commissioned W. 
Siebenhaar of Perth, in 1897, to translate Jan Jansz’ Ongeluckige Voyagie van’t Schip 
Batavia… (Disastrous Voyage of the Ship Batavia…), which was then published in 
local newspapers (Siebenhaar, 1897; see also Godard, 1993). [This was the first time 
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that this book, written from Pelsaert’s journal and eye-witness accounts, had been 
translated into English. See Drake-Brockman, 1963: 5; Halls, 1964: 22.] Even at this 
time, there was still some uncertainty as to which of the Dutch ships reported to have 
been lost en route from the Cape was represented by the objects.

lATE 19TH-CENTuRy AND EARly 20TH-CENTuRy viSiTORS

During the latter part of the 19th century and the early 20th century, the Abrolhos 
Islands became a popular haunt for natural scientists eager to study the fauna and 
flora (Campbell, 1890a, 1890b; Saville-Kent, 1897; Helms, 1902); and geologists and 
geomorphologists interested in studying the factors influencing the development of 
coral reefs, and changes in their structure over time (Dakin, 1919; Fairbridge, 1946–47; 
Teichert, 1946). [The Abrolhos Islands are the southernmost coral reefs in the Indian 
Ocean.] Their observations with respect to historic discoveries on the islands were 
principally related to evidence of the guano-mining and its effect on the fauna and 
flora; little reference is made to Dutch material being seen or recovered, except by 
Saville-Kent (1897: 135). Odd finds, however, were made by guano-workers and 
people who regularly visited the islands between the two world wars. 

Following the extensive mining of rock phosphate on Pelsaert Island during 
World War II to supply Western Australia with superphosphate (Stanbury, 1982), an 
attempt was made to transform the British Phosphate Commission buildings into a 
holiday settlement. With time to spare wandering around the islands, some people 
were lucky to find the ‘odd bottle or small sherd’.

Many researchers were still convinced that Stokes had been correct in believing 
that the Batavia lay off the south-western point of Pelsaert Island—Wreck Point—even 
though they had difficulty reconciling the facts of the Batavia story as presented in 
Siebenhaar’s translations (Halls, 1964: 24). In the early 1950s, historian Henrietta 
Drake-Brockman was developing theories as to where the Batavia might be located 
(Drake-Brockman, 1955), but another decade was to pass before any significant finds 
were reported.

DiSCOvERiES ON bEACON iSlAND

In 1960, prior to the discovery of either the Batavia or Zeewijk wreck sites, O. ‘Pop’ 
Marten, a resident crayfisherman on Beacon Island, discovered a skeleton while 
digging a post-hole. A visitor, medical practitioner Max Roylance, uncovered the 
upper half and called in the police to continue the exhumation (see Appendix 2. BAT.
M3901, page 161). The body appeared to have been laid out, with its arms folded 
across the chest. Sifting of the soil around the burial revealed no evidence of associated 
artefacts; but nearby, Marten later found what was described as a ‘pewter utensil’. In 
fact, this turned out to be the first datable object to clearly associate Beacon Island, 
and the Wallabi Group, with the Batavia (Halls, 1964: 25, 28), but its significance at 
the time appears to have attracted little attention.

By 1963, rumours that the Batavia wreck site had been discovered by 
crayfisherman Dave Johnson were substantiated and the first artefacts were raised 
from the wreck site.

The first artefact

The object ‘Pop’ Marten had found on Beacon Island bore the inscription: ‘MDCXXVIII 
MACHT ICH CONRAT DROSCHEL’ (1628 made by Conrat Droschel) (Halls, 1964: 
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25). Its true identity, however, remained a mystery for several years. We now know 
that it is the brass garland from a natural trumpet made by the Nürnberg trumpet-
maker Conraet Droschel. Until very recently, when an example was located in St 
Annen’s Museum, Lubeck (Nicholson, G., 1996, pers. comm.), it represented the only 
surviving trumpet made by Droschel known to exist. Parts of a trumpet bow, yard 
tubing and four mouthpieces were excavated from the stern area of the wreck site 
at various times between 1963 and the early 1970s.

Apart from its inherent cultural significance, this artefact is the kind of object 
which can provide some indication as to the identity of survivors on Beacon Island; 
the types of objects salvaged from the Batavia wreck; the possible value placed on 
these items; and their potential function in a survival situation.

The ‘digging frenzy’

The excitement generated by the discovery of the Batavia wreck site was almost 
analagous to the discovery of gold in Australia in the mid-19th century—‘Everyone 
on the island [was] caught by the digging bug’ (Edwards, 1966: 169). Young and 
old alike wielded shovels and picks to unearth hidden ‘treasures’—more skeletons, 
fragments of glass and pottery, fire-blackened animal bones and so on. Attempts 
were made to excavate in trenches, with sieves being used by some groups. However, 
collection was selective and it is likely that much valuable faunal material, which 
could indicate subsistence strategies, was redeposited in the trenches. 

The early excavators were not archaeologists. However carefully they may 
have worked to recover skeletal and other remains, they left no field-notes or 
documentation of their essentially ‘destructive’ activities—in particular, the exact 
location of their discoveries. Over subsequent years, amateur groups attempted to 
‘archaeologically’ investigate sites on other islands, such as West Wallabi Island, 
where Wiebbe Hayes and his group of survivors maintained a stronghold against 
the prevarications of Jeronimus Cornelisz and his followers. Although the original 
field records of these investigations no longer exist, the excavators documented the 
results of their investigations in a series of published reports which included site 
plans and descriptions of the material recovered (O’Loughlin, 1964, 1967). 
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WESTERN AuSTRAliAN mARiTimE muSEum iNvESTiGATiONS 

The first land excavations by the Western Australian Museum commenced in 1967 
under the direction of Dr Colin Jack-Hinton (see Appendix 2, p. 159). Unfortunately, 
no formal report or photographs are known to exist from this field-work, and the 
precise locations of the sites excavated and examined on Beacon Island, and others 
in the Wallabi Group, are unrecorded. 

In the early 1970s, the Western Australian Maritime Museum began the 
archaeological investigation of the Batavia wreck site (Green, 1989). During this period, 
formal archaeological surveys and test excavations were made of land sites believed 
to be associated with the survivors of the Batavia and Zeewijk, to assess their potential 
for future research and excavation (Bevacqua, 1974a, 1974b, 1974c, 1974d). While both 
islands had similar environmental and historical settings, and were equally subject to 
significant archaeological disturbance by burrowing mutton birds, the archaeological 
potential was notably different: Gun Island offered ‘a straightforward situation 
with excellent potential for a detailed midden analysis’; whereas on Beacon Island, 
‘the Dutch sites [had] been superseded by modern fishermen’s camps [which have] 
confused and complicated the archaeological record’ (Bevacqua, 1974c: 7). 

The excellent opportunity offered by Gun Island for ‘a complete and thorough 
research programme’ was principally due to the fact that the areas of prime concern 
had not been radically altered by guano-digging or drilling operations (Bevacqua, 
1974b). The ‘protectionist’ attitudes of the early guano-miners had not only helped 
to preserve the objects which they had uncovered, but left the topography of 
Gun Island in the area of the survivors’ camps intact—while the remainder was 
reduced to bedrock. Affording little shelter from prevailing weather, and limited 
anchorage for fishing vessels, Gun Island has not been subject to regular habitation 
by fishermen. Similarly, other islands in the Pelsaert Group associated with the 
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Zeewijk survivors—Middle Island, Pelsaert Island and others—have been subject to 
minimal occupation. 

As shown by the intensive investigations undertaken by the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum on Gun Island between 1976 and 1978 (Ingleman-
Sundberg, 1976, 1977a, 1977b, 1978a, 1978b), a number of important research questions 
were addressed and significant conclusions drawn on the basis of the archaeological 
findings. The Zeewijk land collection now forms a valuable research resource for 
further analysis and comparative study. [The faunal collection has recently been 
studied by Sofia Boranga, an Honours student from the Centre for Archaeology, 
University of Western Australia.] 

In contrast, the natural environment of many of the islands in the Wallabi 
Group associated with the Batavia survivors has been substantially altered, both as 
a result of colonial guano-mining activity, and intermittent occupation by fishermen, 
and as an effect of the economic expansion and modernization of the Abrolhos 
crayfishing industry. This has confused and complicated the archaeological record. 

On the one hand, it may be argued that the erection of residential buildings, 
and the attributes of modern habitation on significant islands have served to protect 
archaeological sites by providing informal protection through concerned community 
residents and, more directly, by securing sites beneath building foundations. However, 
there are inevitable consequences of human habitation activity. The digging of rubbish 
and sanitation pits, leach drains and so on, has unearthed archaeological material 
from time to time. Lack of reportage at the time of discovery, however, has tended 
to be the norm, either through fear of prosecution under the historic shipwrecks 
legislation—Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Cwlth)—or under the guise of ‘protection’ 
from would-be fossickers. 

A general Amnesty, declared in 1993 under the Historic Shipwrecks Act, 
was effective in bringing certain discoveries to light, both from Beacon Island and 
West Wallabi Island. While many of the revelations were positive in nature, others 
only emphasized the continuing problems facing archaeologists wishing to obtain 
a coherent set of information from these Dutch survivor sites. Limestone structures 
on Beacon Island, Long Island and West Wallabi have been regularly ‘modified’ 
to recreate their supposed ‘original’ appearance for documentary and feature film 
producers; or, to enhance their appearance for captivated tourist audiences. Other 
cultural features have been totally demolished, either by natural causes—adverse 
weather conditions, etc.—or by visitor disturbance; and, cultural material detected 
with the use of magnetometers has been removed, leaving no evidence of its 
archaeological context. 

The net effect of uncontrolled digging, lack of excavation records, witholding 
of and/or unobtainable information, accidental damage to sites and so on, is that 
present-day archaeologists are faced with a distorted and incomplete mosaic of 
data.

iS THERE A WORTHWHilE FuTuRE?

Given the level of natural and human disturbance to archaeological sites associated 
with the Batavia survivors in the Wallabi Group over more than thirty years, one 
must seriously question whether there remains any opportunity for valid scientific 
research and further archaeological investigation of these sites. 

The limited test excavation undertaken by Bevacqua on Beacon Island in 
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1974 (Bevacqua, 1974b), and an adjacent trench excavated in 1980 (Kirkham, 1980), 
produced many artefacts similar to those recovered from the Batavia wreck site. This 
provided sufficient evidence to demonstrate that, despite earlier informal and formal 
‘diggings’, undisturbed archaeological deposits were likely to remain on Beacon 
Island. It was also known from 1960s reports that burials remained underneath the 
foundations of at least one fisherman’s hut.

Before any further archaeological work could validly proceed, however, it was 
essential that a framework be established to integrate past excavations with future 
systematic archaeological survey and excavation. With this aim in mind, students of 
the 1980/81 and 1986 Post-Graduate Diploma courses in maritime archaeology were 
assigned the task of producing an accurate survey map of Beacon Island so that, with 
the aid of local knowledge and existing data, the archaeological material recovered 
since the 1960s could be given a more exact reference location (Jeffery, 1980; Harvey 
& Morris, 1986). Discrepancies in these maps, however, made them unreliable for 
accurate recording. In 1990 a further mapping project was undertaken using aerial 
photographs taken in 1966 and 1986, and ground control data obtained in 1989 (Green 
& Stanbury, 1989), to generate topographical data and detect any discernible changes 
to the coastal symmetry of Beacon Island (Garratt, 1990). The two 1:500 scale maps, 
while produced with the minimum of data, and limited accuracy of flight altitude in 
the case of the 1966 photographs, are linked to the Australian Mapping Grid (AMG). 
This provides a series of north–south and east–west running lines across the island, 
which can be tied into a national system. Using the AMG references, it is now possible 
to accurately place any feature on the island.

To test the mapping system and establish some basic parameters for future 
work, a 1992 field-team (Gibbs, Stanbury et al.) laid a north–south baseline, based 
on the position of the historic coral beacon erected on the highest point of the island 
and tied into the AMG. A series of eight test-pits were excavated along the baseline 
at 20 m intervals. This provided the opportunity to sample the archaeologically 
unexplored western side of the island (Gibbs, 1992). Only one pit (TP4), apparently 
situated adjacent to the proposed site (‘Site C’) of the 1967 excavations, produced 
artefacts and faunal material which suggested Dutch occupation. The sterile nature 
of pits 5–8 resolved in part that ‘occupation does not appear to have occurred along 
the central and western portions of Beacon Island’ (Gibbs, 1992: 18). With earlier 
discoveries being made principally along the eastern margin of the island (see Green 
& Stanbury, 1988: 6), this would tend to suggest that ‘advantage was being taken 
of the limited topographic relief and vegetation to escape the worst of the weather’ 
(Gibbs, 1992: 18–19). Significantly, Gibbs (1992: 19) notes that ‘modern fishing camps 
currently occupy almost exactly the same areas as the known distribution of Dutch 
material’.

As an outcome of the 1992 field season, a number of recommendations were 
made with regard to both the archaeological potential of the island and future 
research. These are summarized as follows:
1. Historical research and analysis.
 Prior to undertaking further physical investigation, the existing body of 

historical and archaeological information about Beacon Island, and the 
associated Batavia land sites should be consolidated (Gibbs, 1992: 20). [The 
Appendices (pp. 149–63) are a preliminary part of this work.]
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2. Archaeological survey. 
 An archaeological survey of Beacon Island should precede any further 

excavation. Identifying former and extant features on the island will provide 
an understanding of the past and present impacts of modern activity on the 
archaeological record (Gibbs, 1992: 20).

 [The Beacon Island mapping projects have already contributed to this 
process.]

3. Excavation.
 Despite extensive disturbance of the archaeologically sensitive eastern margin 

of Beacon Island, both as a result of deliberate fossicking and the seasonal 
activities of the fishermen, there may be less disturbed areas which might 
be identified as a result of the survey; deposits known to lie beneath huts 
and sheds will be a valuable resource should the structures eventually be 
removed. Given appropriate consideration, there is still potential for further 
excavation and research in most areas; excavation in and around previously 
investigated areas should be undertaken as a means of determining some 
form of stratigraphic context for the earlier works and collections (Gibbs, 
1992: 22). A comprehensive history of past professional and non-professional 
archaeological investigation must be established; existing formal and informal 
data must be consolidated and further documentary, photographic and oral 
information sought, particularly for the pre-1974 period.

4. Artefact analysis.
 A full analysis of artefacts taken from Batavia land sites is a priority for future 

research and should commence prior to further excavation (Gibbs, 1992: 
23).

 [A re-examination of human skeletal material recovered from sites on Beacon 
Island is currently in progress.] 

5. Associated land sites.
 Although Beacon Island can be studied as an entity, it should ideally be seen as 

one component of a complex of several closely interrelated sites. Any research 
design developed should include the other land sites (e.g. Long Island, West 
Wallabi, East Wallabi, Seal Island, Traitors Island) associated with the Batavia 
incident. Re-investigation of earlier excavations has the potential to locate 
relatively undisturbed deposits (Gibbs, 1992: 23–4). 

 In 1994, in response to a formal Amnesty report concerning the discovery 
of a human burial on Beacon Island, and the anonymous donation of a cutlass 
(BAT 80388) said to have been recovered in the same vicinity, a decision was made 
to investigate the site. Because of the relatively precise location provided, and the 
damage already incurred at the time of discovery (i.e. during the digging of a septic 
tank and leach drain) it was considered to be at risk from fossickers seeking Dutch 
material. 

The location of the site was determined and a limited excavation carried out 
(Gibbs, 1994). Based on oral and archaeological evidence, at least three and possibly 
as many as five skeletons had been disturbed during the excavation of the septic 
tank and leach drain a few years previously. Some skeletal material appears to have 
been removed at the time of digging, and the remains of two skeletons encountered 
during the excavation had been seriously damaged by the tools used to dig the 
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drain. Remnants of one skeleton (SK5) were recovered for analysis and the site closed 
according to normal archaeological practice.

HumAN SKElETAl mATERiAl—THE RESEARCH POTENTiAl

The human skeletal material recovered from Beacon Island from the 1960s has proven 
to be of considerable research significance. A physical anthropological/archaeological 
study undertaken in 1994–95 by Bernadine Hunneybun as partial fulfilment of a 
Bachelor of Science (Honours) degree at the Centre for Archaeology, University of 
Western Australia, laid the preliminary groundwork for further research (Hunneybun, 
1995). The study sought to identify the age and sex of the Batavia victims; investigate 
the presence of trauma and pathology; and, based on analysis of historical accounts, 
attempt to offer a tentative identification of each person. To this end, the study was 
extremely successful, and has opened the way for more detailed scientific research 
and analysis of this material, using more advanced techniques. 

The skeletal remains from the Batavia have proven over many years to be one 
of the most fascinating visitor attractions at the Western Australian Maritime Museum, 
the Geraldton Regional Museum and the Australian National Maritime Museum, 
Sydney. Skeletal exhibits travelled throughout Australia as part of the Australian 
Bicentennial Shipwreck! exhibition in 1988 (Hogarth, 1988: 20); and to Amsterdam 
in 1995 (Stormbroek, 1995) for the launching of the new Batavia, built at Lelystad, 
the Netherlands. The mutiny and subsequent massacre of the shipwreck survivors 
is an integral and unique part of the Batavia story; without it, the Batavia becomes 
yet another shipwreck tragedy on the high seas, albeit with particular significance 
to the early discovery of Western Australia. 

In recent years, however, questions have been raised concerning the use of 
human osteological collections derived from archaeological investigations as objects 
of scientific enquiry, and as objects of museum collections and display (see Cheek 
& Keel, 1984, Webb, 1989 and Hume, 1992, cited in Hunneybun, 1995; Jones, 1993; 
Chamberlain, 1994: 58ff.; Southworth, 1994). Many of the arguments, which have 
largely evolved out of criticism levied at the attitudes of some British museums, relate 
to issues concerning the rights of indigenous peoples and the restitution of human 
remains to the actual and cultural descendants, legal owners or other claimants in 
the countries of origin (Chamberlain, 1994; Nail, 1994; Simpson, 1994). 

A survey undertaken in Britain indicated that ‘contrary to the reputation of 
British museums abroad, many curators and their institutions are sympathetic to 
requests for repatriation of human remains’ (Simpson, 1994: 28); while one of the 
major arguments against repatriation is the ‘loss of material of value for scientific 
research’ (Simpson, 1994: 32). Simpson comments:

Researchers argue that the study of human remains provides increased understanding of 
past cultures, and valuable information of importance to contemporary societies through 
research activities in fields such as epidemiology and palaeopathology (1994: 32). 

Certainly, there are numerous examples of this. One of recent note is given by 
Southworth (1994: 23) who states that

The scientific potential…of the Spitalfields project [see Cox, 1996], begun in 1984, 
is significant…The size of the find assisted two medical studies. One investigated 
osteoporosis (bone-loss) in old age…The other provided fresh evidence of the link between 
rickets, now recurring in the UK, cold winters and poor nutrition.
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The skeletal material recovered from burials associated with the Batavia has 
the potential to provide 

…much additional information on the victims, in terms of their daily life and social 
status in their homeland, the conditions on board the Batavia until the ship was 
wrecked, and finally, what the situation on the islands was during the months of the 
victims’ ordeal (Pasveer, 1997b, and this volume).

Although the existing population sample is relatively small, it provides a source of 
data for comparative study with osteological material associated with the Zeewijk 
and other 17th- and 18th-century Dutch burials, such as the Spitsbergen whalers 
(Hacquebord & De Bok, 1981).

The material also has reciprocal potential with respect to scientific forensic 
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investigation. Forensic pathologists and the scientific techniques which they use to 
investigate modern homicides, can supply precise information about the way in which 
the Batavia victims met their death; equally, the material serves as a useful teaching 
aid for medical scientists, to demonstrate various types of injuries and the physical 
consequences. Scientific techniques for accurately casting bones and teeth; Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM) examinination of microscopic wear patterns on teeth for 
evidence of stress and nutrition; DNA analysis to establish genetic relationships and 
correlation of unprovenanced material; computerized tomography (CT) scanning as 
a basis for three-dimensional skull modelling; X-radiography to detect pathology, 
evidence of growth lines in bones (Harris’ lines), and so on, provide the means of 
uncovering a considerable amount of data about the individuals.

Techniques for effecting craniofacial reconstructions as a means of identifying 
victims of crimes have now entered the world of archaeology and interpretive 
museum displays. A female skeleton recovered from a 4th century ad late Roman 
Christian cemetery, outside the walls of Roman Colchester (England) (Crummy et al., 
1993), is displayed in Colchester Museum alongside a bust created as a result of this 
procedure. ‘Camilla’, as the lady has been named, now has a more lifelike identity, 
akin to the ‘living’ historic characters that recreate past lifestyles in museums such 
as Mystic Seaport, Connecticut, USA. The technique is currently being applied to the 
skull of a 17th-century sailor recovered from the wreck of La Salle’s ship La Belle, lost 
off the Texas coast in 1686 (West Australian, 29 March 1997: 19ab). Research scientist 
Wayne Smith, of Texas A&M University, is reported as saying: ‘When you put a face 
to history, it becomes a lot more meaningful’.

While accepting that a universal code of ethics and accord such as The 
Vermillion Accord, passed unanimously at the World Archaeological Congress’ 
first intercongress on Archaeological Ethics and the Treatment of the Dead, held 
in August 1989 in Vermillion, South Dakota, USA (see insert in Museums Journal, 
July 1994: 24), needs to be upheld; dialogue between concerned parties should, as 
Southworth (1994: 25) states:

 …aim to create an understanding of the different and often conflicting views of various 
cultures. Then participants in the debate will have to respect opposing views. Where 
material is of scientific and cultural importance, museums should argue this point 
forcefully in line with their basic aims and objectives.

Apart from the recently adopted ICOMOS International Charter on the 
Protection and Management of Underwater Cultural Heritage, which states as one of its 
‘Fundamental Principles’ that ‘Investigation must avoid unnecessary disturbance of 
human remains or venerated sites’ (see ICOMOS, 1997: 26), no specific Australian 
legislation or guidelines, or international conventions exist to govern the treatment 
of human remains located at maritime heritage sites. The issue, however, is currently 
being addressed by the Department of Communications and the Arts (DCA) in 
consultation with Historic Shipwreck Practitioners in all Australian States and 
the Northern Territory. A draft set of principles aimed at establishing a ‘clear and 
consistent method of practice in the treatment of human remains situated in maritime 
heritage sites governed by the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 (Cwlth) within Australian 
waters’ was tabled for discussion at the Practitioners’ meeting held at the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum, Fremantle, on 12 September 1997. 

The basic underlying principle established by the DCA draft document is 
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that

…human skeletal remains at maritime heritage sites should be preserved in situ, 
without unnecessary disturbance. Excavation and recovery for any purpose is therefore 
to be regarded as a last resort, only to be employed when all other avenues have been 
exhausted…
Practice should allow for the recovery of human remains only in the context of a 
conservation and management plan…which establishes the significance of the site and 
the remains, canvasses the justification for recovery, and provides adequate resources 
for reburial of remains, and reporting of outcomes.

Under the section ‘Project Guidelines’ (Section 6 a–f), the ‘Statement of Objectives’ 
should:

…incorporate considerations of the cultural significance of the remains, the management 
of the remains (e.g. other legislation which may affect management), and co-operation 
and consultation between the researchers, and interest groups.

 Given the current social, political and ethical climate concerning the 
treatment of human skeletal remains and related personal goods by researchers and 
collecting institutions, future archaeological work on the land sites associated with 
the Batavia and/or the Zeewijk will need to conform with recommended principles 
and ‘best practice’, and in compliance with any associated existing legislation. 
Consultation and co-operation between researchers in the Netherlands and Australia 
will become even more important, especially with regard to assessing the cultural, 
scientific and research value of the sites and the remains, and establishing agreement 
with respect to appropriate management policies.

Undeniably, skeletal remains have the potential to contribute to the answering 
of present research questions in Australian–Dutch history; to answer future research 
questions, facilitated by the development of new techniques which may allow new 
information to be obtained from stored material (as is currently the case with the 
Batavia skeletons); and to identify unique features. 

It is clear that only by careful, systematic archaeological excavation, carried 
out with due respect for the mortal remains of the dead, and in the presence of an 
experienced physical anthropologist, can some of the current research questions, in 
particular the identification of the individuals, be answered. Future work requires 
adequate funding to avoid the ad hoc, small-scale nature of past investigations, which 
have generally failed to meet their broad objectives because of time and funding 
constraints.

Given the increased demand for tourism in the Abrolhos Islands, the land 
sites are placed in an increasingly vulnerable position; greater access with limited 
controls, or inadequate management and conservation policies, will possibly result 
in irreparable disturbance of an already disturbed archaeological record. If any 
worthwhile archaeological information is to be retrieved, then action must be taken 
sooner rather than later to resolve past inconsistencies and address current research 
questions concerning the Dutch shipwreck survivors on the Western Australian 
coast.

Endnotes
1. The Dutch vessels Ridderschap van Holland (1694), the Fortuyn (1724) and the 

Aagtekerke (1726) have frequently been cited as likely to have been wrecked on the 
Western Australian coast. For discussion, see Henderson, 1978, 1980.
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2.  Searches on East Wallabi and West Wallabi have failed to yield any evidence of 
prehistoric archaeological material or give any indication of prehistoric occupation, 
even though the islands were separated from the mainland not more than 12 000–
11 000 bp: see Dortch & Morse, 1984; Main, cited in Storr, 1965: 13.

3.  The letter originally appeared in Ongeluckige Voyagie, van’t schip Batavia, Amsterdam, 
Joost Hartgersz, 1648(2), fol. cc6r–cc8v, UBA:O 80–451. 

4.  Three maps appear to exist: one drawn by Jan Steyns (skipper), one by Adriaan van 
der Graeff (understeersman) and one by an unknown person. The last map was 
located by Schilder in a manuscript containing a copy of ‘The Journal, being the Day 
Register kept on the Island the Tortelduyff by the Officers of the ship Zeewijk A° 
1727’, Koninklijke Bibliotheek Albert I Brussels, HS II 2586 fol. 74v. The journal has 
been translated by Zuiderbaan, 1977 (see Anon, (1727), 1977). It is possible that this 
third map was drawn by one of the officers. 

5. The grave of John Williams, a seaman on board the Venus, wrecked in 1851, was seen 
on Middle Island by surveyor John Forrest in 1879 (Forrest, 1879b, 3 April). See also 
Henderson & Henderson, 1988: 3–7 (Venus), 76–7 (Favourite), 276 (Albert).
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Several human burials, and various other isolated human bones have been recovered 
from the Abrolhos since 1960. Most of these skeletal remains were reported on recently 
by Hunneybun in an Honours thesis (1995); however, her studies raised many new 
questions and it is now proposed to continue the investigation using more advanced 
techniques.

The journey of the Batavia, and the dreadful fate of its passengers and crew 
are well known from excellent historical sources. These sources provide a unique 
opportunity to identify some of the victims buried on Beacon Island. However, 
archaeological and physical anthropological research may also provide much 
additional information on the victims; in particular, aspects of their daily life and 
social status in the homeland; living conditions on board the Batavia prior to the 
ship’s stranding; and finally, the conditions and events on the islands during the 
months of the ensuing ordeal.

Research objectives
identification of the individuals

• ascribing significant isolated bones to incomplete skeletons; 
• determining the sex of the individuals;
• estimating the age of the individuals;
• calculating the stature of the individuals;
• examining the skeletal remains for pathological and traumatological 

features; 
• determining the possible causes of death; 
• determining the diet of the individuals in the last five to ten years of their 

lives.

broader characterization of the individuals 

• investigating the social position and general lifestyle of the civilian passengers, 
the soldiers and the sailors who were travelling on the Batavia, in the context 
of 17th-century daily life in the Netherlands, in terms of their diet and their 
physical activity as a consequence of their occupation; 

• establishing the living and health conditions on board for the passengers and 
crew; 

• determining the living conditions during the time spent on the island before 
death.

methods
incomplete skeletons 

To determine the sex, age, pathology and trauma of the individuals, it is necessary 
to have skeletons that are as complete as possible. Because much of the area under 
investigation is severely disturbed, most of the already-excavated skeletons are 
incomplete; also, for future surveys, we must take into account that many of the 
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burials have been disturbed and that the skeletal remains may be scattered over a 
large area, if not completely lost.

To ascribe isolated bones to certain incomplete skeletons, morphological 
correlation between the bones may be used (age, sex, fit of joints and jaws, tooth wear, 
robusticity, pathological features). Where these criteria cannot be used, histological 
thin sections of bone may provide a means of ascribing isolated long bones, as the total 
histological pictures of the interior of different long bones show close correspondence. 
The internal structures of bone also provide clues as to the age of an individual bone 
or an incomplete skeleton. 

Besides, in fragmentary cases, histology may prove whether the bone is of 
human or of animal origin.

Age determination 

The age of mature and immature individuals can be determined on the development 
or degeneration of the skeleton or dentition. This can be done morphologically, 
radiologically, or histologically. In very incomplete skeletons the use of morphological 
characteristics becomes difficult, or the results become extremely inaccurate. The 
application of radiology to separate bones (such as the clavicle, or the humerus and 
femur head) may still give a fairly good age estimation for the individual. Histological 
study of thin sections of long bones has been only relatively recently applied in 
physical anthropology, and is especially useful to estimate age for incomplete 
skeletons, or even only fragments of bones.
 To avoid unnecessary damage to the skeletal material, age determination 
will be initially based on morphological features. Secondly, radiology may be 
applied, since this is a more elaborate and expensive, but non-destructive technique. 
Finally, histology may be applied. Because identification of the individuals has a 
high priority in the Abrolhos investigation, a combination of the three different 
techniques, if necessary, can be applied both to juveniles and adults whose age can 
otherwise not be established. The age of young infants can usually be determined 
easily and fairly accurately, because in very young individuals the length of the bones 
is strongly related to the age, and the developmental stages of the skeleton are quite 
distinctive.

Sex determination 

The individual sex of any remains is also vitally important for identification. This 
can be determined by studying sex-related features in the pelvis and the skull, and, 
to a certain extent, by examining the robusticity and development of the muscle 
attachments in the skeleton. Another possibility for sex determination of adult 
individuals is the use of multivariate statistics, based on measurements of the skull 
or pelvis. This is, of course, only possible if these parts are sufficiently complete to 
retrieve the necessary measurements. The sex of young children cannot be determined 
with any confidence on morphological criteria, because the sex-related features are 
not sufficiently developed. In the case of newborns, juveniles and incomplete adult 
skeletons, the sex may be determined by means of DNA analysis.

Again, the sex determination of the individuals will initially be determined 
morphologically; if this turns out to be impossible, samples for DNA analysis will be 
taken. Although the results of this technique are generally good for archaeological 
human remains, and the technique is being more and more refined, the results are 
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still dependent on the state of preservation of the genetic material in the bone.

Stature 

The determination of the stature of the individuals may be important for identification, 
because general appearance of passengers is, in some cases, described in Pelsaert’s 
journal. The stature is generally calculated from the length of long bones of the 
individual, but can also be measured from an exposed extended burial in situ.

Pathology and trauma 

Anomalies in the skeleton, such as deformations, bone apposition or necrosis, healed 
fractures, cut or blow marks, indicate the health status of the individual, or may reveal 
the cause of death. Such anomalies may be examined morphologically (the outer 
surface) or through radiology (the interior of the bone), and may also be revealed by 
histology. In the case of the Batavia victims, this is important for several reasons. The 
physical condition of the skeleton may indicate the living conditions, and thus the 
social position that some of the individuals had in their homeland (sailors, soldiers 
or civilians). The bones and teeth of people with a lower living standard may show 
long-term deformations caused by nutritional deficiencies or diseases, for example, 
growth arrest lines (Harris’ lines, revealed by X-rays), rickets, hypoplasia, etc. The 
physical condition might also relate to conditions on board the Batavia, as bones 
may be affected by (relatively short-term) diseases produced by dietary deficiencies 
(vitamin C [scurvy], iron), or poor hygiene.

The period of time that people spent on the islands was probably too short for 
any diseases to become visible in the skeleton, or to be distinguished from pathology 
formed in earlier times. However, the period was marked by physical assault, murder 
and execution. The events are described in detail in Pelsaert’s journal and any sign 
of violence on the bones may, therefore, be important for identification. Cutmarks, 
blunt injury to the head, amputations, fractures, etc. may show the way someone 
was killed. The study of trauma will initially be done by visual examination, but 
the use of scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-rays will give more details 
about directions of cuts and hits, and will be conclusive in possible cases of post-
depositional damage.

Diet 

One major aspect of an individual’s living conditions is diet. As indicated above, 
the lack of certain dietary elements may manifest itself in diseases or bone 
deformations. But the diet itself may also be revealed by means of stable isotope 
analysis (carbon 13/carbon 12 and nitrogen 15/nitrogen 14 ratios), which will show 
the proportion of terrestrial v. marine elements, or animal v. vegetable products in 
the diet. Individuals with a lower social status are less likely to have consumed more 
expensive food products than individuals with a higher status. A sailor will have a 
diet consisting of predominantly (salted) meat; a coastal resident will probably eat 
more marine products than an inlander. If we compare the isotope ratios of various 
individuals amongst each other, we may find differences related to contrasting social 
backgrounds.

Another item that may be investigated is the microwear on teeth. Using a SEM, 
fine scratches can be observed on the occlusal surface of the teeth. These scratches are 
a normal abrasion, caused by the chewing of food. Increased levels of sand or grit in 
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food will produce a different wear pattern. Shortly after their arrival on the islands 
a number of people died from thirst and diseases. This group of victims may show 
a different wear pattern to the murder victims, who lived in the sandy environment 
of the islands for at least a month before the murdering. It is important to distinguish 
between these two groups of individuals, because it is possible that those who died 
in the first week were also buried on Beacon island, although Pelsaert’s journal 
provides no further details of them. 

Daily life in the 17th century 

Apart from the historical sources on the Batavia, other literature sources will be 
consulted for information on daily life in Holland in the 17th century. The focus will 
be on health and hygiene, diet and social position, different occupations (mentioned 
in the reports on the passengers and crew), and details of life on board seafaring ships 
like the Batavia (such as Zuytdorp, Duyfken, etc.). This information will provide an 
interpretive background for the individuals found on Beacon Island.

It should be emphasized that for histological research, isotope analysis and 
DNA analysis, it is necessary to take small bone samples, and that the use of these 
techniques will thus damage some of the bones. However, if desired, it is possible 
to reconstruct the bones afterwards with high-quality casts.Heritage is a wonderful thing. Leaving aside ‘natural heritage’, the term still embraces 
everything we—humankind—know of from our collective past. When asked to 
talk about maritime heritage, I usually talk about integrating the heritage boating 
community into museum and civic heritage planning. But under the heading of 
‘heritage’, one can legitimately talk about almost anything; so, this presentation is 
on another subject—the Duyfken.

If heritage encompasses everything we know of from our collective past, it 
does not include those parts of our past that we collectively do not know of (in the 
same way that light would not exist if there were no eyes to see it). However, through 
history and archaeology, some lost heritage is potentially recoverable, and it is through 
historical and archaeological study that cultural heritage gains the integrity and 
authenticity that the public and scholars rightly regard as important.

I am going to argue some of the benefits of good, full-size, ship reconstruction 
and replication as a successful mode of historical and archaeological research; one 
which has excellent public appeal and enhances the public perception of our heritage 
(which, in turn, tends to a more cohesive society). And I will be using the Duyfken 
project as an example.

The Duyfken can be seen as belonging to the last phase of the European Age of 
Discovery. The Duyfken’s charting of part of the Australian coast meant that, for the 
first time, parts of all the World’s inhabited continents could be on a single map.

The Duyfken is a ship of considerable historical significance and a good candidate 
for replication. There have been quite a number of replicas or reconstructions of Age 
of Discovery ships and there has been a problem with most of them. Reconstructions 
of Age of Discovery ships have tended to sail badly; in many cases, too badly to 
achieve what the original ships did. Toni Carrel, a maritime archaeologist from the 
‘Ships of Discovery’ Museum in Texas, has said: ‘It is as if they were all designed 
with the basic premise that ships in the Age of Discovery could not sail!’

There are virtually no original plans of ships built before about 1630, largely 
because the great majority of ships were not built from drawn plans; certainly there are 
no plans of Dutch ships. Therefore we have to rely on artistic depictions—paintings, 
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underwater hull form but, at this point in time, they tell us little about the upper 
works of Dutch-built ships earlier than the Vasa. Most artists’ depictions of ships in 
the late 16th century show very high and cumbersome-looking vessels.

One of the fundamental problems with the Age of Discovery reconstructions 
is that the ships tend to be very high, relative to their other dimensions. As a result, 
they have poor stability unless very heavily ballasted, and have great windage.

Building reconstructions that demonstrably do not sail as well as the original 
vessels might not be considered good ship reconstruction, but it is, in a sense, good 
science. You start with a hypothesis or set of hypotheses and use them to reconstruct 
a ship’s design, then you experiment with the reconstruction to successfully and 
repeatably falsify the hypotheses.

Two alternative views of the problem can be formulated. One possibility is 
that ships of the 16th century really were enormously high and cumbersome. They 
must have sailed poorly, and required a great deal of ballasting, making them very 
inefficient means of transport relative to later ships (and also some earlier ships); 
but perhaps our attempts to sail reconstructions have been less skilful than those of 
the original mariners would have been.

The other view holds that the art which shows us high and cumbersome ships 
has misled us. We are not interpreting it well. The ships were high, but not to the 
extreme that we have reconstructed by regarding the drawings as accurately scaled 
in terms of relative proportions such as height/length.

Now, let us attempt to put these two views (genuinely very clumsy vessels 
sailed with tremendous ingenuity, or, rather more satisfactory design that we have 
misunderstood) into the broader context of understanding humankind.

The first view (the extremely clumsy ships) could be seen as conforming 
with Professor Richard Gould’s formulation that sometimes the technologies and 
strategies adopted by cultures are pursued and developed well beyond the point at 
which they become inefficient or inappropriate, sometimes even beyond the brink 
of disaster. A great deal of ingenuity and energy is used to make a deeply flawed, 
or inappropriate, idea work. (This can work at other levels: the ships might perform 
well, but like inventions in later arms-races not be really beneficial to the nation.)

The second view (the reasonably satisfactory ships) would broadly conform 
with the ‘New Archaeology’ premise (which Professor Gould wished to counter) 
that the activities of humankind are shaped by the struggle for existence, and by 
competition between peoples, to the extent that modes of production will normally 
tend to be effective arrangements given the available materials, technology, resources, 
economy and environmental pressures. There are advances in design, but often they 
are exploitation of improved materials and tools, or the increasing scale of trade, 
making larger and more expensive designs viable.

Another way of looking at the extremely clumsy ship interpretation is that it 

engravings, etchings and drawings—as primary sources to tell 
us what these ships looked like. Some ship-remains discovered 

by maritime archaeology tell us about the 
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reflects implicit acceptance of a theory of unilinear development of nautical technology, 
particularly in the view of the naval architects responsible for reconstructing Age of 
Discovery ships. In this view, the ships of the Age of Discovery would necessarily 
be less well designed than ships of the 17th century, which in turn are less well 
designed than ships of the 18th century, etc. until, in the case of sailing vessels, you 
reach the crown of creation in the form of the modern yacht with its deep fin-keel 
and tall Marconi rig. This view of the history of technology is still widely accepted 
(e.g. Campbell, 1995) although rather obviously wrong when tested in detail. As a 
simple example of this: the rig of a modern yacht would be virtually useless if you 
tried to make it with materials available in the 18th century or earlier; and even if 
that was not the case, it would not be particularly useful for propelling a heavily 
laden cargo carrier.

Now, I have no desire to buy into the ‘New’ v. ‘Post-Processual’ debate, nor 
even to represent myself as understanding it; but the research my colleagues and I 
have undertaken to reconstruct the possible design of the Duyfken has reinforced my 
view that we are looking at watercraft of effective design. I hope that the Duyfken 
reconstruction will be an effective and attractive sailing vessel.

As I have hinted, an objective of our research has been to design a reconstruction 
that would sail well enough to emulate the achievements of the original; to give 
greater weight to evidence of the ship’s performance. But this has to be balanced by 
the need to produce a design that looks like a Dutch jacht of 1600, and to produce a 
design that is not completely rejected by people with authority and expertise, such 
as this learned Colloquium. 

Research to reconstruct the design of the Duyfken, a Dutch jacht built at the 
end of the 16th century and used for exploratory voyages, has drawn on five major 
types of data:
• shipbuilders’ contracts specifying the dimensions and arrangements of 

timbers used in ships’ construction (Robert Parthesius has been invaluable 
in providing this data);

• contemporary artwork showing sailing ships (the ‘iconography’);
• the remains of approximately contemporary Dutch ships discovered by 

archaeology;
• log-books and other documents revealing the performance of the Duyfken 

and other similarly employed jachts;
• computer modelling of proposed design’s performance and stability.
In this we have had the generous advice of, amongst others, Femme Gaastra, Thijs 
Maarleveld, Robert Parthesius and Ab Hoving, in the Netherlands. Marit van Huystee 
and Adriaan de Jong have done much of the hard work here in Fremantle. Jeremy 
Green and Graeme Henderson have both been very supportive. The questionable 
interpretation and sweeping generalizations are my contribution.

One of the first objectives in the research was to learn to draw ships with the 
right external style and appearance. This was prompted by feedback from Ab Hoving 
at the Nederlands Rijksmuseum (Amsterdam), with whom I have had an intense 
and very interesting correspondence during the last year. Hoving commented about 
a sketch plan I produced early in the research that it ‘looked too English’, and I can 
now see that he was quite right. 

An extensive catalogue of reproductions of Dutch marine art from the time of 
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the Duyfken was compiled. Mathematical and statistical analysis was used to describe 
and find typical forms and ratios of proportions. (This goes by the rather grand name 
of ‘Morphometric Analysis of the Iconography’.) Although this analysis was aimed 
primarily at learning the style rather than the technical design of the ships, it was 
noticed that some proportions shown in the iconography consistently indicated a 
hull form radically different from ships of half a century later.

There have been a number of theoretical (on paper) reconstructions of Dutch 
ships of the Duyfken’s time. In the absence of any original plans there has been a 
tendency to assume the relatively narrow and box-like hull form of the later 17th 
century, whence plans are available. Combining this with the high stern and large, 
billowing sails of the late 16th-century galleon could be disastrous if tried at full 
size.

Initially we took the same approach, adding a bit of beam to confer better 
stability but using the boxy shape with broad bluff bows. In retrospect, it appears 
that this was not a conscious strategy but an untested assumption. Following clues 
in the iconography, we began to take tentative steps towards a design with more 
beam, and with longer and sharper bow and stern. The iconography very consistently 
shows that the beam at the forward end of the forecastle is half, or less, of the beam at 
the forward end of the aftercastle, which is approximately amidships. I was slow to 
accept the implications of the clear evidence from the iconography. And even when I 
did draw lines with the much longer entry and narrower bows that the iconography 
implied, it was done without questioning a flat-bottomed, cross-sectional shape that 
was assumed to be a Dutch tradition.

At each phase, reports on the research were sent to experts in the Netherlands 
for comments and criticism. A very positive response came from Thijs Maarleveld, 
head of Afdeling Archeologie Onder water (Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig 
Bodemonderzoek) in the Netherlands, in the form of confidential information about 
the on-going undersea investigation of a c. 1590 shipwreck in Dutch waters, known 
by its site location as SO1. This showed very strongly the long and relatively sharp 
bow and stern that had been hypothesized on the basis of the morphometrics. 
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Furthermore, it provided evidence for an unexpectedly sharp cross-section shape 
(hollow garboards)—a surprisingly ‘un-Dutch’ shape when compared with many 
later hull forms. The investigation of SO1 also seems to show that there is no reverse 
curve to the tumblehome. We had been drawing all our proposed designs with the 
reverse curve seen in later ships and English ships. Yet, when one is prompted to 
question it, the iconography is remarkably consistent in showing that the reverse 
curve in the tumblehome was not a normal feature of Dutch ships of the Duyfken’s 
time. It is the solid evidence of archaeology that has shown what other evidence 
hints at, if you are looking for it.

I was keen to accept the evidence of SO1’s midsection shape and sharp hollow 
lines below the waterline in the bow and stern because they would tend to confer 
better sailing characteristics. But to do so raises the question: Can a single shipwreck 
be taken as typical or representative? How could the ‘typicalness’ of the underwater 
shape be tested? There are no ship plans from the time: ships were built by eye and 
the plans were in the shipwrights’ heads, which have not archived very well. The 
iconography says virtually nothing about what was under the water.

There is some evidence in the form of Dutch and Flemish ship models from 
c. 1600. These ‘church models’ cannot be regarded as anything like scale models. 
The model-makers have concentrated on the richly ornamented topsides. Werner 
Jaeger, in his interpretation of one such model, has argued that because the models 
were always displayed hung at above eye-level, the model-makers exaggerated 
the proportions of the topsides and diminished the underwater body to produce 
something that would look right in the odd ‘fish-eye view’ from which the models 
would be seen (Jaeger, 1973). One has to accept that all of these models are grossly 
distorted representations. But, allowing that, they all show the same kind of hull 
form. None of them are anything like flat-bottomed. In every case the model-maker 
assumes that the vessel he represents has considerable deadrise, and also that it has 
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a fairly long and relatively sharp bow below the waterline. This must be more than 
coincidence.

We have chosen to adopt this kind of moderately sharp-bottomed hull form in 
our reconstruction of the Duyfken. It is probably going to be somewhat controversial, 
for a while at least. Yet, the evidence for a more flat-bottomed design is all from later 
ships and documents. In the orthodox view of causality, the future’s technology can 
have no influence on the present. The problem in reconstruction is to see a period of 
the past without the distortion of the intervening periods. We tend to see any period 
of the past with the intervening periods colouring our perception.

The proposed design, a broad-beamed but sleek design, has been tested by 
computer modelling (using the Western Australian–developed Maxsurf program) 
and the results are encouraging, showing a design with good stability and able to 
maintain good average speeds even in light conditions, in keeping with the historical 
evidence.

Meanwhile the original Duyfken keeps trying to sail ahead of us—we have a 
design that should sail well, but archival research increasingly shows that the original 
ship was exceptional—sometimes out-sailing much larger ships, and manoeuvrable 
enough to be taken close to unexplored lee shores even during the stormy and 
dangerous monsoon.

So, what benefits of ship reconstruction am I proposing?
One point I am arguing is that, in building good replicas and reconstructions, 

you really have to ask questions that are likely to improve our understanding of 
the nautics of past ages. Full-size reconstruction should be a very rigorous form of 
testing.

Finally, in looking at the practical benefits of ship replication, I would like 
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to return to the way in which the archaeology has helped us to see what were 
unconscious and untested assumptions in our research; and to return to where I 
started, the European Age of Discovery, for an analogy. At the beginning of the Age 
of Discovery, European world geography was largely based on scripture and on 
Greco–Roman authorities. There was little belief that empirical inquiry would greatly 
increase the sum of human knowledge in geography or any field of inquiry.

However, practical developments in the science of cartography made it 
possible for explorers to record their observations, and those discoveries directly 
contradicted the a priori reasoning of traditional theory. Modern ideas of scientific 
inquiry were importantly validated in this highly practical way.

I would like to suggest an analogy with nautical archaeology. One shipwreck 
can upset a lot of hypotheses. Equally importantly, a shipwreck such as SO1 can 
demonstrate the significance of data that do exist in the archives and iconography, 
but which we have previously not recognized. Thus we can refine research technique, 
and make more of our heritage available in a way that has broad public appeal.
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We are assembled here today to discuss a very timely subject of how to meet the 
challenges which could be confronted in the field of maritime history and archaeology 
in the 21st century. It is also quite appropriate to initiate a dialogue on the prospects 
of maritime history and archaeology, as the years to come will coincide with the great 
event of the establishment of the VOC, which was formed in 1602, approximately 
four centuries ago. The VOC, as a remarkable trading organization active in the Asian 
region during the 17th and 18th centuries, has left us with a treasure-house of source 
material which is available for the study of a wide range of subjects. 

Maritime history and archaeology are two areas which could be researched 
in the light of archival sources which are preserved not only in the Netherlands, 
but also in several centres in the region, including Cape Town, Colombo, Djakarta 
and several places in India. It should also be noted here that a collection of the VOC 
archives is also available in the British Library in London. A proper examination of 
these archive groups would confirm that there are more subject areas waiting to be 
explored. In order to obtain the utmost benefits, any research into the activities of 
the VOC in the South Asian region should always have a component of research into 
the related archive groups and series in the centres referred to above. 

This paper intends to set down some general observations which will be of 
wider application in the field of maritime history and archaeology, focusing on the 
Sri Lankan (formerly Ceylon) context. The observations in this paper are confined to 
the period of existence of the VOC (1602–1800) and its outposts in the South Asian 
region. 

The importance of consulting archival sources for research on maritime history 
and archaeology has been reiterated by Jeremy Green, stating:

…there is an urgent need for archival work to be carried out to determine more about 
the history of the port and names of vessels lost there (Green, 1996: 4). 

This statement reaffirms the interdependency of the archaeological findings 
and contemporary archival material. The archives, therefore, play a great role in 
substantiating the evidence gathered in underwater archaeological investigation. 
The information collected from the archives could also assist in locating the exact 
sites of archaeological importance, especially in the case of marine archaeology. 
The ship Hercules, wrecked in Galle Harbour by an off-shore wind on 22 May 1661, 
was located on the sea bed as a result of archaeological research conducted in 1990. 
Subsequent research by Robert Parthesius in the Algemeen Rijksarchief, the General 
State Archives in The Hague, threw more light on the identity of the shipwreck. His 
findings established what kind of a ship Hercules was and its dimensions. 

Sri Lanka has the advantage of being positioned at a very strategic location, 
in the central axis of the Indian Ocean. The island, therefore, has been involved in 
maritime trade over the ages, even before the arrival of the Portuguese. The travellers 
and traders from various parts of the world had access to Sri Lanka through the Indian 
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mainland, passing the passage between South India and Sri Lanka and through the 
sea-routes that existed in the Indian Ocean. There were larger as well as smaller ports 
around the 1 600 km of the island’s coastline, up to about the 12th and 13th centuries, 
enabling those travellers and traders to enter the country. 

The archives of the VOC in Sri Lanka could also provide vital information 
relating to the underwater archaeological sites around the island. Several shipwrecks 
have been recorded in the archive series referred to as the Minutes of the Political 
Council in Colombo. It was recorded in the Minutes of the Political Council in 
Colombo that, on 1 March 1691, an English vessel with curios had been stranded at 
Adams Bridge, to the north of Mannar. On another occasion, the Political Council 
discussed the matter relating to a wrecked Portuguese ship near Balapitiya, on the 
west coast of Sri Lanka, on 26 May 1689. The ship Ravenstein was wrecked near the 
Maldives and the matter was brought to the notice of the Political Council in Colombo 
on 18 June 1726. A vessel which brought Siamese Buddhist priests was stranded with 
Sinhalese ambassadors near Batticaloa on the east coast of Sri Lanka, and the matter 
was reported to the Political Council on 5 February 1756. These events need further 
investigation with the relevant record series in order to establish their authenticity. 

Maritime history and archaeology in South Asia, especially in the Indian 
Ocean region, should be examined in a wider perspective rather than confining 
research to marine archaeology. An examination of the results of the interaction of 
different cultures; social customs; human migration patterns and its present state; 
and transfer of technology from Europe to the Asian region, are some of the issues 
worth investigating, based on information that could be gathered from the archival 
sources. Any aspect of research into maritime history and archaeology, especially in 
the periods of the Portuguese, the Dutch and the British domination in the region, 
could be considerably substantiated with contemporary evidence recorded in the 
archival sources. 

As far as the VOC is concerned, one of the problems in the use of its archives 
is the problem of balancing the interpretations and arguments based on the findings 
from different groups of archives. For example, if a researcher is focusing the research 
on one country or one subject relating to South Asia, the researcher has to consult 
at least two different groups of archives generated at two different centres. One is 
the VOC archives in the Netherlands; the other is the archive group generated in 
the relevant country in the East. If the study is to follow closely the contents and 
perspective, the study will end up with the history of the respective country. Merely 
because the archives are abundant, and the groups are complete and coherent, they 
should not be considered unassailable authorities on which version one should place 
implicit faith. When a researcher examines two groups of archives in two different 
countries concerned it is necessary, more or less, to impose checks on each version. 
This process is essential for the evaluation of evidence of the two parties involved. 
One should not be satisfied with the completeness of an archive group. What is more 
important is not to be imaginative, but to balance the interpretations and arguments 
through scientific treatment of available evidence. So long as the researcher ignores 
this aspect and becomes lazy and lethargic, there will be a danger of being accused 
of bias, or even of having treated the problem as an emotional one. 

There is also another type of hazard that a researcher may confront in utilizing 
VOC archives. There are certain situations which have produced archival material 
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with a certain amount of deliberate distortion of information, especially in the case of 
correspondence and memoirs. This type of record may be overshadowed by personal 
objectives, experience and feelings of the writer. The tendency to distort information 
always takes place when the person in charge of the subordinate government pursues 
an independent policy and seeks to make a case out of it. Sri Lanka had a considerable 
freedom of corresponding direct with the Board of Directors of the Company in the 
Netherlands in the 16th and 17th centuries. As Sri Lanka was further away from the 
central administration in Batavia, its freedom of formulating a different opinion to 
that of the Board of Directors in the Netherlands, through the correspondence and 
reports, became much easier. This happened when Rijcklof van Goens controlled the 
affairs of Sri Lanka for a period of about seventeen years (1658–75). When Governor 
Hendrik Becker (1707–16) was governing the Company’s possessions in Sri Lanka, 
he constantly misinformed the authorities in Batavia regarding the attitude of the 
King of Kandy towards the Company, in order to convince the authorities his conduct 
of affairs was exemplary. Therefore, one has to be very careful in arriving at hasty 
conclusions based on the archival sources of the Company. 

Before embarking on any archival research, one should carefully consult 
the available printed sources relating to the archive series to be investigated. Non-
consultation of the printed or the secondary sources would mean that valuable 
time was unnecessarily consumed, by reading irrelevant record groups and series. 
As far as the archives of the VOC are concerned, excellent introductions have been 
published in English as well as in the Dutch language. The researcher can gain easy 
access to the correct record or a set of records by consulting available introductions 
to the various archive series. This process facilitates the researcher to obtain a clear 
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picture as to the origin of the record series, its contents and perspective. 
In a study of maritime history and archaeology in the South Asian region 

during the time of the VOC, it is necessary to broaden the terms of reference. It 
has to be moved out of the Eurocentric attitude, and it must be observed what has 
actually happened in Asia. Historians in recent times have largely used the archives 
in the Netherlands rather than those available in the East. As Professor Arasaratnam 
once pointed out: 

If a history were written, for example, from the annual General Letters and the periodic 
memoirs of Governors, one would emerge with a work which, though well documented 
with copious footnotes, would be nothing more than an official history of the Company. 
The key then is not to be content with a view of the top layer of the records but to dig 
deep into them for therein lay the real source of the history of the countries that are 
being studied (Arasaratnam, 1962: 97).

It is hoped that the few points presented above may not discourage prospective 
researchers of the VOC. Those points may, however, be used as guidelines to be more 
critical than usual. The advantage of using the Dutch archives is that the VOC officers 
not only kept their records meticulously, but also maintained them considerably well. 
Those archives were never generated with the intention of providing information 
to any future researchers. They merely represent the contemporary actions taken, 
or the judgements arrived at, concerning the circumstances referred to therein. We, 
therefore, need not assimilate their values and their assumptions; what is essential 
is the testing of testimony. Finally, the crux of the matter is that any investigation in 
maritime history and archaeology needs adequate research because ‘the deeper one 
digs into the archives, the nearer one gets to the truth’.
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The Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum was founded in Amsterdam in 1916 as a private 
institution by shipowners, merchants, brokers and collectors. It opened it doors to 
the public in 1922, in what were then the outskirts of the city. In 1973 the collection 
was moved to its present historic location, the Amsterdam Admiralty storehouse, 
built in 1656. The museum was given a national status when the running costs were 
taken over by the Dutch Ministry of Culture, in 1975. The building was subsequent-
ly restored, and the present permanent exhibition was opened in 1981. In 1990 the 
replica of the VOC ship Amsterdam was moored alongside the museum and, within 
three years, the annual number of visitors rose from around 80 000 to a quarter of a 
million. The museum is devoted to Dutch maritime heritage in the broadest sense. 
In our permanent exhibition, Dutch maritime history between c. 1600 and c. 1960 
is presented in chronological order. In addition, each year two or three temporary 
exhibitions are organized. At present the collection contains over 275 000 objects, and 
continues to expand. The collecting policy of the museum includes Dutch maritime 
culture in general, and it is no longer limited to traditional subjects like shipping 
companies and the Navy, but includes such subjects as yachting, hydrography and 
oceanography, fishery and whaling, to name but a few.

We are planning to renew the entire permanent exhibition, which will involve 
the refurbishment of 4 000 m2 of floor space. The chronological display will be replaced 
by several individual exhibitions on maritime-historic themes. This process will take a 
number of years to complete. One of the first themes will be on the VOC. We decided 
that the VOC should be among the first, as it connects well with the replica Amsterdam, 
and also because, at present, there is widespread interest in that subject. 

More than with the current permanent exhibition, we will make a special effort 
to attract and involve young people. Rather than use much audio-visual apparatus, 
and computer programs, we will attempt to create an atmosphere related to the 
subject of the exhibitions, by using light and sound effects.

There are over twenty maritime and maritime-related museums in the 
Netherlands. The nearest to us in type of collection, is the Maritime Museum in 
Rotterdam. It differs in that their collecting policy concentrates mainly on the 
Rotterdam region; and, more often than in Amsterdam, exhibitions concern recent 
port and shipping developments.

The Department of Dutch History, in the Nederlands Rijksmuseum 
(Amsterdam), also has a large maritime collection. Its core is formed by the collections 
of the former Admiralties, and by objects from the VOC and West India Company. 
Collecting in that area continues, but always in the broader context of the history 
of the Netherlands.

The Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum has always been involved with wrecks 
and maritime archaeology. As early as 1927, finds from the wreck of the man-of-war 
Brederode, which sank in the Battle of the Sound in 1658, were given to the museum. 

A view of the Nederlands 
Scheepvaartmuseum
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As, at that time, adequate treatment of such artefacts was not available; there is little 
left to be proud of. 

Objects preserved from the VOC ships Amsterdam (1749) and Hollandia (1743) 
are in far better condition, which also can be said of artefacts from the Witte Leeuw, 
’t Vliegend Hart and Bredenhof. 

The museum staff has maintained, and will continue in the future to maintain 
working relations with maritime archeologists in and outside the country. During 
the tumultuous years of maritime archaeology in the sixties and seventies, it became 
clear that not all maritime archaeologists deserved that name. Without hesitation 
the museum chose to deal with professional archaeologists only. Thus, when the 
Geldermalsen treasure was auctioned, my museum did not attempt to purchase any 
of the objects. In fact, a one-day symposium, sponsored by Christie’s and the Dutch 
Museums Organization, was held to get a discussion going on professional and 
unprofessional maritime archaeology in relation to maritime museums. Also, my 
museum continues to support the International Congress of Maritime Museums in 
its effort to close the ranks of museums when dealing with shipwrecks and wreck 
finds.

We have no aspirations to participate actively in maritime archaeology. We 
do not have facilities or personnel for the conservation of such material, and do not 
intend to seek these. We do not have an archaeologist on the staff, and are not look-
ing for such a person.

We believe that interaction between related institutions is invaluable for a 
better knowledge of maritime history, and consequently we co-operate with maritime 
archaeological institutions such as the department of Thijs Maarleveld of Afdeling 
Archeologie Onder water (Rijksdienst voor het Oudheidkundig Bodemonderzoek), who 
is attending this meeting. We are eager to share our expertise, as we have done so 
on several occasions, for example, by lecturing at the annual Fort Bovisand Under-
water Archaeology Symposium in Plymouth, England, and by contributing to the 
International Journal of Nautical Archaeology. It goes without saying that our library 
and archives are open to researchers.

In 1989, after ten years of indolence on the part of the Dutch Ministry of 
Culture, the Nederlands Scheepvaartmuseum claimed the first shipment of ANCODS 
objects, which, at that time, had lain unpacked and unregistered in a store in The 
Hague. Since then that material has been used, and some of it will be used again in 
the planned 1998 VOC exhibition.

I hope that, by having said all this, I have made it clear how important 
we regard maritime archaeology for our museum presentations. In a great many 
cases, archaeological artefacts are objects which have not been preserved along the 
traditional way. If you want to make an exhibition in which ordinary, everyday life 
is presented, you must rely on archaeological objects, and this is especially true for 
life on board ships.

This means that to improve our presentations, we definitely need maritime 
archaeological artefacts, and the ANCODS agreement could help us out. 

We do, however, also realize that the ANCODS agreement implies a conflict, 
as it is now generally accepted that such artefacts should remain in context, if not in 
situ. Strictly speaking, it may even be argued that the ANCODS material which is in 
Amsterdam at this moment, should not be there, but here in Fremantle.

The ANCODS agreement was created at a time when the world was larger 
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than it is now. It is, however, very modern in its spirit, though it has not always been 
in its application. Thanks to modern methods of communication, such as Internet, 
it has become far more easy to communicate with colleagues, and consult archives 
and museum collections at the other end of the world, without leaving your chair. 
What then is the point of transferring a more-or-less haphazard load of artefacts from 
Fremantle to Amsterdam, when they can be studied through modern computer com-
munication systems? In other words, when available communication systems are fully 
utilized, the rule that an archaeological collection should not be split up, but preserved 
in context, can be fully honoured. My museum wants to honour this, providing we 
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can accommodate a select number of objects which we really need for display purpo-
ses, and such would be on the basis of a loan between the two museums.

To attain this situation, there are four requirements to be met, which I lay 
before this meeting as a proposal:
1. Western Australia should continue to strongly support the maritime ar-

chaeological activities of its Maritime Museum, so that it can continue to be 
a strong and healthy institution.

2. Both the Western Australian Maritime Museum and the Nederlands 
Scheepvaartmuseum should invest in communication techniques which make 
information accessible for research on either side of the world.

3. The Western Australian Maritime Museum should be prepared to lend us 
artefacts for display, on the basis of a regular museums loan agreement; howe-
ver, for an extended period of time—much longer than the usual period. 

4. The Netherlands State, i.e. the ministries of Finance, and of Culture, should 
be willing to drop its claim that the material allotted to the Dutch under the 
ANCODS agreement should actually be transferred from Fremantle to Am-
sterdam.

If these four points are accepted, I believe we can update the ANCODS agreement, 
and revise it into a modern instrument for use between us and our colleagues here 
at Fremantle.

In conclusion, I can say that we are willing to work together with the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum on the basis of the four mentioned points. This means 
that, in our opinion, the Netherlands State should drop its claim on the actual transfer 
to Amsterdam of their consignment of finds from VOC wrecks in Australian waters. If 
this can be achieved, we are prepared to seriously consider returning the 100+ objects 
to Fremantle over which we are the custodian under the ANCODS agreement.

In exchange, we ask for modern direct computer access to the Fremantle 
documentation, and store rooms, and the unlimited permission to borrow artefacts 
for display purposes in the Netherlands, for an extended period of time.

I hope that the challenge to revise the ANCODS agreement will find support 
in both countries. The fact that I have been invited here to speak on this subject, 
demonstrates to me that my Australian colleagues mean serious business, and I hope 
that later discussions will lead to the resolving of some of these matters.
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ANCODS was established in 1973 to determine the disposition of articles recovered 
from Dutch shipwrecks in Western Australian waters. The ANCODS agreement was 
subsequently incorporated into an Act of Parliament, the Historic Shipwrecks Act 1976 
(Cwlth). The Act sets out the terms of the agreement between the Netherlands and 
Australian governments, the role and responsibilities of the committee and specifies 
both general and operating principles in the treatment of artefacts and collections. 
This legislation provides, if you like, the continuing framework for activities relating 
to Dutch shipwrecks in Australian waters. It underpins the efforts of the expert 
institution in preserving shipwreck material and in promoting public awareness of 
this heritage.

Looking back over its twenty-four years of operation, it seems that the 
committee has accomplished benefits beyond a simple discharge of its statutory 
responsibility to allocate artefacts between the governments of the Netherlands, 
Australia and Western Australia.

ANCODS embodies a spirit of co-operation rare between nations. This is 
evident in the positive relations and the exchange of information between Australian 
and Dutch researchers. The vigour of this relationship and the extent of our mutual 
interest is evidenced by your participation here today.

ANCODS has also proved capable of change to reflect emerging 
requirements.

The committee has, in recent years, been instrumental in redefining the 
approach to the allocation of artefacts in response to emerging priorities in the care 
of collections.

For those who may not be aware, authorities in Australia and the Netherlands 
have recently agreed that related material from each of the four Dutch wrecks in 
Australian waters should be held together so that collections can be in their entirety. 
The allocation of all finds will be considered once excavations are complete.

This interim approach is very much in the spirit of the original ANCODS 
agreement which recognizes that

…in modern archaeological practice sites are no longer regarded merely as a source of 
important individual items, but rather as a body of material whose collective value far 
outweighs the importance of the individual pieces and in which the relationship of the 
individual pieces within the sample are a major part of its historical value.

The resulting understanding between Australia and the Netherlands is a credit 
to those governments, ANCODS, and those agencies who provided valuable advice 
and, hence, played an important role in developing the new approach.

However, we all know that a mechanism based in legislation has both merits 
and drawbacks. Although the inclusion of the agreement in the Historic Shipwrecks 
Act 1976 (Cwlth) has afforded both protection and clarity for the work of ANCODS, 
bureaucratic structures do not readily accommodate change. Indeed, the recently 
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agreed interim changes to the workings of ANCODS have taken some years to 
achieve.

In that time, maritime archaeological research into the Dutch wrecks has not 
stood still—new priorities and research opportunities have emerged, developments 
in technology have flourished and new relationships have been forged. Given the 
recent clarification of interim operating arrangements for ANCODS and the changing 
landscape of maritime archaeology, it is, indeed, timely for us to give some thought 
to new opportunities regarding our Dutch maritime heritage.

In exploring options for progress, I invite you to be creative but to be realistic 
about the constraints.

The ANCODS agreement is a bilateral agreement between the governments 
of Australia and the Netherlands and has status somewhat akin to that of an 
international treaty. The agreement is legally binding on both parties and cannot 
be changed or abolished except through negotiations between governments. There 
are, therefore, political constraints which would not come into play if the agreement 
were between two similar agencies.

The bugbear of cost is one which faces both governments and agencies. In the 
current climate of economic constraints this poses particular problems. We all need 
to look for cost-effective mechanisms for responding to change.

We should aim to make efficient use of our existing resources and to maximize 
the benefits from co-operation between the different players.

So what has changed about the context for ANCODS? Why do things 
differently? If the task facing us was simply a matter of recovering and distributing 
artefacts or groups of objects, our job would have been over long ago. But a mechanism 
such as ANCODS is only a means to an end. And that end is the preservation and 
better understanding of our maritime heritage and history.

The ‘unfinished business’ facing us is the use to which we put that heritage. 
How we preserve it for future generations whose interests and skills may be far 
different to ours. How we use it to develop our understanding of why we are as we 
are. How we enable everyday Australians to experience the wonder of first-hand 
contact with material used in the earliest European exploration of this region.

The days when museums were regarded as quiet, drowsy places in which 
to spend a winter’s afternoon are long gone, if indeed that were ever true. The 
heritage sector today is an area of incessant and vibrant change which is constantly 
responding to reflect developments in our culture. Maritime heritage is part of the 
overall movement, and the past few years have certainly presented you, as maritime 
heritage professionals, with no less a challenge.

For its part, the Commonwealth, in collaboration with our States and territories 
and the museum sector, is looking for ways to enhance the preservation of our 
national heritage and to promote best practice and public access—all with an eye to 
best use of the available dollar.

Improvements in communications technology have revolutionized the heritage 
field and contributed a whole new dimension to the concept of public access.

The growth of the information super highway has been accompanied by a 
strengthening of communication-based values. Institutions in the heritage field are 
reaping the benefits of wide consultation with other agencies; the establishment 
of co-operative work and research arrangements; and a commitment to improved 
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community access and participation. A commitment to these values is the way of 
the future in heritage preservation.

The development of the historic shipwrecks database is part of the Australian 
response to this opportunity. It is an opportunity to underpin wider access to maritime 
heritage in the future.

Preservation of maritime heritage in Australia is also heading firmly down 
this path. The recently established Australian National Centre of Excellence for 
Maritime Archaeology is committed to forging strong links with other agencies 
around Australia through co-operative research arrangements.

ANCODS, itself, is a fine example of what can be achieved through co-
operation between governments and institutions. Many of you will be aware of 
the existing co-operative arrangements between the Australian National Maritime 
Museum and the Western Australian Maritime Museum. The portion of ANCODS 
material owned by the Commonwealth was transferred to the Australian National 
Maritime Museum in 1991. However, much of this material is cared for by the Western 
Australian Maritime Museum and forms part of the dispersed national collection 
while remaining available for loan to other institutions. This spirit of co-operation 
between institutions needs to develop even further as we identify future directions 
for maritime archaeology.

Flexible loan arrangements between museums, and other heritage institutions 
around Australia with appropriate facilities, have become an important part of 
providing community access to our maritime heritage. Such arrangements are 
fundamental in bringing Australia’s maritime heritage to a broader section of the 
community and improving public support for the protection of this heritage.

The field of maritime archaeology is also being challenged ‘to come in 
from the cold’: to respond to new approaches in the study of history. The Historic 
Shipwrecks National Research Plan, undertaken by a consultancy for the Historic 
Shipwrecks Programme, argued for a thematic rather than site-based approach 
to research. It particularly supports the need to build linkages between maritime 
history, historical archaeology and maritime archaeology. Archaeological research 
is important not just in itself, but for what it can contribute as a tool to explore key 
issues in Australia’s social and economic development, and to promote a national 
approach to research.

Speaking of broadening our research horizons, now, in the tricentenary of 
Dutch landings on this continent, is a particularly appropriate time to recognize 
the wider historical context of Dutch colonization and exploration. Speaking as a 
Queenslander, we sometimes forget that Dutch influence has significantly shaped 
the history of this region, including some of our most important neighbours such 
as Indonesia and Sri Lanka. In looking to future research directions, it would be 
instructive to extend the focus beyond Dutch–Australian relations to include our 
neighbours who share this common heritage.

At a cursory glance, we might think that as a statutory body with a prescribed 
role, ANCODS is not well placed to respond to the opportunities presented by this 
tidal wave of change. However, I do not believe that this is necessarily valid. ANCODS 
has done well in addressing the specific task for which it was established, leaving the 
expert agencies to get on with the task of recovery, research and preservation.

The primary work of ANCODS, i.e. co-operation in the protection of material 
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from Dutch shipwrecks in Western Australian waters, is very much a continuing 
one. In principle, once excavation work on the four Dutch wrecks is complete, 
the committee has a statutory responsibility to make decisions regarding the 
custodianship of those collections. But that task is essentially one of negotiation, 
acknowledging the interests of both nations within the overall principle of protecting 
the integrity of collections.

New approaches to addressing research priorities and work opportunities, 
including those raised at this Colloquium, need not conflict with ANCODS’ 
responsibilities. Rather, these approaches can build on the ANCODS framework to 
explore wider avenues beyond the ANCODS brief.

What avenues might these be? This forum has produced an abundance of 
ideas on what the Western Australian Maritime Museum has termed ‘the unfinished 
business of underwater archaeology’. I would now like to add a suggestion of my 
own.

The Historic Shipwrecks Working Party is in the process of developing a 
national plan of action for research in maritime archaeology and has endorsed the 
development of certain historic themes. This work will contribute to a national 
research effort based on a thematic approach developed by the Australian Heritage 
Commission. We envisage that a thematic focus for maritime archaeological 
research will promote a better appreciation of our maritime heritage and a broader 
understanding of the relevance of maritime archaeology to broad historical 
questions.

Perhaps the Colloquium would like to consider how Australian research 
on Dutch wrecks can contribute to the exploration of two themes endorsed by the 
working party:
1. The maritime theme of exploration; and
2. The historic theme of peopling the continent, particularly the theme of first 

contact, including indigenous–European contact sites and material cultural 
exchange.
I understand that your discussions of the past few days have ranged over many 

important issues and projects. In looking to the further development of arrangements 
in this area, government will be helped by your specific advice to identify gaps in 
knowledge and to map future directions for research; and by suggestions to feed into 
the on-going process of review of inter-governmental arrangements. The projects and 
activities suggested over the past few days will need to be evaluated in the context 
of agreed research priorities, in Australia’s national interest.

In looking to the future of our maritime heritage, the Commonwealth aims 
to achieve arrangements which provide:
• flexible communication;
• a broad representation of interests;
• a capacity to tap into existing networks and organizations;
• depth and range of expertise; and,
• a range of research which addresses agreed priorities and promotes better 

understanding of our heritage.
Our vision for maritime heritage in regard to Dutch shipwrecks then, goes 

beyond the literal requirements of ANCODS. Our objective, in co-operation with all of 
you as stakeholders, is to promote the best possible preservation and understanding 
of this historic shipwreck material.
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Just over three-and-a-half years ago, a committee was formed at the instigation of 
the Rottnest Island Authority—comprising some ten selected citizens of Western 
Australia—in order to acquaint the people of Australia with the events surrounding 
the expedition of Willem de Vlamingh 300 years ago, and to arrange suitable 
celebrations. The expedition is, of course, of importance to Australia and this State; 
in particular, in that De Vlamingh on that occasion gave European names to Rottnest 
Island and the Swan River, and explored the coast of Western Australia and Christmas 
Island, leaving a defined chart of Rottnest Island and the west coast of this State.

It is a fact that, all too often in Australia, the impression has been created 
that Captain Cook discovered Australia. Whilst Willem de Vlamingh was certainly 
not the first European to discover this continent, we owe it to him that he provided 
us with an accurate and historically significant record of this hitherto virtually 
unknown land.

We are also indebted to several distinguished Dutch scholars who, in past 
years, devoted their talents to the study of The part borne by the Dutch in the discovery of 
Australia between 1606 and 1765, to quote the title of a book written in 1899 by Professor 
Heeres. Of more recent vintage, of course, are the studies by Gunter Schilder, who 
wrote his excellent works Australia Unveiled (1976) and also Voyage to the Great South 
Land (1985). This last book, in particular, has provided us with the full details of 
Willem de Vlamingh’s voyage in 1696–97; also, the work by Femme Gaastra (1991), 
who wrote a book on the history of the VOC, and Wagenaar who wrote Sporen van de 
Compagnie: De VOC in Nederland (1988). Terra Incognita in the Netherlands, comprising 
a group of history students, regularly publish in book form, interesting extracts from 
VOC archives and family records. We may rest assured that much more information 
will become available from the continuous research still taking place.

The Tricentennial Committee recognized from the outset that participation 
by the people of this State in the celebrations would be of paramount importance, 
and I am pleased to say that this aim appears to have been achieved. Briefly, we have 
already seen public lectures in our Maritime Museum on the history of the VOC; the 
joint issue by Australia and Christmas Island of two stamps published by Australia 
Post, depicting the painting by Verkolje of a Dutch sailor believed to be Willem de 
Vlamingh; tours to the sites of Dutch shipwrecks along the Western Australian coast; 
a most enjoyable re-enactment of the landing by De Vlamingh at Rottnest Island and 
the unveiling of a commemorative plaque by the Premier; the ‘Hartog to De Vlamingh’ 
maritime exhibition here at the Maritime Museum; the celebration voyage up the 
Swan River, culminating in the unveiling of a statue depicting Willem de Vlamingh 
at the Burswood Park heritage trail; the Aboriginal people’s mapping project of the 
Swan River, detailing the historical and cultural significance of the Swan River area 
for indigenous people; the special issue of an Australian kookaburra silver bullion 
coin by the Perth Mint; a ceremony at Cape Inscription where another plaque will be 
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unveiled, fixed to a post, at the same spot where Dirk Hartog, in 1616, and Willem de 
Vlamingh, in 1697, put their plates on posts. In addition to the foregoing, two books 
have been published by two of our Tricentennial Committee members respectively, 
on Rottnest Island and the wreck of the Zuytdorp.

Finally, we were greatly honoured by the presence of His Royal Highness, 
the Prince of Orange, during our celebrations.

All this would, of course, not have been possible without the assistance of 
our committee members and secretary, who so freely gave of their time and talents. 
The Maritime Museum provided us with a meeting place and we are indebted 
to Graeme Henderson and Erlinda Lawson, his secretary, for their support. The 
Lotteries Commission assisted with some financial contributions towards the cost 
of the ‘Hartog to De Vlamingh’ exhibition and the ceremony held at Dirk Hartog 
Island on 12 February 1997, as well as the cost of sorting and preserving the records 
of our committee. [These are now held in the Western Australian Maritime Museum 
library.]

If the Tricentennial Committee has succeeded in bringing to the people of 
Australia the evidence of our past rich history coupled with an enjoyable reliving of 
past events, then I feel we can be justly proud of our achievements.
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To substitute the economic value of the Arts for their creative and spiritual value 
would be a severe distortion; however, to ignore their economic importance and, 
especially, their usefulness would also be a serious mistake. Cultural resources serve 
as people magnets, introducing a vitality which attracts tourists, other business and 
other consumers.

With this principle firmly in mind, like the Little Dove—the Duyfken, we 
pushed off into previously unknown waters. The intention was to explore new 
markets and develop new audiences for cultural experiences and products. We were 
particularly interested in a closer integration between the cultural, and the economic 
and social agendas of this State and region.

Out of this exploration has come a range of new alliances. These have included 
a partnership with the Western Australian Department for Commerce and Trade, to 
facilitate trade and export of cultural services and products; the use of artists in the 
design of public and private sector developments; and, most recently, an alliance 
with the tourism industry. The key to this has been the development of a Cultural 
Tourism Action Plan for Western Australia 1996–98, ‘The Cultural Landscape’, 
launched recently by the ministers for Tourism and for the Arts.

To achieve this plan, as a senior strategic planner from the Western Australian 
Arts Portfolio, I spent six months from May 1995 with the Western Australian Tourism 
Commission. This involved a thorough familiarization of the tourism industry, its 
target markets and its complexities.

Extensive discussions and consultations were held with cultural institutions 
and practitioners, including museums, performing arts companies, the visual arts 
and crafts, and Aboriginal arts.

Time was spent with tourism planners; with key private-sector tourism 
representatives; and with the Western Australian Tourism Commission’s Research, 
National and International Marketing and Sales divisions; and with its Conventions 
and Events units.

The commission, itself, provided valuable insights into the complexities and 
nuances of the tourism industry, which here, as in many other parts of the world, is 
rapidly expanding. What quickly became clear was that those involved in tourism, 
both in government and the private sector, were unaware of the State’s rich base of 
cultural assets. In contrast, the State’s natural assets were dominant in the identity 
of Western Australia, as it is projected by tourism marketers, and were well known 
to all sectors of the tourism industry.

The cultural landscape of Western Australia was not only ignored in these 
promotions, but largely unknown to the tourism industry. This presents a significant 
challenge to those involved in the cultural life of Western Australia. We need to 
redress this absence of knowledge and be confident that the ‘Cultural Landscape’ is 
as recognizable as the region’s natural landscape.

A cultural tourism perspective

Jenny beahan
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What also became clear was that the Arts, including museums, could take 
a very proactive and creative role in tourism. To do this, however, it needed to 
understand the highly segmented nature of the tourism industry and know how to 
establish networks with tourism. This is critical because, currently, the two industries 
barely know each other. They even speak in different languages.

During this six-month period, a number of workshops and seminars were 
held, to begin to introduce the cultural practitioners to the many facets of tourism; for 
example, conventions and events tourism; incentive travel; group and independent 
travel; long- and short-haul travel; and a variety of niche markets. These niche 
markets include sports, back-packers, expatriates, farm stay, eco- and nature-based 
and other special-interest tourists.

The back-packer market and the motivation of this particular group in travel, 
for example, proposes interesting questions…Why people travel and for what?

Hillaire Belloc once pondered this, he said:
I have wandered all my life and I have also travelled…the difference being that we wander for 

distraction but we travel for fulfilment. 
The emerging picture of the new back-packer is not that of the well-known 

long-haired university student on a shoe-string budget, familiar to many of us. It is 
of a mid-life professional or a senior manager looking for more depth or meaning 
in travel than the experience of a five-star international hotel in yet another city. 
The ‘executive back-packers’ have arrived. They are looking for experiences of 
considerably greater depth, and related to the character of the place to which they 
are travelling. In addition, they may have considerably more disposable income.

To illustrate the potential of the back-packer market, one of the staff at the 
Western Australian Tourist Commission recounted a story told to him by the driver 
of the shuttle bus which does the Airport to City Back-packer Hostels circuit.

He told of the European back-packer who would get off the bus, go into each 
hostel and then return to this bus and go on to the next hostel drop-off point. Finally, 
the driver said: ‘What’s the problem, mate—the next hostel is the last stop? If this 
doesn’t suit you, you’re on your own or back to the airport with me. This is the end 
of the ride’. The back-packer explained that the hostels were asking for $12.00 per 
room and he was only prepared to pay $8.00. Luckily for him, the hostel at the end 
of the route was prepared to negotiate down to $8.00, on the basis that this was the 
last shuttle of the evening and no more business would be forthcoming.

However, the following morning the same back-packer spotted an 
unprepossessing little notice above the hostel reception desk advertising a boat trip, 
with diving gear, instruction and crayfish lunch, to Rottnest Island—at a modest 
$600.00 for the day’s experience! Our economy-driven back-packer, recognizing the 
value of experience above glitzy hotel accommodation, whipped out his American 
Express card and said: ‘I’ll have one of those for tomorrow please’.

So what can we learn from this? We can certainly deduce that there is a market 
with an appetite for quality interpretation of a travel destination. These new tourists 
are seeking added value.

‘The Cultural Landscape’ (the Cultural Tourism Action Plan), for this reason 
proposes a vigorous role for museums in tourism as the specialist interpreters. It 
also proposes a role in research, planning and development of natural and social 
sites of tourism significance.

The cultural sector, particularly museums, are looking at a role in guest lectures 
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at conventions; in providing introductory reading lists; use of cultural venues for 
non-cultural activities; interpretive tours and outreach projects; of more arts events 
in natural settings (e.g. ballet under the stars, circus by the sea, symphony in the 
forest/bush); at the development of a range of Aboriginal cultural experiences.

In relation to Aboriginal culture, it is worth reflecting that early explorers 
saw Australia as Terra Nullus, and Aboriginal life as arid and devoid of richness. 
As recently as twenty years ago, Aboriginal culture was seen as pre-civilization 
and ‘primitive’ rather than a sophisticated and integrated expression of Australian 
identity. Aboriginal culture is, in fact, a celebration of land, of the cycle of seasons 
and of life forms.

In addition, artists could be used in the design of new tourism infrastructure 
(e.g. resorts and hotels, etc.): the role of cultural shopping in museums galleries and 
artist-run shops; a children’s cultural passport; a conventions and arts strategy; the 
commissioning of artists to design imagery, music and sets for major sporting events, 
particularly those with international television rights; much greater prominence for 
the range of festivals which punctuate the region’s cultural calendar. These include 
the Festival of Perth, Artrage, the Fremantle Festival, the Blues Festival, the Spring in 
the Valley Festival, the Jazz and Folk festivals, Awesome—the International Children’s 
Festival, Stompen Ground and the Shinju Matsui.

For museums to gear up for a more adventurous role, particularly one which 
extends beyond its walls, will require considerable work. The Western Australian 
Maritime Museum has taken important and thoughtful steps towards such a role.

Its work not only caters for the tourist but has a secondary value in highlighting 
and informing the local community of the very special qualities of places which should 
be cherished. It also highlights the Museum’s actual and potential role as a manager 
and planner for places and objects of heritage significance.

In 1981 the Western Australian Maritime Museum, in collaboration with the 
Rottnest Island Authority began to develop a Rottnest Wreck Trail (McCarthy, 1981). 
From the outset this was seen as a pilot project which could, if carefully developed, 
act as a model in the caretaking and enjoyment of maritime heritage.

Exhibits and material were developed at the Maritime Museum in Cliff Street. 
This was significantly expanded upon in material on display at the Rottnest Island 
Museum.

Underwater and above-water markers were installed, supplemented with a 
series of pamphlets and maps prepared by the Maritime Museum.

A visits programme was then offered with an interpreter. Those not sufficiently 
confident to take to the water could still participate, visiting the sites in a glass-
bottomed boat with a cultural guide.

Whilst the pilot did not increase visitor numbers (a hoped-for goal of the 
Rottnest Island Authority), it did enhance the value and knowledge of the local 
community and the regular visitor population to the island.

The Rottnest Island Authority has since undertaken similar projects related to 
the natural environment and ecology of the island. Similar work on wrecks has been 
undertaken at other locations such as Exmouth, Ningaloo Reef and Geraldton.

In the case of the Geraldton Region Museum it has found a tourism partner, 
Skywest, and has recently offered visits to the Abrolhos, accompanied by an 
interpreter. These have been most successful and attracted local boating and dive 
operators to offer Abrolhos experiences. In this instance, a clear chain of progress 
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has been established. Research and development of markers and information 
materials have been provided by the Western Australian Maritime Museum as a 
central resource; and the regional museum has found the appropriate local partner to 
activate a guided touring programme. Importantly, with the museum as the initiator 
and tourism as the follow-on partner, it has been possible to set high standards in 
the quality of the information to be used in interpretation of the site.

Since 1986, plans have been put in place for a land access four-wheel-drive 
tour to the Zuytdorp. This was tested with an initial expedition provided for the tri-
centenary of Dutch exploration on the Western Australian coastline.

The Maritime Museum, through its education division, has even developed 
a tourist triathalon, including a cycle tour of wrecks which follows the river-line; a 
swim through history; and a series of maritime walks through the City of Fremantle. 
It is currently adapting a number of its education programmes to accommodate the 
adult tourist market.

The Vergulde Draeck is a further maritime heritage experience which could 
be developed. A further successful trip has been organized around the Batavia and 
there are also visits to the Monte Bello region, scene of the loss of the English East 
India ship Trial, the earliest known European wreck in Australia.

For tourism to be a comfortable partner, it is critical that museums take an 
initiating and proactive role.

In the case of the Maritime Museum’s ground-breaking work, it would seem 
that the next step would be to develop policies and protocols which ensures ethical 
and ‘heritage sensitive’ tourism development.

Interestingly, the Kimberley Aboriginal Tourism Association has just 
completed a process of prescribing essential protocols and principles for Aboriginal 
involvement and management of tourism ventures for the Kimberley. This offers us 
some important insights in ensuring cultural appropriateness and authenticity, and 
in safeguarding intellectual property, for both cultural and financial reasons. For 
Aboriginal people, cultural tourism has the potential for providing economic returns; 
employment for young Aboriginal people connected to recognition of Aboriginal 
culture; and a tool for greater understanding of Aboriginal values and thinking for 
the broader Australian and international community.

Finally, since we do not often have the chance, given the tyranny of distance, 
to be together like this, I would like to suggest a little cultural dreaming.

Rich maritime stories link Western Australia, Indonesia and the Netherlands. 
Perhaps we should be developing a Songline of the Spice Islands, or a Trade Trilogy 
which links these three countries in a new venture—cultural tourism. Such a 
collaboration could offer a unique tourism experience as haunting and dramatically 
rich in its imagery and stories as the Silk Road from China through to Turkey.

Western Australia, as a region, is still an unknown holiday destination to a 
large part of the travelling world. Like ourselves, Indonesia and the Netherlands see 
tourism as an important and comparatively sustainable growth industry.

As this Colloquium has eloquently illustrated, we have the capacity to trade 
and exchange our research and interpretation skills. Perhaps the phoenix of ANCODS 
could be concerned with facilitating a series of cultural trade and cultural tourism 
ventures, which are joint collaborations between Indonesia (the most experienced 
sea-trader of us all), the Netherlands and ourselves.

In relation to an initial tourism project our target could be, for example, those 
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German tourists seeking ‘soft adventure’ in Western Australia; because 29 000 of 
the 100 000 Germans travelling to Australia come to Western Australia, with a very 
significant number of these wanting to travel outside and beyond the capital city for 
their holiday. A significant number of these are interested in swimming, scuba-diving 
and four-wheel-vehicle driving adventures.

Then there is the cultural–educational tourist market from North America, 
referred to as the non-profits, who could be another target market. These are the 
Friends and Members of Gallery and Museum Societies, and alumni groups, for whom 
a whole sector of travel agents exist in America to service these travel interests.

Why not develop a new maritime myth—by developing tours and skill 
exchange ventures which link our three countries? Perhaps the next Colloquium 
should be opened up by the Minister for Trade and it should also actively engage 
the tourism industry.

Whatever we do, we can confidently expect that there are benefits for us to 
gain from taking a proactive approach to cultural tourism.
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Appendix 1 

Houtman Abrolhos: an historical summary

Date Vessel
Commander/	Captain/
other

Event/Discoveries… Area References

1527 Meneze Islands	?	discovered	by
Meneze.

See	Campbell,	1890

1619 Dordrecht and
Amsterdam
Frederik	de	Houtman

Discovery	and	naming	of	the
island	group—Houtman
Abrolhos.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1629 Batavia
Francisco	Pelsaert

Wrecked	on	Morning	Reef,
Wallabi	Group.

Wallabi	Group Pelsaert	Journal

1636 Cleen Amsterdam and
Wesel

Searched	for	two	men
marooned	on	the	mainland	by
Pelsaert.

Mainland

1670 Roebuck
William	Dampier

?	struck	a	reef	on	the	northern
group	of	the	Abrolhos.

North	Abrolhos Dampier	(1699),	1939:
81;	Uren,	1933:100

1681 New	London
Capt.	John	Daniel

Described	the	Abrolhos	and
produced	what	is	probably	the
earliest	map.	Computed	them
to	be	c.	20	miles	in	length.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Thornton,	1703;	Dalyell
(1629),	1812:	Vol	1A:	218

1694 Ridderschap	van
Holland

Lost	after	leaving	the	Cape	of
Good	Hope—possiby	at	the
Abrolhos.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Sigmond	&	Zuiderbaan,
1976:	99	ff

1697 Geelvinck
Willem	de	Vlamingh

Steered	between	the	reefs	of
the	Houtman	Abrolhos	and	the
mainland.	Kept	a	search	for
the Ridderschap	van	Holland.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Schilder,	1985:	57,	65

1726 Aagtekerke ?	lost	in	the	Pelsaert	Group. Pelsaert	Group Henderson,	1980:	39

1727 Zeewijk
Jan	Steyns

Zeewijk	survivors	visited	many
of	the	islands	in	the	Pelsaert
Group	seeking	food,	wood	and
fresh	water.

Pelsaert	Group Ship's	journals

1801-
1803

Géographe
Nicolas	Baudin

Sailed	close	to	the	Abrolhos
but	did	not	see	the	islands.
Estimated	them	to	be	24	miles
in	length.

Abrolhos Baudin	(1803),	1974:
198-9,	503-4

1818-
1822

Mermaid
Phillip	Parker	King

Surveys	of	the	WA	coast. Houtman
Abrolhos

King,	1826.2:	172-3

1834
29	July

Monkey
Capt.	Pace
Asst.	Surveyor
Ommanney

Expedition	to	the	'Northland'
to	search	for	supposed	wreck.
Sighted	the	Abrolhos.	Passed
through	Geelvink	Channel.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1840	Jan. Colonial	schooner
Champion
Capt.	Dring
Sir	George	Grey
George	Fletcher	Moore

Explored	entrance	to	Hutt
River	and	Abrolhos.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Dring,	1840
Moore,	1840

1840-
1841

HMS Beagle
Stokes	and	Wickham

Survey	of	the	Abrolhos.
Discovered	guano	and	relics
(breech	loading	swivel	gun)	on
Gun	Island—initially	thought	to
be	from	the Batavia.	Stated	by
Kimberly	(1897)	to	have	found
a	Chinese	coin	of	the	reign	of
Hon	Lute	(over	300	years)	and
one	British	half	penny	of
George	I	(1720).

Pelsaert	Group
Gun	Is.

Kimberly,	1897:15
Stokes,	1846
Wickham,	1846

1842
13	Sept.

Ocean	Queen
Capt.	Harrington

Wrecked	on	Half	Moon	Reef.
Survivors	stayed	10	days	on
Pelsaert	Island.

Pelsaert	Group Henderson,	1980:	197-8
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Date Vessel
Commander/Captain/
other

Event/Discoveries… Area References

1842
Nov.

Venus
Capt.	Thomas
Daniel	Scott	and	John
Gilbert	(Ornithologist)

Chartered	by	Scott	to	salvage
the Ocean	Queen.	Noted
wells	on	Middle	Island	not
seen	by	Stokes	and	Wickham.
Also	barrel-hoops,	portions	of
casks,	Dutch	jars	and	bottles.
On	Pelsaert	Is.	found	several
cannon	balls,	iron	bolts,	rings,
etc.	attached	to	portions	of
timber.

Pelsaert	Group Gilbert,	1843;
Henderson,	1980

1843 Water	Witch
Anthony	Curtis

Commenced	sealing	and
fishing	in	Abrolhos.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Cammileri,	1965

1844 CS Champion
Lt.	Frank	Helpman	ex
HMS Beagle

Re-investigation	of	Stokes	and
Wickham's	findings	and
search	for	guano.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Helpman,	1844

1847 Water	Witch,Thetis
and Pelsart

Owned	by	Pelsaert	Fishing
Company	operating	in	the
Abrolhos.	Camped	on	islands
and	?	built	shelters.

Pelsaert
Group?

De	Burgh	diary.
Cammileri,	1965; Perth
Gazette; Inquirer		etc.

1848 Cumberland–520	ton. Stranded	on	one	of	the
islands	on	her	voyage	to
China;	got	off	after	6	hours.

Pelsaert
Group?

Henderson,	1980

1848 Pelsart	Fishing
Company
Mr	Willis

Reported	having	found	relics
—part	of	a	sword	with	the
name	'Houtman'	on	it,	an
officer's	epaulette,	belt
buckles,	skeleton,	coins	etc.
on	an	island	they	called	'Bolt
Island'.	Skeletons	found	on
one	of	the	'Mangrove	Islands'
together	with	a	quantity	of
Dutch	bottles	that	appeared	to
have	been	thrown	away.
Also	found	24	cwt	anchor
—probably	from	the
Cumberland;	2	brass	cannon,
both	in	the	water,	one	lying	on
a	reef	and	the	other	a	short
distance	off	and	between	the
two,	the	cover	of	what
appeared	to	be	an	iron	chest,
stretching	out	of	the	sand	[but
was	an	eagle's	nest!].
Reported	findings	to	Capt.
Fitzgerald	of	the	Champion.

Pelsaert
Group?

Perth	Gazette,	26	Aug.
1848

1848
22	July

Champion With	detachment	of	95th
Regiment	to	investigate
reports	by	Mr	Willis.

Pelsaert
Group?

Halls,	1977

1848-
1849

Pelsart
Pelsart	Fishing	Co.

Regular	fishing	trips,	guano
collection	etc.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1851
10	April

Venus
Capt.	Mason

Wrecked	on	reef	in	Pelsaert
Group.	Crew	rowed	to	Middle
Island.	John	Williams,	the
cook,	buried	on	the	island.
Grave	seen	by	John	Forrest	in
1879.
[A	non-European	skeleton
was	recovered	from	the	island
by	WAM	in	1978.]

Pelsaert	Group Forrest,	1879
Henderson,	1988

1855
20	Sept.

Preston
Capt.	John	Keefe

Ran	ashore	on	Pelsaert	Island
and	abandoned.

Pelsaert	Group Henderson,	1988
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Date Vessel
Commander/	Captain/
other

Event/Discoveries… Area References

1858
15	Jan.

Favourite
Capt.	Goss

Wrecked	on	a	reef	on	the
Abrolhos.	Three	men	were	left
on	'the	islands'	[Goss'
Monument–now	Beacon
Island]	with	sufficient	stores
for	3	months.	Boat	refloated.

Wallabi	Group Henderson,	1988

1860 John	Septimus	Roe
(Surveyor-General)

Relics	from	the Zeewijk	found
during	visit	to	the	islands.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Kimberly,	1897:	15
Broadhurst	in	Ingleman-
Sundberg,	1978

1861
14	June

Cochituate
Capt.	George	Bangs

Wrecked	in	Easter	Group	near
Rat	Island.

Easter	Group Henderson,	1988

1861 Mystery	and
Speculator

Cutters	sent	to	recover	what
remained	of Cochituate	on
behalf	of	John	Wellard.
Anchored	under	Rat	Island.

Easter	Group Henderson,	1988

1867 Victoria
Master		Harford

Sent	to	examine	coast	and
Abrolhos	for	traces	of
shipwrecks	or	shipwrecked
persons.	Found	wreckage?
from Cochituate.	Visitor	saw
frame	of	wooden	house	on
Middle	Island.	Helped	to
refloat	the Albert.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Inquirer,	23	Oct.	1967,
Supplement.

1867
11	Aug.

Albert
Constable	W.
Thomson

Sent	to	Abrolhos	on	8	Aug.	in
search	of	vessels	supposed	to
be	wrecked	there.	Struck	a
reef	1	km	from	island	known
as	Goss'	Monument	(later
called	Beacon	Island).		[Goss
is	said	to	have	buried	his	wife
on	an		island	in	the	Abrolhos.]

Wallabi	Group Henderson,	1988
Thomson,	1867

1867 Swan Sent	to	Abrolhos	to	refloat	the
Albert.

Wallabi	Group Henderson,	1988

1870 Major	W.	H.	Christie
(Postmaster-General)

A	'weather-worn	broken	dram
glass…ornamented	with
flowers	and	a	series	of
festoons…'	and	a	'highly
ornamented	swordbelt	buckle,
of	bronze,	partially	gilt…'
donated	to	the	Nicholson
Museum	(Sydney	University).
Said	to	have	been	recovered
by	Captain	Stokes	of	HMS
Beagle.

Pelsaert	Group Sydney	Morning	Herald;
Hobart	Mercury,	20	Feb.
1870

1872 Flying	Foam Possibly	lost	on	the	Abrolhos. Houtman
Abrolhos

Henderson,	1988

1872 Clarence	Packet
Constable	W.
Simmons	and	James
Thomson

Search	for	missing	schooner
Flying	Foam	in	SW	islands

Pelsaert
Group?

1875 H.E.	Victor	and	C.E.
and	H.	Levy

Leased	Wallabi	Islands	for
curing	[drying]	fish.

Wallabi	Group Herald	3	July	1875
Inquirer	7	July	1875

1876
March

Star
John	Bateman

Applied	for	licencse	to	remove
guano	from	Rat	Island.
Engaged	in	whaling	at	Port
Gregory	(1857)	and	the
coastal	and	lightering	trade
(1860s).

Easter	Group CSO	Files	(BLWA)

1876 Charles	Edward
Broadhurst

Tendered	for	guano	licence
for	the	Pelsaert	Group.

Pelsaert	Group SDUR	Files	(BLWA)
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Date Vessel
Commander/	Captain/
other

Event/Discoveries… Area References

1877
30	April

Hadda
Capt.	John	L.	Parker

Lost	off	Beacon	Island,
Wallabi	Group.	Crew	stayed	in
the	islands	for	5	days.

Wallabi	Group Henderson,	1988:	222	ff

1878 Marten Wrecked	off	Pelsaert	Island.
Evidence	of	survivor	camp	on
shore.

Pelsaert	Group Henderson,	1988

1879 Ben	Ledi Wrecked	off	Pelsaert	Island.
Evidence	of	survivor	camp	on
shore.

Pelsaert	Group Henderson,	1988

1879
April

Moonlight
John	Forrest
(Surveyor)

Survey	of	Abrolhos	Islands	for
guano	deposits.	Noted	two
stone	huts	on	Middle	Island
and Zeewijk	survivors'	camp
site	on	Gun	Island	(Pelsaert
Group).	Recovered	artefacts
(glass,	clay	pipes	etc.),	later
handed	to	Florance
Broadhurst	and	to	WAM.
Visited	West	Wallabi	and
reported	seeing	huts.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Forrest,	1879ab
Broadhurst	letter	in
Ingleman-Sundberg,	1978

1882 Charles	Edward
Broadhurst

Visited	the	Abrolhos	to	assess
guano	deposits.

Houtman
Abrolhos

CSO	Files	(BLWA)

1882 John	Forrest
(Surveyor)

Revisited	Gun	Island	and
recovered	clay	pipes	etc.

Pelsaert	Group Broadhurst		in	Ingleman-
Sundberg,	1978

1883 Charles	Edward
Broadhurst

Leased	several	islands	to
remove	guano.

Houtman
Abrolhos

McCarthy,	1996
Stanbury,	1979,	1993

1884 Broadhurst,	MacNeil
and	Company

Guano	contracting	company
founded.	Established	a	plant
and	residential	facilities	on
Rat	Island.

Easter	Group Stanbury, et	al.,	1993

1886-
1888

Messrs	J.	W.	Bateman Took	over	Broadhurst's
company	to	assist	with	the
firm's	financial	difficulties.

Easter	Group Stanbury, et	al.,	1993

1888 Broadhurst,	MacNeil
and	Company.,	Gilbert
Beddoes

Company	taken	over	by
Florance	Broadhurst	who
engaged	a	surveyor	and
engineer	(Beddoes)	to
construct	jetties,	tramways
etc.

Easter	Group Stanbury, et	al.,	1993

1889
Dec.

A.J.	Campbell,	F.L.S. Reported	on	the	fauna	of	the
Houtman	Abrolhos.	Said	to
have	seen	the	headboard	of
John	Williams'	grave	on
Middle	Island	(Pelsaert
Group).	Visited	Rat	Island.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Australian	25	Mar.	1890;
West	Australian,	25	Mar.
1890;	Uren	(1944),
1964:100

1890 HMS Penguin
Cmdr.	Combe
J.	J.	Walker

Walker's	journal	refers	to	a
well	(or	two	wells)	on	East
Wallabi	(16	Nov.).

Wallabi	Group Walker,	1890,	Vol.1:	181
(Crawford,	I.	M.	C.	1995,
pers.	comm.		9	Nov.)

1890 Broadhurst,	MacNeil
and	Company

Move	from	Rat	Island	to
Pelsaert	Island

Pelsaert	Group

1890s Broadhurst,	MacNeil
and	Company

Discovery	of	Dutch	relics	by
guano-miners	on	Gun	Island.

Pelsaert	Group

1893 Broadhurst,	MacNeil
and	Company

Florance	Broadhurst	brought
two	skeletons	(apparently
complete)	to	WAM—found	in
a	sand-drift;	many	other	relics
of	the Zeewijk	were
discovered	by	his	employees.

Pelsaert	Group Letter	dated	21	Nov.
1893	WAM	File
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1894 William	Saville-Kent
(Naturalist)

Made	observations	of	the
Houtman	Abrolhos.	Comments
on	relics	from	Gun	and	Rat
islands.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Saville-Kent,	1897

1894 Giles Made	collections	for	the
Museum.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1894-
1895

Otto	Lipfert Spent	3	months	collecting
specimens	for	Museum.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1897 W.	Siebenhaar
(Translator)

Commissioned	by	F.	C.
Broadhurst	to	translate
Pelsaert's	journal.

The	Western	Mail,	1897,
Christmas	issue.

1897 A.	J.	Wells
(Surveyor)

Survey	of	guano	deposits	in
the	Abrolhos.
First	comprehensive	survey
and	mapping	of	the	islands.
Named	Beacon	Island	'Goss'
Monument'.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Wells,	Field	Books	Nos	23
and	24

1897 R.	Helms
(Biologist	to	Agricultural
Bureau)

Studied	faunal	life	and	made
observations	about	guano
mining.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Helms,	1902

?	date Alfred	Carson Visited	the	islands	with
Florance	Broadhurst.

Easter/	Pelsaert
Group

Carson,	1939

1900-
1904

William	Alfred	Davis
(Manager	of	guano
station)

Recovered	stoneware	jug
washed	up	on	beach	at
Pelsaert	Island.	Donated	to
WAMM	by	grandson—see	ZW
5580.

Pelsaert	Group

1904 Messrs	Fallowfield	&
Co.,	Geraldton

Broadhurst	relinquished	his
guano	lease	which	was	taken
up	by	Fallowfield.

1905-
1907

Davis	&	Fallowfield Guano	collecting. Houtman
Abrolhos

1906 Fishing	Groups Fishing	groups	visiting
Abrolhos	e.g.	Miragliotta	and
Minuta	families	on	Rat	Island.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1907-
1923

William	Bower
Fallowfield

Guano	collecting. Houtman
Abrolhos

1907-
1908

Charles	Price
Conigrave

Visitor. Houtman
Abrolhos

1908 C.	G.	Gibson Bird	observations. Houtman
Abrolhos

1908 SS Windsor Wrecked	on	south	end	of	Half
Moon	Reef.

Pelsaert	Group

c.1909 Whileaway
W.	B.	Christie

Holiday	visitor.	Notes	well	on
West	Wallabi	Island.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Christie,	1909

1913 W.	J.	Dakin Expedition	to	study	the
Abrolhos.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1915 W.	J.	Dakin Expedition	to	study	the
Abrolhos.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Dakin,	1919

1917 H.	P.	Woodward
(Geologist)

Study	of	mineral	and	rock
phosphate	deposits.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Woodward,	1917
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1922 W.	B.	Alexander Study	of	vertebrate	fauna	on
Wallabi,	Pelsaert	and	Easter
groups.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1929 Abrolhos	Islands	Gazetted	as
an	'A'		Class	Reserve	and	a
board	appointed	to	control	the
reserve	for	the	purposes	of
'Public	Recreation	and	Tourist
Resort'.

Houtman
Abrolhos

L&S	Files

1931
Feb.

Series	of	By-Laws	came	into
effect	to	preserve	the	natural
fauna	and	flora.	Restrictions
placed	on	certain	activities.

Houtman
Abrolhos

L&S	Files

1931 T.	C.	Hoskins et	al. Established	'Cove	packing
Company'—crayfish	cannery
on	West	Wallabi—north	side
adjacent	to	guano	loading	jetty.

Wallabi	Group L&S	Files

1931 Abrolhos	Islands
Trading	Company
Winter	Brant	and
Company

Fishing	companies	associated
with	Board	Members.

Houtman
Abrolhos

L&S	Files

1931
Feb.

Walter	Trigg
(Secretary	of	the
Abrolhos	Board)

Hut	built	on	Pelsaert	Island	'to
provide	shelter	and	tanks	to
conserve	water.	Known	as
Trigg's	Hut'.	Trigg	is	reported
to	have	recovered	a	flagon	and
Dutch	coin	dated	1600	which
were	exposed	on	the	south
end	of	Pelsaert	Island	when
digging	guano.
Hut	used	by	visiting	fishermen
and	holidaymakers	from	1930s
to	early	1940s.

Pelsaert	Group Goldsmith,	1946:	181

1931
Oct.

Harvard	University Expedition	to	Wallabi	Islands. Wallabi	Group

1933-
1934

Water	Witch
Kieth	Barker	and	friends
(Kieth	Burton,	Bill	Clark,
Charlie	Edgar,	Frank
Burton,	'Swank'	Jenour,
Mac	Cuming,		'Pom'
Marsh,	Tom	Barker,	Dr
Joe	Kenny,	Nick	(the
cook).

Holidaymakers	to	Pelsaert
Island.	Stayed	in	Trigg's	Hut.
Appear	to	have	noticed	very
little	evidence	of	archaeological
remains	of	guano-miners	or
earlier	occupation.

Pelsaert	Group Barker,	K.,	pers.	comm.

1940 Malcolm	Uren	(Author)
with	John	leggoe,	Bruce
Wallis,	Reginald
Landells.

Visitors.	Very	little
archaeological	evidence
reported	in	accounts.

Pelsaert	Group Uren,	1944

1943 J.C.	Dulfer
(Project	Engineer	for
BPC)

Examination	of	phosphate
deposits.

Houtman
Abrolhos

Dulfer,	1943

1944-
1945

British	Phosphate
Commissioners

Wartime	mining	of	rock
phosphate	on	Pelsaert	Island.

Pelsaert	Group BPC	Archives

1944 Curt	Teichert
(Geologist)

Expedition. Wallabi	Group Teichert,	1946

1946-
1950

'Dal'	Gaze	and	Allan
Fox	(Ex-RAAF	Officers)

Attempted	to	establish	a
holiday	resort	on	Pelsaert
Island.

Pelsaert	Is.
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1949 Finlay	Beaton	and	Ron
Smith

Found	Dutch	wine	bottle	on
north-easten	part	of	Pelsaert
Island	while	holidaying	on	the
island.	Given	to	Mrs	Cecilie
Cook.

Pelsaert	Group Carroll	Photo	coll.	WAMM

1952 Henrietta	Drake-
Brockman
(Historian/writer)

Developing	theories	as	to
location	of Batavia.

Houtman
Abrolhos

1953 E.	Mayr	and	R.	Wolk Bird	studies. Wallabi	Group

1954 Warrego
(Survey	Sloop)
Cmdr.	A.	H.	Cooper

Visit. Houtman
Abrolhos

Drake-Brockman,	1963:
293ff

1957 Henrietta	Drake-
Brockman
(Historian/writer)

Published The	Wicked	and	the
Fair,	placing	the Batavia	in	the
Wallabi	Group.

Wallabi	Group Drake-Brockman,	1957

1959-
1960

WA	Museum
Glen	Storr et	al.

Faunal	studies. Wallabi	Group Storr,	1965

1960
25	Mar.

O.	'Pop'	Marten	and	Dr
Roylance

Discovery	of	skeleton	on
Beacon	Island	and	garland
from	a	Conraet	Droschel
trumpet	dated	1628.	See
Appendix	2.

Wallabi	Group
Beacon	Island

Halls,	1964

1960
April

Hugh	Edwards Search	of	Wallabi	Group	for
Batavia	site	unsuccessful.

Wallabi	Group Edwards,	1966

1960 Dave	Johnson
(Crayfisherman)

Discovered	wreck	of Batavia. Wallabi	Group

1960? Dave	Johnson
(Crayfisherman)

Human	skull:	see	Appendix	2. Beacon	Is. Edwards,	1966:	112

1963
25	May

Max	Cramer,	Graham
Cramer

Human	skull:	see	Appendix	2. Beacon	Is. Bevacqua,	1974a

1963
25	May

Max	Cramer,	Graham
Cramer

Human	skull:	see	Appendix	2. Beacon	Is. Bevacqua,	1974a

1963
Jul/Aug

Chris	Halls	(WAM)
Max	Cramer,	Graham
Cramer,	Dr	Naoom
Haimson

Incomplete	human	skeleton:
see	Appendix	2.

Beacon	Is. Edwards,	1966:	168

1963
June?

Max	Cramer,	Graham
Cramer

Coral	structure	with	four	8	ft
walls	and	a	door	in	one	corner
(referred	to	as	'Cornelisz'
prison').	Dug	out	to	depth	of	4
ft.	Contained	'earth	and	old
timber'.

Beacon	Is. Edwards,	1966:	171-2

1963
Jul/Aug

Joint	Expedition
Hugh	Edwards
Dr	Naoom	Haimson et
al.

Human	skeleton:	see	Appendix
2.

Beacon	Is. Edwards,	1966:	130,	166
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1963 Joint	Expedition
Hugh	Edwards
Dr	Naoom	Haimson et
al.

Dug	'strata-trenches'		across
the	island.	(E.S.	"C"	Exact
location(s)	unknown,	but
believed	to	have	been	to	the
north	and	west	of	Bevilaqua's
hut.	Artefacts	found	at	a	depth
of	3-18	in	(7.6-45	cm).		Down
to	coral	in	18".
Relics	included	burnt	bird,	seal
and	wallaby	bones;	fragments
of	glass,	lead,	brass,	pieces
ofpistol	mechanism,	brass
chain	and	a	seal	marked
'Tanger	Munde';	tin-glazed
majolica	and	red	earthenware
albarelli	sherds.
Trench	(T.T.A.)	dug	between
the	house	of	Johnson	and
Bevilaqua.	No	artefacts	found.
Three	trenches	(A,	B	&	C)	at
right	angles	to	main	trench
also	'sterile'.

Beacon	Is. Edwards,	1966:	168-9;
Halls,	1963

1963 Joint	Expedition
Hugh	Edwards
Dr	Naoom	Haimson et
al.

Investigation	of	West	Wallabi.
Found	wells	with	several	feet
of	water,	dead	bird	and	wallaby
bones	but	no	sign	of	Dutch
occupation.

Wallabi	Group
West	Wallabi

1964
August

Aquinas	College
Hugh	Edwards et	al.

Surveys	and	excavations:
West	Wallabi—Slaughter	Point
site.	Found	pot	sherds,	iron
nails,	burnt	remains	of
tammars,	seals,	birds,	oysters
etc.

Wallabi	Group
West	Wallabi

Edwards,	1964;	Edwards,
1966:176;	O'Loughlin,
1964

1964
Dec.

Ron	Taylor	and	Hugh
Edwards

Human	skull:	see	Appendix	2. Wallabi	Group
Beacon	Is.

Edwards,	1966:166

1965 Aquinas	College Continued	excavation	of
interior	of	Slaughter	Point
structure	and	extensive	area
surrounding	the	site.	Findings
confirmed	Dutch	association.

Wallabi	Group
West	Wallabi

O'Loughlin,	1966

1966 Aquinas	College Expedition	to	Pelsaert	Group. Pelsaert	Group

1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-Hinton et	al.

Site	"C"	—Exact	location
uncertain	(possibly	in
depression	immediately	west
of	Dransfield's	house).	Surface
collection	in	area	included
butchered	animal	bones	and
various	Dutch	artefacts
—musket	ball,	fish-hook	etc.

Beacon	Is.

1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-Hinton et	al.

Stone	structure—'Cornelisz'
prison'.
Artefacts	from	excavation
suggest	mid	to	late	19th
century—possibly	associated
with Hadda	(1877)	or	earlier
stranding	of	the Albert.

Beacon	Is.

1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-Hinton et	al.

Rheinish	stoneware	jug		sherd
found	at	northern	end	of	island.

Long	Is.
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1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-Hinton et	al.

Slaughter	Point	site.
Re-excavated	portions	of	the
interior	of	the	Slaughter	Point
site	and	two	trenches	in	nearby
vicinity.

West	Wallabi

1968 Bill	Newbold 'Goss'	Monument'	renamed
Beacon	Island.

Beacon	Is.

1968 Hugh	Edwards Searched	outside	reef	[Half
Moon	Reef]	for Zeewijk
wreckage.

Pelsaert	Group

1968 British	Petroleum Operated	an	unsuccessful	oil
rig	on	Gun	Is.	Demolished	a
guano	camp	on	the	east	side
of	the	island	and	unearthed
'several	Dutch	graves'	on	the
west	side	of	the	island.	Two
skeletons	and	the	mask	of	a
beardman	jug	were	found.

Pelsaert	Group
Gun	Is.

Edwards,	1975	pers.
comm.;	Ingleman-
Sundberg,	1978

1970 Aquinas	College Visit	to	Easter	Group. Easter	Group

1970
June

University	of	WA	and
WA	Museum

Survey	of Batavia	wreck	site. Wallabi	Group

1971- WA	Museum Maintaining	watch	of Batavia
site.

Wallabi	Group

1972
April-
May

Underwater	Explorers
Club
WA	Museum	and	Hugh
Edwards

Underwater	and	land	survey	on
Gun	Island.	'Minor	random
diggings	on	Gun	Island'	—
finds	recorded:	mainly	broken
glass,	bones,	and	intrusive
material.	Island	littered	with
debris	from	oil	drilling.

Pelsaert	Group
Gun	Is.

Stewart,	1972,	WAM	File
MA-74/74;	Ingleman-
Sundberg,	1978

1972-
1976

WA	Museum
Green et	al.

Batavia	expeditions. Wallabi	Group Green,	1974,	1989

1973 WA	Museum
Green et	al.

Test	trenches	0.5	m	wide	x	0.5
m	deep	dug:	between	Johnson
and	Bingham	(formerly
Bevilaqua)	huts	on	east	side	of
island	(one);	between	Johnson
and		jetty	on	south	side	of
island	(three).	All	sterile.

Beacon	Is.

1973 WA	Museum
Green et	al.

Surface	finds	of	artefacts
recovered	from	area	in	front	of
(east)		Dr	Royce's	Hut.
Included	sherds	of	tin-glazed
majolica.

Beacon	Is.

1974
Feb.

WA	Museum
Bevacqua

Test	Tr.	#1
Between	Johnson	and	Royce
Huts	(SE	side	of	island).
Trench	of	six	one	metre
squares.	Relatively	dense
deposit	of	artefacts	and	faunal
material	recovered.

Beacon	Is. Bevacqua,	1974b

1974
Feb.

WA	Museum
Bevacqua

Surface	recording	of	coral
features	on	SE	point	of	island
(Cornelisz'	Prison).

Beacon	Is. Bevacqua,	1974b
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1974
Feb.

WA	Museum
Bevacqua

Excavation	of	Slaughter	Point
Site	(West	Wallabi)	and
evaluation	of	Gun	Island.

West	Wallabi
Gun	Is.

Bevacqua,	1974c	&	1974d

1976-
1979

WA	Museum
Ingleman-Sundberg et
al.

Zeewijk 	expeditions.
Excavations	of	Gun	Island.
Survey	of	Pelsaert	Is.

Gun	Is. Ingleman-	Sundberg,
1976,	1977,	1978

1980
Dec.

WAMM
Post	Graduate	Diploma
Course

Test	Tr.	#2
Located	parallel	and	adjacent
to	the	NE	side	of	Test	Trench
One.	Also	produced	a	dense
deposit	of	artefacts	and	faunal
material.

Beacon	Is. Kirkham,	1980

1983
Sept.

MAAWA Trenches	dug	behind
Johnson's	hut.	Location
unknown.

Beacon	Is.

1986 WAMM
Post	Graduate	Diploma
Course

Batavia 	and	other	projects.
Survey	of	Beacon	Island	and
West	Wallabi	stone	structures.

Wallabi	Group Harvey	&	Morris,	1986;
Orme	&	Randall,	1987

1989
Dec.

WAMM
Green et	al.

Batavia 	project.	Beacon	Island
survey	etc.

Wallabi	Group
Beacon	Is.

Green	&	Stanbury

1990 WAMM
Garratt

Beacon	Island	Mapping
Project.

Beacon	Is. Garratt,	1990

1992 WAMM
Green,	Gibbs,	Stanbury
et	al.

Batavia 	project:	land
archaeology—sample	pits.
Establishment	of	survey	grid
for	site	reference	and	location.
Series	of	one	metre	square	x
one	metre	deep	test	pits
excavated	along	the	west	side
of	the	island	from	the	Museum
Hut	(now	Dransfield	House)	in
the	north	to	the	beach	in	the
south.

Beacon	Is. Gibbs,	1992

1992 WAMM
Green, et	al.

Search	for Cochituate Easter	Group

1992 WAMM
Green,	Stanbury, et	al.

Inspection	of Zeewijk 	inside
reef	sites.

Pelsaert	Group

1993 Historic	Shipwrecks
Amnesty

Anonymous	donation	of
cutlass	said	to	have	been
found	in	association	with
human	burial.
Report	of	skulls	having	been
located	during	digging	of	leach
drain.

Beacon	Is.

1993 Historic	Shipwrecks
Amnesty

Small	artefacts	from	Slaughter
Point	site,	donated.
Recovered	with
magnetometer.

West	Wallabi

1993 WAMM
Stanbury, et	al.

Survey	of	historic	sites	on	Rat
Island.
One	sherd	of	Rheinish
stoneware	recovered.

Easter	Group
Rat	Is.

Stanbury et	al. 1993

1994 WAMM
Gibbs,	Hunneybun,
Potts,	Stanbury

Human	burials	Nos	5	and	6:
see	Appendix	2.

Beacon	Is. Gibbs,	1994;	Hunneybun,
1995
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Appendix 2 

batavia: chronology and summary of land 
archaeological excavations

DATE EXCAVATORS SITE	REF.
REG.	NO.
SEX	and AGE

DETAILS LOCATION REFERENCES

1960
23
Mar.

O.	'Pop'	Marten
(Crayfisherman)
Dr	Max
Roylance
(Visitor)
Sgt.	Det.Ayres
(Police	Officer)

BI.Marten.60
BAT.M3901
Female	aged
16–18	yrs.
Ht.	5'71/2"	top
of	skull	to	heel
bones.
Buried	face
upwards,	feet
together	and
arms	across
chest.
and
BAT.M3901+
Upper	left
molar	from
second
individual	aged
17-19	yrs.

HUMAN	 SKELETON

Located	while	burying	rubbish
'under	clothes	line'	[near	post] c.	8
ft	(2.4	m)	from	south	side	of
Bevilaqua's	[later	Bingham/
Gliddon]	hut.
Depth	16-18	in	(40-45	cm).		Brown
soil.	Area	sifted—no	artefacts
found.
FIRST	 DATED	 RELIC

Nearby,	Marten	found	the	first
artefact	datable	to	the Batavia
wreck:	the	garland	of	a	Nürnberg
trumpet	made	by	Conraet
Droschel	date	1628.	[BAT	456]
Trumpeters	on	board Batavia:
Claas	Jansz,	Jacop	Groenewaldt
and	Cornelis	Piertsz.

Beacon
Island

Ayres,	6	Apr.
1960	[WAM	file
MA-74/74]
Drake-
Brockman,
1965:	109
Edwards,
1966:98
Halls,	1964
Hunneybun,
1995:	4.
Pasveer,	1997b

1960
April

WA
Newspapers
Hugh	Edwards
(Journalist/
Diver)
Maurie
Hammond
(Photographer)

BI.Unid SEARCH	 OF WALLABI GROUP	 FOR

BATAVIA 	site	unsuccessful.	Digging
on	Beacon	Is	produced	two	large
seabird	bones	and	dead	seal
bones.

Beacon
Island

Edwards,
1966:104

1960 Dave	Johnson
(Crayfisherman)

WRECK	 OF BATAVIA 	 DISCOVERED . Edwards,
1966:104

1960? Dave	Johnson
(Crayfisherman)

BI.Johnson.60
Location
unknown.

HUMAN	 SKULL

Found	while	digging	post	hole*.
Location	unidentified.
[*?	laundry	post.	Area	SW	of
house	indicated	by	Petra	Johnson,
between	hut	and	pathway	from
Bevilaqua's	Hut.]

Beacon
Island

Edwards,
1966:112

c.1961 Unknown
Crayfishermen

BI.Unid.	61
Location
unknown

HUMAN	 SKELETON

Alleged	to	have	been	exhumed.
Halls,	1964

1963
25
May

Max	Cramer BI.Cramer.63a
ZW.A15831	(?)
Location:	SW	of
SW	corner	of
Johnson's	hut,
in	sandy	area
between	hut
and	path	to
south	beach.
[Wrongly
registered	as
ZW.]

HUMAN	 SKULL

Found	near	Johnson's	camp.
Shin	bone	[not	human]—found	on
the	beach	[?	south	beach]	on	the
surface	of	the	ground c.	200-300
yd	from	where	skull	was	located.
Skull	part	of	complete	skeleton
buried	in	sand	at	bed-rock	level.
Piece	of	lead-musket	ball	in	region
of	chest	[see	BAT.A15508].
[Specimen	handed	to	Geraldton
Police	and	Coroner,	Dr	Pearson.
Examined	at	University	of	WA.
Returned	to	WAM.]

Beacon
Island

Bevacqua,
1974a
WAM	File	MA-
74/74/1
Whitney,	1963
Pasveer,	1997b
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DATE EXCAVATORS SITE	REF.
REG.	NO.
SEX	and AGE

DETAILS LOCATION REFERENCES

1963
June

Max	Cramer,
Graham	Cramer
Greg	Allen

BI.Cramer.63b SURFACE	 FINDS ?
Glass,	copper	frags,	part	flintlock
pistol.	Location	uncertain.
Possibly	area	of	Johnson's	Hut.

Beacon
Island

Edwards,	1966:
112

1963
Jul/
Aug

Max	Cramer
Graham	Cramer
Naoom
Haimson

BI.Cramer.63c
BAT.A15508
Possibly
juvenile
female/male
aged	16-18	yrs.
Pelvis
incomplete.
[?	Willemyntgie
Bastiaensz,
second	daugter
fo	the	Predicant
(Hunneybun)	or
Jan	Dircxsz
(Pasveer)]

HUMAN	 SKELETON —postcranial
Found	in	association	with	a	purse
(BAT	341)	and	two	copper	coins;
musket	shot	in	ribs.	Location
unknown.	Same	area	as	skull
found	by	Cramer	(BI.Cramer.63a)
—?	area	to	west	of	Johnson's	hut.
[See	ZW.A15831]

Beacon
Island

Edwards,	1966:
168
Halls,	1964
Hunneybun,
1995:	4-10	ff
Pasveer,	1997b

1963 Max	Cramer
Graham	Cramer

BI.Cramer.63d LIMESTONE	 STRUCTURE

Coral	structure	with	four	8	ft	walls
and	a	door	in	one	corner	(referred
to	as	'Cornelisz'	prison'.	Dug	out
to	depth	of	4	ft.	Contained	'earth
and	old	timber'.

Beacon
Island
SE
promontory.

Edwards,	1966:
171-72

1963
Jul/
Aug

Joint	Expedition
Chris	Halls
Hugh	Edwards
Dr	Naoom
Haimson
et	al.

BI.Edwards.63a-
b
BAT.A15507
Male	aged	35-
39.
[?	Jacob
Hendricxsz.
Gunner.]

HUMAN	 SKELETON

Found	in	'N-S	direction	at	east
corner	of	Johnson's	Hut'	[NW
corner	of	hut;	NW-SE	alignment
—head	to	SE],	lying	in	a	shallow
pit	in	light	soil.	Traumatised	skull,
severed	shoulder	and
disarticulated	jaw.		Alongside,
under	the	newly	laid	concrete	slab
of	the	sleeping	quarters,	was	a
second	skeleton	[still in	situ	under
cement	slab].	[Skull	of	this	one
excavated	by	Edwards	&	Taylor	in
1964:	Ref.	BAT.A16316.]

Beacon
Island

Edwards,	1966:
130,	166
Halls,	1963
Hunneybun,
1995:	4-6
Pasveer,	1997b

1963 Joint	Expedition
Chris	Halls
Hugh	Edwards
Dr	Naoom
Haimson
et	al.

BI.E.S."C" TEST	 EXCAVATION

Dug	'strata-trenches'		across	the
island.	Exact	location(s)	unknown,
but	believed	to	have	been	to	the
north	and	west	of	Bevilaqua's	hut.
Artefacts	found	at	a	depth	of	3-18
in	(7.6-45	cm).	Included		burnt
bird,	seal	and	wallaby	bones,
fragments	of	glass,	lead,	brass,
piece	of	pistol	mechanism,	brass
chain	and	a	seal;	tin-glazed
majolica,	and	red	earthenware
albarelli	sherds.

Beacon
Island

Edwards,	1966:
168–69
Halls,	1963
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DATE EXCAVATORS SITE	REF.
REG.	NO.
SEX 	and AGE

DETAILS LOCATION REFERENCES

1963 Joint	Expedition
Halls,	Hugh
Edwards,	Dr
Naoom
Haimson et	al.
	Halls	Edward

BI.	T.T.A.
Tr:	A:B:C

TEST	 EXCAVATION

Trench	dug	between	the	houses
of	Johnson	and	Bevilaqua.	No
artefacts	found.	Three	trenches
(A,	B,	&	C)		at	right	angles	to
main	trench	also	'sterile'.

Beacon
Island

Halls,	1963

1963 Joint	Exped ition
Halls,	Hugh
Edwards,	Dr
Naoom
Haimson et	al.

WW.Edwards.
63

W EST W ALLABI	 SEARCH

Found	wells	with	several	feet	of
water,	dead	bird	and	wallaby
bones	but	no	sign	of	Dutch
occupation.

West
Wallabi

Edwards,	1966:
175

1963 Joint	Expedition
Hugh	Edwards
Dr	Naoom
Haimson et	al.

LI.Edwards.63 LIMESTONE	 STRUCTURE

Investigation	of	Long	Island
('Seals	Island').	Found	coral
structure	similar	to	the	one	on
Beacon	Island.	No	artefacts
found.

Long	Island Edwards,	1966:
176

1964
August

Aquinas
College
Hugh	Edwards
et	al.

WW.Aquinas.64 LIMESTONE	 STRUCTURES

Located	2	on	West	Wallabi.
Excavation	of	narrow	trenches
along	the	walls	of	the	Slaughter
Point	site	produced	Rheinish
stoneware	sherds	(one	with	Coat
of	Arms	of	Amsterdam	BAT	46),
iron	nails,	burnt	remains	of
tammars,	seals,	birds	and
oysters.

West
Wallabi

O'Loughlin,
1964

1964
Dec.

Hugh	Edwards
Ron	Taylor

BI.Edwards.64
BAT.A16316
Male	aged c.
33-37
[?	Hendrick
Denys]

H UMAN	 SKULL

Found	under	cement	slab	at	'east'
[NW]	corner	of	Johnson's	Hut,
alongside	BAT.A15507.	[Axial
part	of	the	skeleton	left in	situ
BI.Edwards.63b.]	Traumatised
skull.	[Mandible	missing.]

Beacon
Island

Edwards,	1966:
166
Hunneybun,
1995:	4-10	ff
Pasveer,	1997b

1965 Aquinas	college WW.Aquinas.65 S LAUGHTER POINT	 SITE

Continued	excavation	of	interior
and	extensive	area	surrounding
the	site.	Findings	confirmed	Dutch
association.

West
Wallabi

O'Loughlin,
1966

1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-
Hinton
et	al.

BI.Site	"C".67 O CCUPATION	 SITE

Exact	location	uncertain	(possibly
in	depression	immediately	west	of
Dransfield's	house).	Surface
collection	in	area	included
butchered	animal	bones	and
various	Dutch	artefacts—musket
ball,	fish-hook	etc.

Beacon
Island

WAM	File	MA-
74/74

1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-
Hinton
et	al.

BI.Stone
structure.67
'Cornelisz'
prison'.

'C ORNELISZ' P RISON '
Artefacts	(clay	pipe	bowl,	jarrah,
bottles	etc.]	from	excavation
suggest	mid	to	late	19th	century
—	possibly	associated	with
Hadda 	(1877)	or	earlier	stranding
of	the Albert .

Beacon
Island

WAM	File	MA-
74/74
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DATE EXCAVATORS SITE	REF.
REG.	NO.
SEX	and AGE

DETAILS LOCATION REFERENCES

1967 WA	Museum
Jack-Hinton et
al.

LI.WAM.67 Rheinish	stoneware	jug	sherd
found	at	northern	end	of	island.

Long	Island

1967 WA	Museum
Colin	Jack-
Hinton
et	al.

WW.WAM.67
Slaughter	Point
Site

SLAUGHTER POINT	 SITE

Re-excavated	portions	of	the
interior	of	the	Slaughter	Point	site
and	two	trenches	in	nearby
vicinity.

West
Wallabi

WAM	File	MA-
74/74

1967 WA	Museum
Jack-Hinton et
al.

SI.WAM.67 Faunal	remains. Seal	Island

1967 WA	Museum
Jack-Hinton et
al.

EW.WAM.67
East	Wallabi

East
Wallabi

1970
June

WA
Museum/UWA
Ian	Crawford

BI.WAM.70
Beacon	Island

Investigation	of	two	stone
structures.

Beacon
Island

1973 WA	Museum
Jeremy	Green
et	al.

BI.WAM.73 TEST	 EXCAVATION

Series	of	test	trenches	0.5	m	wide
x	0.5	m	deep	dug:	between
Johnson	and	Bingham	(formerly
Bevilaqua)	huts	on	east	side	of
island	(one);	between	Johnson
and		jetty	on	south	side	of	island
(three).	All	sterile.

Beacon
Island

Batavia	Field-
book

1973 WA	Museum
Jeremy	Green
et	al.

BI.WAM.73 SURFACE	 COLLECTIONS

Artefacts	recovered	from	area	in
front	of	(east)		Dr	Royce's	Hut.
Included	sherds	of	tin-glazed
majolica.

Beacon
Island

1974 WA	Museum
Jeremy	Green
Bobby
Bevacqua

BI.WAM.74
Test	Tr.	#1

TEST	 EXCAVATION

Between	Johnson	and	Royce
Huts	(SE	side	of	island).	Trench
of	six	one	metre	squares.
Relatively	dense	deposit	of
artefacts	and	faunal	material
recovered.	Surface	recording	of
coral	features	on	SE	point	of
island	(Cornelisz'	Prison).

Beacon
Island

Bevacqua,
1974b

1974 WA	Museum
Green,
Bevacqua

WW.WAM.74 SLAUGHTER POINT	 SITE

Survey	and	test	excavations.
West
Wallabi

Bevacqua,
1974d

1980 WAMM
Jeremy	Green
Leah	Kirkham
Myra	Stanbury

BI.WAM.80
Test	Tr.	#2

TEST	 EXCAVATION

Located	parallel	and	adjacent	to
the	NE	side	of	Test	Trench	One.
Also	produced	a	dense	deposit	of
artefacts	and	faunal	material.

Beacon
Island

Kirkham,	1980

1980 WAMM
Leah	Kirkham
Myra	Stanbury

WW.WAM.80 SURVEY -STONE	 STRUCTURES

Investigation	of	structures	and
wells.

West
Wallabi

Kirkham,	1980

1983
Sept.

MAAWA BI.MAAWA.83 Trenches	dug	behind	Johnson's
hut.	Exact	location	unknown.	Iron
nails,	butchered	bones	+
reproduction	stoneware	jug.

Beacon
Island
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DATE EXCAVATORS SITE	REF.
REG.	NO.
SEX 	and AGE

DETAILS LOCATION REFERENCES

1986 WAMM
PGDC

S URVEY – BEACON ISLAND Beacon
Island

Harvey	&
Morris,	1986

1986 WAMM
PGDC

S URVEY -STONE	 STRUCTURES West
Wallabi

Orme	&
Randall,	1987

1987 WAMM
Green

BI.unid Report	of	skull	?	being	found.	No
evidence	of	recent	digging.

Beacon
Island

1989 WAMM
Green,
Stanbury

S URVEY -B EACON ISLAND Beacon
Island

1992 WAMM
Jeremy	Green
Martin	Gibbs
Myra	Stanbury

BI.WAM.92 TEST	 EXCAVATION

Establishment	of	survey	grid	for
site	reference	and	location.	Series
of	one	metre	square	x	one	metre
deep	test	pits	excavated	along
the	west	side	of	the	island	from
the	Museum	Hut	(now	Dransfield
House)	in	the	north		to	the	beach
in	the	south.

Beacon
Island

Gibbs,	1992

1993 Amnesty BI.Unid.93
BAT	80388

Present	location
unknown.
?Redeposited.

A MNESTY	 REPORTS

Anonymous	donation	of	cutlass
said	to	have	been	found	in
association	with	human	burial.
Report	of	skulls	(2	or	more)—
located	during	digging	of	sceptic
tank	and	leach	drain.

Beacon
Island

1994 WAMM
Martin	Gibbs
Bernie
Hunneybun
Jenni	Potts
Myra	Stanbury

BI.WAM.94
Burial	SK	5
Male	?	40-45
yrs

Burial	SK6
Sex	unid.
Probably	30+

H UMAN	 BURIALS

Excavation	of	fragmentary
skeleton.	Site	disturbed	during
digging	of	leach	drain	at	the	rear
of	Gliddon's	(formerly	Bevilaqua)
camp.
Found	in	association	with	Burial
SK5.	Cranium	not	fully	excavated.
Left in	situ .	Appears	to	have
damage	to	occipital	region.

Beacon
Island

Hunneybun,
1995:	4-12
Gibbs,	1995
Pasveer,	1997b
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